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2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz oa 46 

Memorandum 1 - mo W V. Cloveland hj 
Route through for Review) Comp. Syst. — 

:-Mr. W. R. Wannall pate: 7/24/75 etek ae Files & Com. __ 

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall on 8 af! os, eer 7 ae 0) Wear ‘ T= Mr~W..0. Cregar mem) 
j Ll - Mr. R. bes oore ee 

a fete f ‘Laboratory ___. 

Zz pe 16 Legal Coun. 

UNITED STATES SENATE-SELECT COMMITTEE : (TNR on 
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WiTH ago TEORE suhee \ sh oi 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 1% a 7% ati ALINE Zerbone Re — 

Director Sec’ 

« oS NZ 
t os 

This is to recommend attached letter be sent to Mn 
the Attorney General in response to his memorandum of 7/16/75, 
also attached. For your information, there are additional 
attachments relating to prior_correspondence with the Attorney 
General on the matter of direct operational liaison with the 
White House. 

In attached letter to the Attorney General the 
response to the first matter was prepared by the Special 
Investigative .Division (R. J. McCarthy memorandum to 
Mr. Cleveland, 7/21/75, captioned as above). 

It is to be noted that attached memorandum of N. P. 
Callahan to the Director dated 4/24/74 captioned "Proposed 
Management Changes in the Department of Justice" indicates on 
page 2, item number 5, Department opposition to the FBI 
exercising any policy-type liaison with the White House. 
Director Kelley on page 3 of this memorandum wrote, "The 
President told me the Director of the FBI has direct access 
to him and he with the Drtr. He described this as a traditional 
relationship. I do not contemplate bypassing the AG but on 
the other hand may not be able to keep him completely inpceied =F 
at all times. This may possibly be pertinent to number 5. 
If not, I see no reason to mention it." In this Bureau's 
reply to the Department, copy attached, dated 5/2/74 captioned 
"Revision of the Department of Justice "Organization Regulations 
(28 CFR Part 0)'t in which the need for Bureau operational 
liaison with the White House is documented, the above comments 
were not mentioned, and there does not appear to be any need 
for elaboration on this point in our current letter to. the 

wi a Attorney General. REC.gg So Yas 

RIM:mam wx “> CONTINUED - OES" 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

While our current policy is to send the Attorney 
General copies of allccommunications to the White House except 
special inquiry and name check replies there may be exceptions 
to this rule. This could only be determined by a complete 
review of all correspondence to the White House which could be 
extremely difficult and time consuming. Similarly, there is 
no control file containing copies of all communications from 
the White House to this Bureau, and, short of a file by file 
review, there is no means of determining whether or not such 
communications bypassed the Attorney General. 

ACTION: 

The attached letter be sent to the Attorney General. 

a Ne ® 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

. Memorandum 

TO : Clarence M. Kelley, Director DATE: July 16, 1975 

Federal Bureau of Investigation - 

FROM ; Edward H. Levi ‘ 
Attorney General , dt 

Hr 
UBJECT: United States Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental 

Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities. 

The United States Senate Select Committee to Study 
' Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Acti- 

— vities (the "Church Committee") has recently requested. 
certain information regarding the functions of the Attorney 
General with respect to the supervision of and policy-making 
for internal security and intelligence activities. I-would 
appreciate it if you would prepare by July 25, 1975 the full- 
est possible response to the following questions: 

sot y 

1. What standards and procedures has the O- RS 
2 Attorney General adopted for the collec- OL &: 

rs tion, analysis, use, and dissemination of fo 
organized crime intelligence? 

2. To what extent have communications: between a 
the White House and the FBI or other agencies wo. 
under the jurisdiction of the Attorney General Kaden a) 
bypassed the Attorney General? To what extent p 
should such communications be channeled through 
the Attorney General? . 
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UNITED scare: ERNMENT & DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
Clarence M. Kelley 

TO : Director, Federal Bureau | asi 6: Sait SID 6.7 

of Investigation = Lave 
+ Asst. “Dir: 

Admin. .. f 
Comp. Sik AL 
Ext. Affairs” i. 

Files & Com. —— 
Gon. Ny) .2ssees 

4 Ident. BR ees 

Direct o seetaial | aison with the White House ye — 

FROM : The Attorney General 

SUBJECT: 

\ LARGE TY eee 
Plan. & Eval, —.. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation may continue aed ane ae 
to maintain direct operational liaison with th 
House Office, for the purposes described in your 

Leek <2. ON 

Tele a me Rm _. 
Divert + See’y o. 

ee ad memorandum of May 2, 1974. As provided in 28 CFR 0.15 ta_—-. 
(b) (7), the Deputy Attorney General will coordinate 
Departmental liaison with the White House staff and the Se 
Executive Office of the President with respect to policy rae 
matters. gh 
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. am ‘ 7 MAY 1962 EDITION an : not 

"S54 GEN. REG. NO, 27 o 6 c. 

. UNITED STATES aia Soe Assoc, “sat 
7 Dep. 

= Dep. AP tn 

Memora ndum Giph WZ 

omp. Syst. 

Mr. Walsh . DATE: 5..2~74 - 
e : a aa Com. = 

pal | v em. ovo R. G. Hunsinger ea eine a 
/ A Laboratory 

: of % c Pion. & Eval 

| SUBJECT: Xeevis ION OF THE DEPARTMENT. EE eee Vi ¥ ee 
“ORGANIZAT ONS(28 CFR Part 0) Legal Coun. 

; ~ ; i eas Telephone Rm, —_ 

LP fete ae A 2 7 Le = f Pid, laser Director Sec'y — 

By attached Mendrandtim of 4-26-77, Attorney General (AG) has 
responded to two of our communications concerning revisions we a 
requested in Justice regulations. In note on attached copy Director: X 
has asked Mr. Callahan: "paragraph 1, pg. a — are you going to ee in 
handle? K," Cod \ 

if } we i. 

r Fy Cs 
ees, rai x 

Cited paragraph deals with two items, our request for revision “7 “\ 
of regulations to delegate authority to FBI for direct liaison with ea 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) on FBI budget matters, and : 
our request that FBI's Yooerationa} ijaison. wi White H House _be 
excepted from scope of ‘regulation Under which Departmental “Tiaison , 
with White House staff and Executive Office of the President is te , 
be Sed under Deputy Attorney General (DAG). It is noted 
that as a result of reorganization by former AG Richardson this a 
function was placed under the Associate Attorney General, a position..; 
the AG has indicated is to be abolished. = 

wine 
we 
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Ast yy tt Ns x ¥ 
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AG believes it desirable the same language in regulationsbe 
applied to FBI as it does 3409 respect to other organization unitsi3 
of the Department. Se are _ 

. : RECS9. ey eG pea OL 
In regard to first item above, no further raspotse or request” 

is considered necessary, as we have been assured by DAG that we will 
be able to make necessary contacts with OMB examiners relative 
to FBI budget matters, where necessary, after clearance Wages ee 
DAG. 

2 MAY t0:1974 
As‘to second item, AG Says our request for dirdct _overational 

liaison with White House is reasonable and he believ our Serecieiwrea 
request can be accomodated by further correspondence without change 

at IM: tt aos Ene. — 5-71-74 
‘4 Pea eae On rae ner on ene END ore eat wee 
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Memo Hunsinger to Walsh 
RE: REVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

ORGANIZATION REGULATIONS (28 CFR Part 0) 

in regulations. However, he adds, Department needs clarification 
as to what we regard as "operational" as distinguished from 
policy matters. Accordingly, a detailed memorandum (attached) 
has been prepared describing our Liaison functions and spelling 
out our need for continued operational liaison with the White House. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That attached memorandum be forwarded to the AG, with copy 
to the DAG. 
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The Attorney General - * Hay, 2, 1974 

1 - pre. Pe 4 
Director, FBI AN . 

| ° are #) 8 by ° : AXNED.__ 
- ALT INFORMATION ob oa REVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT oF WEREIN 18 YNCLASST LD lite 

JUSTICE ORGANIZATION KEGULATIONS ae BAA Soka 
(28 CIR Part 0) ae 
- 

Reference ist made te proposed management changes 
4n the Department of Justice as discussed by Associate See 
General J. . sawyer and Fei Associate Lirector HN. P. a Liaha 
on ApRAL a0, 1574, snecifically with regard to our rasuest 
that the FHI's porational Liaison with the White Hou a. be 
excented. from the scene of Section O.6(6), Fitle 28, Cade of 
Federal Regulations, which is to kecome Section &.26(b) C7) 
under your nronosed Crder. The Lollowing is in response to 
oes memorandum Of April 2c, Lvvd, titled as above, recuesting 
clarification as to what wa rerard as “onerational”’ as dise 
a ners 3 esha ert “aterm weed Ses on Dt piaies « 
Oo a hm ey Se We Ea anne: owe ° han wee Lowe een eer OF we Asa ee FG 

A Svecial Acent-Linison Officer is reassigned to 
bendie the GAy-toWaay. operational Liaison matters with “wal 
White House Stafz2. In addition to these duties, he handte 
liaison with sevora] other asxencies of the Lx sceutive praneh of 
Government. CY i deaceat hia princival contact 2S with the 
Whate House Security Office, This office ReMMOS ES anoroximately 
1,609 suLi-ficlid backeround investications wer year on 
Presidential appointees, members ox the vhite Bouse Steir? and 
ether persons having resuler access to the White House complex, 
wesular ODpexational vroeblens arise relating te deadlines, the 
scone ox the investigations and exnaditions transmisgion of 
gevelonments in these cases to the thite House when such igo -» 
required, @ho handling of these problems aa es rorular, 
Giroct, personal liaison, In addition to these investirsations, 
the White House Sect rity Office reouests a aaneaaee Lo, Ocs 
name checks. per igo concerning persons who visat the uhite 
House conniex and who could nose a physical threat sor possibie 
embarrasenent to a President, members of his f aniiy or 
officials of the White House StafZ, Due to sometimes extremely 
Bhort deadlines, nersonal direct Jinison is maintained in orcer 
to bs responsive to ne White Heuse needs. ee ae ee ee en a eee et 

ee ee Ae i tee od ” oe ae -_ 1a wy ee ~~ tae —- eee eee ee - em metre ts gt Sint tate tp = oe et ee. —e — 
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The Attorney Genera} 

Liaisen is also maintained with the National 
Security Council €NSC} Staff member responsible for personne, 
security matters similar to that of the White House Security 
Office but on a more Limited basis, .Also, liaison contact is 

maintained with other NSC Staff members concerning mattera of 
very sensitive intelligence involving foreign nationais. 

Liaison is maintained with the Vice President's 
Staff to assist them in dealing with Soviet-—bioc nationals whe 
have shown an interest in devsloping contacts with that office 
and aise to provide name checks on certain persons contacting 
the office by correspondence or personally. 

The availability of a regularly designated 
Liaison Officer facilitates the prompt handling of requests of 
other offices in the White House relating to FBZ mattera. For 
example, the President's Forsign Intelligenee Advisory Board 
requests information and briefings on intelligence matters; 
the Correspondence Unit requests information to assist in 
responding to citizens' mail concerning matters of which the 
¥BI has jurisdiction; and the Visitors Office requests visits 
to the FBI by persons of interest to the White House, 

¥rom time to time, FBX investigative matters develon 
a requirement for information from the White House Staiz. These 
are handied by the Liaison Officer, 

In summary, there is a need for direct personal 
liaison with various offices in the White House complex to 
handis cperational problems on a daily basis and with specific 
individuais bécause of the sensitivity of the matters involved, 
both of a personnel security ana intelligence nature, Matters 
of a policy nature are not referred to or handled by the Liaison 
Officer. It is therefore requested that the FBI's opsrational 
Liaison with the White House be permitted to continue in the 
manner and for the purposes described above, 

ie The Deputy Attorney General 

NOTE: 
See memorandum Hunsinger to Walsh dated 5/2/74, 

prepared by JMF:sim. 
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Memorandum 7 ees 
if Comp. Syst, 

pf? * Ext. Affairs TO : The Director pate: April 24, 1974 B ee ne 
Gen. Inv. 

: ase ident. 
; ; : , aii inspection ____ FROM’ : N. P. Callahan Ake Intell. 

\ : : Wi c “4 i} Laboratory 
Ye . iz a Plan. & Eval. 

- supject: PROROSED MANAGEMENT CHANGES Trianda IN THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE | uaa Go 
Telephone Rm. —_ 

Spec. Inv. 

Director Sec’y —_ 

: At 10 a.m., Monday, 4/22/74, I delivered to Associate Attorney ? 
Yor eK General J.D: Sawyer the Bureau's memorandum containing our comments on the 
[J proposed Order which would amend Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations. rt : 

I expressed our appreciation for being given the opportunity to présa 
the Bureau's reaction to the proposed Order and at that time briefly discussed. 
the points raised in our memorandum to the Attorney General. Mr. Sawyer Be 
indicated that he would review our memorandum and discuss it with the people-in 
the Department who were working on the proposed Order and be back in touch *: a 

oo with me. ae 

ee ee ee oe Sate 

On the afternoon of 4/23/74, at about 4p.m., Mr. Sawyer asked ine 
to stop by his office, which I did. The following points were covered: oe 

: os 

1. We had requested specific assurance that the Director. of the EBI, 
would be permitted to continue to exercise complete control.over RBI,personnel,. 
including making assignment to Supergrade positions except those of Associate 
Director, Assistant to the Director, and Assistant Director, which would be sub- 
mitted to the Attorney General for approval. Mr. Sawyer stated that the proposed 
Order would be revised to specify that’ delepalion of authority to the Director. 

te. 

#umpe /6 

ACM 

TRSUR. 1.2208 CONTALNED 

BY SS. 2. As to continuance of the FBI to be excepted from the poe 
Executive Development Program and that no FBI personnel or positions would be 
included in any*‘intra-Departmental personnel exchange program, Mr. Sawyer 
stated that he agreed that the Bureau should be excepted but it was not thought 
desirable to provide for this in the Executive Order. instead, it was their. Lf a 

—- 
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1 - Mr. Jenkins(Sent Direct) yak © “May 9 OVER 

TEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ¢ 

DATE lg /2 Aub ET 

1 - Mr. Miller (Sent Direct) eee eat 
ween wooo ah. Mr Mintz (Sent Diréct) 

————-—- “Pf =Mr. Feeney (Sent Direct} . 
1 - Mr. Fitzgerald (Sent Direct) | 
1 - Mr. Green (Sent Direct) . 
1 - Each Assistant Director (Sent Direct) _. Sa PY ae cf ot 
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Memo to the Director from N. P. Callahan 
Re: Proposed Management Changes in the 

Department of Justice 

intention to provide the exception for the Bureau in a separate memorandum 
which the Office of the Legal Counsel of the Department will prepare. 

3. Mr. Sawyer referred to Section 0.190 regarding the provision 
that the Attorney General's approval must be secured for the proposed establish- 
ment, transfer, or reorganization of major functions, sections, or other sub- 
units, these being defined as any organizational activities under the supervision 
or proposed supervision of an individual at or above the GS-15 or equivalent 
level. We proposed that this item be revised to read, 'The“head of each ae 

transfer, reorganization,-or ter termination_of. major functions. " Mr. Sawyer 
stated that the new Order would adopt our proposed language. 

4. As to the Bureauts request that we be delegated authority to 
continue unobstructed direct liaison with the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) on FBl,budget matters, Mr. Sawyer stated*that there would be no change 
in the proposed Order but that there would be an understanding that the FBI 
would have direct access to OMB \ clearing with the Deputy Attorney General. 

5. As to our request that the’ BI's operational liaison with the White 
House be excepted from the scope of Section 0. 6(e), Mr. Sawyer advised that 
he was opposed to the FBI exercising any policy-type liaison. He suggested that 
we prepare a communication to the Attorney General and to the Deputy spelling 
out our need for operational liaision so that a decision could be made based on 
the specifics we would furnish. ae will be es . by the Intelligence Division 
and sent through for approval: / Lon, Agr ee i thst a 

ant Lh Ap te a LL8 Ohta 
6. As to the request gare the FBI be specifically excepted from Section 

O.'75(k) dealing with the es Pare of the Assistant Attorney General for 
Administration in regard to/Automatic Data Processing (ADP), Mr. Sawyer 
stated that there would be no change except that the Order will specify that 

Yeecurt is to be maintained as to operations... He stated that the Department 
ts to know specifically what these items are and would like to have a 

separate advisory memorandum. This will be a a by the pee Systems 
sees onan wees oe LILVASLON. ‘and: sent thro ugh tor approval: oe as ; 
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Memorandum N. P. Callahan to The Director 
Re: Proposed Management Changes in the. 

Department of Justice 

Mr. Sawyer indicated that the Order will be announced on 4/24/74, 
to be effective 5/11/74. In this regard, however, the elimination of the functions 
of the Associate Attorney General would be effective immediately and the 
Office of Management and Finance, which is headed by the Assistant Attorney 
General for Administration, will commence operating under the Deputy Attorney _ 
General immediately. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

This is prepared for the immediate information of the Director. 
I will follow closely to see that the information which Mr. Sawyer requested 
is promptly prepared and sent through for your approval. 
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Memorandum 
Clarence M. Kelley 

= 

Comp. Syst. 

Ext. Affairs _ 

TO Director, Federal Bureau Files & Com. __ 
of Investigation Gen. Inv, 

. Hy Ident. 

thoy Gat | 
FROM The Attorney General _——_— 

Laboratory 

Asi Plan. & Eval, __ 
Spec. Inv. . 

SUBJECT: ReviSion of the iatacades of Justice Org Training —___ 

Regulations (28 CFR Part 0) 

I respond to your memorandum of April 18, 1974, and 

Legal Coun. . 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec’y ___ 

your earlier memorandum of April 2, 1974, concerning the WY 

revision of the Department of. Justice. organization ys 
regulations, (28 CFR Part 0). yi: 

After reviewing your memoranda in light of policies 

L believe that some of your concerns can be met without 
specific changes in the regulations. Supergrade positions 
in the FBI will continue to be controlled by the Director, 
although any personnel action by any officer of the 
Department is subject to the discretionary review of the 
Deputy Attorney General under section 0.15(c). The FBI 
‘will continue to be excepted from the Department's 
|Executive Development Program but since that program is 
not referred to in the regulations, it was not — 

fe spell out an FBI exem a ae . es ite 
EX-116 R C-t Soe “ “spp yf — (ISS 

With respect Lb the provision in the > regulations ~ 
for approval of changes within organizational units 
(§0.190), your suggestion for a clarification of the 
flanguage has been incorporated in the new order. That 
section is intended to apply only to the establishment, 
transfer, reorganization or termination of major functions, 

ay 
I wish to pursue for supervising the work of the Departmént,, ‘\& 

4 further guidance will be provided in an internal 
departmental ets Oley a | ROSE eeneiest 
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With respect to your requests that the FBI be given 
authority for direct liaison with the Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget on FBI budget matters (§0.76(v)) and with 
the White House on operational matters (§0.15(b)(7)), I 
believe it desirable to have the same language in the 
regulations apply to the FBI as applies with respect to 
other organizational units of the Department. Your 
request for direct operational liaison with the White 
House Office is reasonable, but we would need clarifica- 
tion as to what you regard as "operational" as distinguished 
from policy matters. I believe this request can be 
accommodated by further: correspondence without a change in 
the regulations. 

Because of the desirability for uniform treatment of 
the various units of the Department in the regulations, I 
do not believe that the FBI should be exempt from section 
0.75(k), relating to policies and procedures applicable to 
automatic data processing. However, the FBI's security 
interests will, of course, be protected. : 

Ll appreciate your concern in these matters and assure 
you that the FBI will have.an opportunity to submit its 
views before any policy changes affecting it are finalized. 
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below). 

“ # Several ‘days. : “ach . Brahke. 
‘g hirehy, chainmai: of thes enite Select , 
Coniti ittee, on Intelligence Activiti ies, 

. charge a ‘4 thy. Neither is Republican Sen. John 
Had’ "severely hampered thé-commiit- # “Tower of Téxas, the pariel’s vice-chair- 

,. bees. Investigation by réfusing to-come } man. Neither’ are -Republican Sen. 
forward: with the classified materials “Richard Schweiker of Pennsylvania 
‘the committee needs: ‘or aity of the other committee mem- 

Attortiey General Edward a Levi bers. 
‘omptly éxpréssed suiprise and’ dis- 4 On their record so far, we think 
dy, declaring, «I’m sorry he said 

that, and I-hope it isn’t true. I don’t they can be-trusted to be as sensitive 

et inks we should be severely hampér- 
ing their. investigative work.” 

The. next day, though, Mr. Levi told 
4 meeting of reporters that he might — Indeed, 
refise to give the comhmittée all ithad , prime concerniS is the various ‘ways 
askéd for. Now Sen. Church,. emerging Bthe FBI itself has hurt lots of individ- 
froni a closed two-hour session with uals by burglariés, wiretapping, dis- 
Mr. Levi. and FBI Director Clarence’ ruption; harassinent, anonymous: iét- 
M. Kelley, tias said-they’d:been unable ters and the like. 
to: reach -a final agreement on what $11; is not up to the FBI to. determine 
and:] ‘how classified materials are to be ~ what ‘materials it should turn over to 
reduced. . +. g a duly-authorized Sénate conimittee. 

If. this is not “stonewalling,” as oiig ‘Envestigating the FBI’s own illegal be- 
committee source put it, it appearg}”:havior- and» Abuses of power. Sen. 
atocbe a ‘piretty. goodimitation. Mr. Levi,. Church ‘ says the cominitteé is “deter? 
recalling the anti-Communist raiipage . mitied to- have all-the information if} 
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62-116395 July 22, 1975 
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ge axe 
V9 Jon WU, 8. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE To 

. STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (ssc) 

ae as RE: QYWERVIEU OF FORMER FBI 
fay: SPECIAL AGENT (SA) RICHARD H. 

77 B® DAVES BY SSC STAFF MEMBERS 

Set out belo? is information concerning an 
interview of former FBI SA Richard H. Bavis by 35C Staff 
Members. Davis served in the F3I from September 17, 1951, 
until his retirement on September 22, 1971. 

' Om advance notice from Mr. Michael Epstein, SSC 
Staff Hember, Davis was advised that he was to be intervieved 
at 9:30 a.m., July 15, 31975, in the office of Senator Herman E. 
Talmadge, 275 Peachtree Street, (.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30301. 
Davis was informed by the Legal Counsel Division cf the FBI 
that he was being released from any applicable employment 
agreement for purposes of the SSC interview concerning the 
former FBE investigations of Martin Luther King, Jr., 

_ Staniey Bavid Levison and the Southern Christian Leadership 
. Conference (SCLC). Tt was explained to Davis that he had the 

wight to counsel; however, the FUE vas unable to provide 
private counsel. Davis was also told that there were certain 
privileged areas concerning which he would not be required 

Assoc. Dir. toe answer questions. These areas concerned information which 
ce ape . Might divulge the identities of FBI sources; information 

ass.din: - elating to sensitive methods and techniques; inf rmation 
ao. «(Which might adversely affect ongoing FBI investications; and 
Ext. Atfis_. Information which oricivated with ether acercies, including 
Files & Com. 

Gon iw... LO¥elgn intelligence agencies. Davis vas informed that if he 
ident. 

inspection ._.W. 

Loboratory ———_ 1 + 67-480768 (Personnel File Former SA Richard H, Davis) 

Training 
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SEMATE SELECT COMMITTER OM INTGLLIGENCE ACTIVITIES C€ssc) 

Rit TRTRRVTAT OF FORMER PBI SA BY SSO 

cesired the presence of an FBI representative in Atlanta for 
consultation purposes, one would be supplied on his request. 
He then mada a request fore such assistance. 

An FBI representative met with Davis in Atlanta on 
duly 14, 1975, at which time Davis was informed that if a 
question arose during the Interview in ome of the areas set 
out above, he had the privilegze, before replying, of consulting 
with the FBI representative, who would not accompany him to 
the interview but whe vould be available in the FBI Atlanta 
Wield Office located in the same building vhere the intervie 
was to take place, 

The details of the interview, as voluntarily furnished 
by Davis, are as follows. 

Davis was interviewed in Senator Talmadza's office 
for the approsimate period 10:40 a.m. to 11:25 a.m., July 15, 
1975, by 5SC Staff Members Michael Enstein and Mary DeOreo. 
Mo mention of Davis’ riphts was made. The followings details 
are not necessarily in chronological order. 

Davis was asked his current address and employment 
whieh he eave as follovs, He resides at L147 Wild Creek Trail, 
".E., Atlanta, Georgia 30324, He is eftployed as an Investigator, 
Dekalb County Juvenile Court, 3631 Camp Circle, Decatur, 
Georgia. On inquiry, Davis advised he vas assiened to the 
ftlanta FBI Field office in August, 1964. VYhen asked if he had 
worked on the technical coverage of Martin luther Kine, Jr., 
he responded in the affirmative, When asked if his work was 
the monitoring of King's telephone, his answer was in the 
affirmative, Asked what cise he monitored, Davis said the SCLC 
end that near the end of his assignment on these matters, he 
aisa monitored a technical surveillance on the Student Uonviclent 
Coordinating Committee, 

ee 
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SESATE SELECT COMMITTER ON TITELLIGENCE ACTIVILIES (SSC) 

REY FNTGRVIE OF PORMEA FOL SA BY SSC 

Davis was asked how many telephone Lines covered 
the monitoring of the SCLC and he responded that there vere 
at Least tyvo but he did not remembar the exnet number. He 
vas asked what he did if ha was alone and calls came in on 
tive Lines at tha same time, He advised that he vould make 
a judement as to which one he would and which one he would 
not Listen ta. Asked as to hor he would make such a judoment, 
Davis said it would be on the basis of content. If a conver- 
sation appeared to be mere idjle chatter, he would not record 
sama, Hovover, If it concerned the civil cirehts movement, 
he wzould record it. 

Pavis was asked how he felt abouwt working on such 
an assicnment. He aavised that he fait he was performing, 
a lesitimate intallisence operation in that any popular 
movement, such as the civil rishts movement, can ba distorted 
and misused, 

Davis was “asked is ha served his entire FBI enreer 

in Atlanta and he responded that ha had served in field offices 
in Omaha, Nebraska; Detroit, Michigan; and New York City, 
before his assignment in Atlanta where he retired in L971. 

Pavis was asked why he was assirned te this type 
of vork in Atlanta and he stated that he had done similar 
tort: in the “ew York Pield Offiee; Madcaby is, security vork. 
He was asked who his supervisor in Now York was and he cave 
the vama of Jerry Seyler (phone tio), » now deceased, He was 
asked when Seyler expized and he advised it was after Davis 
had left Mew York. He was asked vhat type of vork he did in 
Vew York; that is, what security squad he was on, He ansverad 
that there wera many security squads and the one he worked 
on desit with Soviet intellipence. He was asked if, while in 
Meir York, the name of Levison came up. His response vas that 
he did not xecall. 

Docld: 32989623 Page 19 
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Ro: INTRVIE! OF FORMER PBI SA BY 98 

Asked where the monitoring plant was located in 
ftlanta, Davis said it was in the Peachtree Tovors, a 
hotel-npartmont complex. He was questioned as to how he 
rained access to the plant and whether he had a key. He 
answered thet he did not have a key but that he vould be 
given access by the person on duty when he arrived. Asked 
when he was assigned to this plant, he save the time as 
October or November, 1964, and that he was on this assigmmont 
for about 21 months, Asked whether the surveillance continued 
after he ended his assicnment, he stated that he did uot kno. 
Asked whether th: surveilianee vas in existence before Lavis 
received the assignment, he responded in the affirmative but 
he did not know when it started. Pavis save the rama of 
Jerry Roseberry as the person he worked with the most. He 
did not recall when Reseberry left the assipnment, 

inquiry was made as to the disposition of tapes and 
loses handied by Davis. He said that ho vould take then to 
the Pield Office and give them to his supervisor, who at onc 
time was Charities Harding and at another time was Charles Haynes. 
On weekends, Davis would turn the material over to the weekend 
supervisor on duty For transfer to Davis! supervisor. Pavis 
did not recall whether he delivered the material in envelopes. 

Davis was questioned coneernins vhether any "cleaning 
porson" would enter the plant for tha purpose of cleaning up 
the facility. His recollection vas that sueh a cleaning practice 
vas in effect but that for security reasons, the personnel on 
cuty sould lock up all the equipment in a closet so that the 
person performing the cleaning function would not become avare 
of the equipment. Asked Lf there vas any other type of 
installation covering Kins, Davis said that there was not, 
Ye vas asked if the plant had ever been inspected and, if so, 
by whom, ft was his recollection that on tivo occasions the 
plant was visited in connection with an inspection but he could 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (ssc) 

RE: TVTEAVTIGY OF FORMER TDI 8A BY Ss¢ 

not recall the rames of the Inspectors. He was asked who 
had installed the technical survelliances he worked on and 
he advised that he felt he was not at Liberty to divul-e 
this information. Davis told his interrorators of his secrecy 
acvreement with the FBI, espealally as to onpoine operations, 
and that he therefore was not furrnishine this information. 

Davis vas asked whether he had ever had any 
colipunctions about the propriety of the investigations being 
discussed and he stated he had not. 

Davis ras asked whom he had been in contact with 
concerning this interview. Ue explained that after he had 
received the initial telephone call from Dpstein, he had 
called Special Agent in Charce Pebruler of the Atlanta Field 
Office of the FBI. He stated that he had also talked to 
Supervisor Charlies Haynes in the Atlanta Office and when 
asked why, he explained that Naynes had been his sunervisor. 
Ne also furnished the name of Former SA Sentinella as a porson 
he had talked to. When asked why he talked to Sentinella, 
Davis said that he had heard that Sentinella had appeared 
before a committee and Davis wanted to know about the procedure 
invoive:l. Davis aiso said that he had called someone in the 
Lecal Counsel Division in the PRI in Washincton, D. C., but 
did not know that nerson's rame. Pavis vas then asked if he 
had taiked to FBI SA Seymor Phillips on the precedin« day 
(July 14, 1975). Davis ackmmrledvad that he had. He was 
asked what that discussion vas abowt and whether Phillips 
had told him what he should say and what he should not say. 
Davis responded that Phillips had not civen any advice alonz 
these lines. Pavis said that his contact with Phillips was 
extremely brief and that Phillips had only told him of arens 
vhich he vas not required to discuss. These encompassed 
such things as oncoing FBE investigations, identities of FBI 
sources, ete. Davis also advised that he was reminded by 

= 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES €SSc) 

RE: TOTERVIEY OF PORMGR FBI 8A BY SSC 

Phillips that the elearance from his secrecy agreement 
was for the areas relating to King, Levison and the 
Scic, 

Davis advised that on saveral occasions during 
the interview he informed Epstein and Miss BeOreo that 
he had had no quaims about what work he had done when in 
the FBI, Epstein pressed Davis about whether anyone in the 
Atlanta Office had ever dowbted what he was doins. Davis 
asked Epstein if he was referring to a former SA named 
Art Murtaush. Davis was then asked how he knew about 
Murtaurh possibly having some doubts and Davis advised that 
he had read about it in the newspapers. Davis advised that 
he was in sympathy with the civil rights movement but 
nonetheless believed that it needed te be watehed for 
subversive influences. Ue was asked where he had originally 
come from and he responded that it was New York. 

He vas asked if he used fresh or used tapes and 
responded that he did not recall. Asked for the names of 
others who worked in the plant, he named in addition to 
Jerry Roseberry, Dick Hamilton. 

Davis was asked if he knew of any contacts made 
hy the FDL t7ith the press in these matters and he stated ho 
did not recall. He said that he only recalled vacue rumors 
concerning the FBI having contacts with the press and cited 
as an example, the news account that former FBI Director 
Hoover had called King a notoxious Liar. — 

At the close of the interview, Davis inquirad, 
"ihat ig this all about?" Ne was told that this was a part 
of a continuing investigation of the investicative activities 
of the FBI. 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTER ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: INTERVIEW OF FORMER FBI SA BY SSC 

NOTE: 

Debriefing of Davis as reported herein was by 
S. F, Phillips of ISTD who, on prior approval, traveled to 
Atlanta to be available for consultation purposes. Phillips 
vas not called upon by Davis during the interview. : 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962.£0H ICY 
GSK GEN. REG. NO, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

5010-106 a SEIS ay 

;Laboratory 

; Plan. & Eval. — 

f? : Spec. Inv. 

SUB a SENS TUDY 75 Training 

ket ee 
Eee cae 1A Telephone ee 

This is to inform you of the curren . Cen. 
Fee cents Senate Select Committee (SSC) requests of the 
FBI. letter to the Attorney General (AG) 7/9/75 claimed 
that failure of the Justice Department and the FBI to respond 
fully to the SSC's request of 5/14/75, had severely hampered 
the SSC's work and said the Committee was at a loss to under- 
stand what special difficulties are presented by the 5/14/75 

Ll ~ Me. N. P. Callahan L/ Memorandum 1 = lr. 51 Bs Adams 
| 2 7 Mir. ds A. Mintz Comp. Syst. —— 

a3 1 ~ Mr. Hotis) Ext. Affairs —_ 

TO | Meo We Re Wannallyi line part 7/11/75 asics 
1- Me. W. R. Wannall = 

A 1~- Mr. We. O. Cregar Ing postion ot 
oN ¢ On cregagy” _ d= Me. J. P. Thomas vile YEE 

Nb 
: ~S request. 

re : The 5/14/75 letter from the SSC chairman to the AG 
aw 4 transmitted four Appendicéss containing 17 pages of broad 
‘Na requests for information and material from the Department and 
SAaql| the FBI. We have responded to these inquiries with the 
% Ei aal following exceptions: 

Su a Bo gl REFERENCE SUBJ ECT STATUS ain 

© ENS ae 
= 8 Appendix A, Elsurs Letter prepared, dated 
aN item 5a 7/10/75 

Foo Appendix A, Mail covers Letter to AG in preparation 
2 a item 5b recommending handling by 
tb Es oral briefing 

Appendix A, Infor mants Letter in signature process 
item Se 

Appendix A, Tncommunicado Letter dated 7/16/75 
item 5¢ interrogation in Signature process 

Appendix A, Legal authority Letter to be prepared with 
item 5j for Cointelpro “negative response 

Enc Losures ff 
: 08 CONTINUED ~ OVER 7< 

62~11639 ort. Ey ee eg. | oy, ao ee WE Caves: IGA: 
JPT:bkb bk b ee ee 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: SENSTUDY 75 
62~116395 

REFERENCE 

Appendix B, 
item I,l,a 

Appendix B, 
item I, 1,b 

Appendix B, 
item I, 4,b 

Appendix B, 
item I, 5,6 

Appendix B, 
item IIif, 16,17 

Appendix C, 
item I, 6 

Appendix C, 
item I, 9 

Appendix C, 
item II, 18 

Appendix C, 
item III, 21-23 

y 
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SUBJ ECT 

SAC letters 

All Intelligence 
Division programs 
Policies and 
procedures 
Inspection reports 

All "Indexes" 

Liaison 

FBI-CITA relations 

Identity of FBI 
personnel involved 
in Cointelpro 
WougHadCIMEPles 

STATUS 

Response being prepared 
per consultation with SSC 
staff 6/17/75 (This involves 
the location, review and 
production of over 2,000 
pages of SAC letters and 
memos back to 1960) 
Response being prepared 

Letter dated 7/10/75 
in signature process 
After consultation with 
S8C staff, original request 
for approximately 110 
reports was reduced to 3; 
these (over 900 pages) have 
been reviewed and excisions 
recommended; transmittal 
letter will be prepared 
upon approval of excisions 
Letter dated 7/17/75 
in signature process (THis 
request required review of 
hundreds of volumes covering 
over 35 years resulting in 
20 page LHM) 
Letter dated 7/10/75 
in signature process 
Letter dated 7/10/75 
in signature process 
Letter dated 7/10/75 

process in signature 

Letter dated 7/14/75 
prepared by Legal Counsel 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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REFERENC Et SUBJECT 

Appendix C, 
item III, 26,27 

Wounded Knee 

Appendix D, 
item 2 

Appendix D, List of Eisurs 
item 3 since 1/1/60 

Elsur index 

Appendix D, 
item 4,5,6 17 

Appendix D, Elsurs re Martin 

STATUS 

Letter sent to Department 
5/29/75 requesting advice; 
no response to date 
Reply being prepared 

In dictation 

Elsurs re Kissinger Letter dated 7/10/75 in 
Signature process 
In dictation 

Letter dated 7/14/75 in 
Signature process 
Letter dated 7/14/75 in 

item 4,5,6 Luther King 1/1/60- 
4/5/68 

Appendix D, Atlantic City 
item 7,3 Convention 

Appendix D, Atlantic City 
item 16 Convention Signature process 

: In addition to the 5/14/75 request, we have received 
several other requests through 7/9/75 which have been handled 
with the following exceptions: 

REFERENCE SUBJ ECT STATUS 

Oral request Names of FBI Extensive inquiry by 
6/5/75 employees who moved Inspection Division 

SORC" files conducted; letter 7/3/75 

6/13/75 letter 

6/30/75 letter 
_ Panther Party 

Mail surveillance 

Cointel pro-Black 

containing results delivered 
to AG 7/7/75 
Letter being prepared 
recommending handle by oral 
briefing (This is a follow 
up to 5/14/75 letter, App A, 
item 5b) - 
Reply being prepared (This 
request requires review of 
over 3,000 serials (approx. 
12, 000° pages) and selection, 
review, excision and 
production of over 1,000 
pertinent pages) 

CONTINUED ~ OVER 



Mr. J. B, Adams : : 6-85-75 \ 
BY 
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SENSTUDY 75 i el 

Mark Gitenstein, staff meraber of cantioned Committee O 
who has been doing am extensive inquiry into the "orfirial and econlidential” 
files reportedly maintained in former Director Hoover's office, 
telephonically contacted 5A Paul V. Daly 6-3-1735 and requested the 
iWontities of the empnlorees whs had brought the material irom the 
Director's office during May, 1872, to Mr. Hoover's residence and 
to hir. Felt's office, 

. By way of backrround, Ba Ee titenst@in nes otained through 

interview of Mir. Felt, former Assistant to the Director John P, Minar, 
and other Bureau personnel familiar with the onermtions of the Director's 
office, considerable snowledge concerning the official and canfidential 

. es, There is alse an extensive request contained in canticned Committee's 
r \1/ ketter of 5-4-7585 pertaining te information eurroancdineg these files. 

Additionally, we responded to 2 request of the Committee contained in their 
letter of 4-28-72 pertaining to the alleration af rernorel of certain materiel 
from Mr. Hoover's residence after the death ef former Associate Director 
Ciyde Tolson. We bave not, at this point, determined that Burean documants 

. have been remsved from Bureau space to Mr, Hoover's residence or aay 
other place outsides the Bureau. However, it is annarent that Tic. Citenstein 
has information, or believes he has information, velating to the removal 
of Bureau documents. 

Mr. Citenstein stated he had recanineted former Assistant 
{o the Director Jone PB. Mohr on G-5-75 and Mir. Mohr, in response te 
Mr. Gitensteia's question, stated that the identities ot emolorees wha may 
have brought material from the Direcior's cifies te Mr. Hoover's regkianes 
upd fo Sr. Feli's cffise subseauent to Bir. Hoovers death could be learned 
through an inquiry in the Méchanical Section supoly room, 

§2-116395 — cae 

i= Kir, Wannall i- Mr. Hotis 
~ Mr, Cregar a - -f.Mr. Galeh , 

i = Pay, Bassett I wo ie, Daly 
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Legal Counsel to ir, d. B. Adams 
HE; SERSTUDY 75 

in Heht of this resnonge, Mr. Gitenstoin requested that 
' the Bureau identify the oereennei iveived and it is his ebvious intention 
that the personnel will be interviewed. 

inazmuch as the inspection Division is comincting inavirys 
inte this matter, i would appear proper for that Division to determine 
the identities of exch personnel and, if deemed neeeasary, interview In 
connection with the curren: inquiry. H is also believed that while this 
request is oral in nature from the Commities, ve should consider 
furbishing the information as to the identities of emmlovees to the 
Comimities inasmuch as if we do nof respond to the oral request 
rr. Gitenstein indicsted, because of the Committee's interest in this 
matter, there would be no probiem in G18 obtaining authority to furnish the 
request in writing. if is anareni at this point that we would not be abie 
to keep such information from the Commitice if such a written request wer) 

- #9 be received, Additionally, by responiding to the oral request it will 
encourace the Commuiitee, in the areas they described as “abuse-tyze,“ 
to give us an advance indication ae to their inquiries. 

- PE on 

RECGRM AT LS 

That the Insnection Division make the necessary inquiry 
eoncerning the identities of the employees and, if deemed advigsabie, 
rozke avaitnble to the Lezal Analysis cifice that information which will 
$e furnished to the Commitee. 

“toy 

om Zw 
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FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 4 . 
JOHN WER, TEXAS, VICE CHAINMA i L 

PHILIP A, HART, MICH. HOWARD H, BAKER, , TENN, ‘ J 
WAL" IR F. MOt.UALE, MINN, BARRY GOLOWATER, ARIZ, ~ 
WALTER 0. HUDOLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR., MO, 

."., _ ROBERT MORGAN; N.¢. RICHARD $. SCHWEIKER, PA. 
° GARY HART, COLO. mde °, “ Pens 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR ee “sl Cities ptates Y erate a RE i Reet ie SRE 

FREOERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL —¢ - 

CURTIS R. SMOTHTAHS, MINORITY COUNSEL . SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
_., STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES ° 

(PURSUANT YO S. RES. 2t, 86TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

* 

. dune 10, 1975 

% 
™y 

The Honorable Edward H. Levi 
: The Attorney General ., : 

Washington, D. C. 20530 z 

Attention: K. William O'Connor 

: Dear Mr. Attorney General: 

Would you please arrange to have iir. Schwarz, the Commit 
Chief Counsel, and Mr. Smothers, the ifinority Counsel, given 
access to the memoranda vritten by Former Director of tne FBI 

J, Hagar Hoover concerning a discussion between him and Forme 
Attorney General Robert F. senneay oy 

fneerely roy 

Yranik Cnuren Z 

Cnairman 

ener ie 8 seer es fe 
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SUBJECT: 

_ 4 x be over the Chairman's signature. 

¥ J—-Mr. Wannall " Wf. Ket i 
iN Ww l-Mr. Cregar 
ov 1—-Mr. Mintz 

1-Mr. Hotis 

: e “we 1962 £017 
APTIOrtaL ic a 10 \ 3 

ee u 

GSA FPR {41 CER) 161—11.6 CY 2 4 
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Assoc. Dir. 
_ UNITED STATES GOVERN MENT ‘ Dep. AD Adm. 

Dep. AD Inv. 

‘Memorandum on. 4 
Comp. Syst. —_ 

Ext. Affairs — 

Files & Com. __ 

Mr. J. B. Adams DATE: 6..12~75 leah 
Ident. 

bee . ction | 

Legal counsel ks . e\© lok rl “all 
Q oratory, 4 ee see 

att L moe Me as 3S at a «et an va 

ue S Vi 4 rm. *~ Spec. Inv. : 

SENSTUDY 75 EERETS iv loo 7 ALD Trotatng 
y ana 1S q ToJephone Rm. 

OO) : Cs gt f_—— Pine Sec’y 

By memorandum dated May 23, 1975, you were’ 
advised that captioned Committee had directed a letter 
to the U. S. Postal Service requesting information con- 
cerning mail covers initiated by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. The Committee was referred by Postal 
Service to the Bureau. Mr. John ELLI££, Task Force Director, 
was advised to direct a letter over the Chairman's 
Signature requesting the information. 

Iasohschditnun Aah ttasdiebeneh death cinta tha hoi 1127 ok bali, eae 

ny 

On May 30, 1975, we recontacted Mr. EL1Lif£ again 
asking that a letter be directed to the Bureau asking for 
the information. He was instructed that we had been gathering , @ 
the requested information, however; prior to our responding, | 
we should receive a confirmation from the Committee. Present 
at this discussion was K. William O'Connor, Special Counsel 
to the Deputy Attorney General. The same information was 
conveyed by Special Agent Paul V. Daly to Paul Wallach, Staff | 
Member of the Committee, who had been making the mail cover es 
inquiries. Mr. Wallach indicated that he would correspond ; 
to the Bureau in accordance with this request. 

See eH et 

~ 

K. William O'Connor advised subsequently that the 
Department had received a letter from Wallach to the Department 
June 7, 1975, containing the request. Mr. O'Connor stated 
that this was not in accordance with our discussion with the 
Committee and he was to convey the fact that the request should 

ptt 

1-Mr. Daly : 

PVD: igp oo | iL 
(7) par CONTINUED — OVER Bins 
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Memo to Mr. Adams from Legal Counsel 
SENSTUDY 75 

| 
On June 11, 1975, Mike Shaheen of the Department, : 

who is working with K. William O'Connor in handling responses 
to the captioned Committee, informed Special Agent Paul V. Daly 
at 5:30 p.m. that we should respond to the request concerning 
mail covers without waiting for a letter from the Committee 
over the Chairman's signature. He advised that this instruction 
was received -by Deputy Attorney General, Harold R. Tyler. 

rom 

Tyler distinguished this postal request from others 
by stating that inasmuch as the Committee Chairman had 
authorized the Committee to inquire concerning mail covers 
in a letter to U. S. Postal Services, it should not be 
necessary for them to write a subsequent letter. 

The requests to the Department were conveyed to 
the Section Chief of the. Intelligence Division, W. 0. Cregar, 
on vune ii, 1975. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the Intelligence Division expeditiously prepare 
the necessary responses concerning mail covers. r 

/. boa | ae, 
Barlehe Qe 

1 
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~ OFFICE,OF THE : 

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL : 

= a % wv . t 4, base by a, 
SS % Me seg 3 “ 

Ree eee 
Sie esne tek” June 16, 1975 - 

TO: Paul Daly 

eh 
FROM: -, Mike Shaheen 

The attached is for your attention, 
action and response. 

Please keep me advised as to the 
currency Of the Bureau's contemplated 
response. Discuss problems as soon as 
possible. 

TLICUIKS « 

Page 36 
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ee « DASANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMATI 
JOHN G. TOWER, TLXAS, VICI CHAIKMAN 

PHILIP A, HART, MICH, HOWARD H. DAKE, Ja, TENN, 
WALTER F. MONDALE, MIMM, BARRY GOLDWATER, AMt2. 
WALTCR 0). HUGUOLESTON, KY. CHARLES MOC. MATHIAS, JR., MD, 
ROVERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWUINEH, PAs : 4 t, “To ‘ em 
GARY HART, Cot.o. e!| Crrtfcs r motes 3 ey sus tees aN 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIATCTON = : : * Pe ee RAE SOE 
FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR. CHIC COUNSEL : : CSeLee Saas.’ 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL SELECT COMMIT. Pin TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OF: RATIONS WIT 
RESPECT YO INTELLIGES ect ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT 30 S.RTS. 21, 4TH CONGRESS) 
: | WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

June 13, 1975 

Me. K. William O'Connor 
+ ; ; / note special Counsel for Intelligence a ve pp eae 

Coordination fr nese) oS eee Meee yg 
Office of the’ Deputy Attorney General ee Roa The 

U. S. Department of Justice pO ees OM) ee 
Washington, D. C. 20530 : %- Cay 

Dear Mr. O'Connor: ; : 

In amplification of Ltem 4, Appendix B ox the Corinittce’s 
document request to the Attorney General dated May 14, 1975, TI 
am making the following requests pertaining to the technique 
referred to as "mail surveillance, including wail covers and 
opening mail" and the utilization cf tiiis teehigque "in internal 
security, intelligence collection, ard/or counterintelligence 
matters, operations, or activities:" 

(1) For all incidents of mail opening or mail intercept by or 
on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation from January 1, 
1960, until the present, please state the physical location wher 

the opening or intercept was conducted, the names of the indivi- 
duals who participated in the opening or intercept, the type of 
mail opened or intercepted, and the purpose of the opening or 
intercept. ° 

(2) For all incidents of mail ‘covers that were physically 
conducted by FBI emoloyees, whether alone or in cocperation with 

Postal Service employees, from January 1, 1960, until the present, 
please state the physical location where the cover was conducted, 

the names of the individuals who participated in the cover, the 7% 

type of mail covered, and the purpose oi the cover. 

cs | , 
(é I Li | 
Of Lt f 

es Me MO Q. Ny 
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Eg Sy ; 

| 

| _ Mr. K, William 0'Comor June 13, 1975 
| Page -2- : 

| (3) Pleaso aha je 211 documents and memoranda which discuss, 
f ¢ refer, or rolets te che opigins, authorizations, conduct and 
i terminetion of, anu velicles and procedures for, the mail 
| openings, intercepts, and covers identified above. 
| . 

| 

| T would aaphire te it if you would treat the requests 
| Gelineated above with the highest priority. 
; - : 

: a Sincerely, ° 
| “) ere i 

tg | | Cleat ECEEL 
f - 

A-/Somn T. ELLIE 
! - Director, " 

Domestic intelligence Task Force JIT: bem 

RUN i ae, 
” 

1 

\ 

. 
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TO: Paul Daly 
Bee 

FROM:"; Mike Shaheen ZL - 

The attached is for your attention, 
action and response. 

Please keep me advised as to the 

currency of the Bureau's contemplated 

response. Discuss problems as soon as 

possible. 

Tiictins . 
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. PLANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN PA ; 
JOHN G. TOWER, TLXAS, VICK CHALKMAN 

PHILIP A. MART, MICH. HOWARD H. MARI, Un., TENN, 
WALTER FF. MONDALE, Mien, RATHY GOLOWATELR, Ans, 

WALTCR ©. HUGULESTON, KY. CHARLES MOC. MATHIAS, JR, MD, 
ROVERS MORGAN, W.C. ‘ RICHARD S. SCHWLUIKE tt, PAs cS ‘ (. En q 
GARY HART, COl.o. e}| erik: ‘ ~e ree > 

¢ ‘fF we % a t ent 2 

WILLIAM G, MILLER, STATE OlRTCTOI & bus n. > Ci i iis NESE LEME 
FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARTZ, JR., CHILE COUNSEL cS fires 

CURTIS R. SIAOTHERS, MINOKITY COUNSEL ELECT COMA. TO 
STUDY GOVEPCUMENTAL Cr- HATIONS Wirth 

RESPECT FTO INTELL So rintt ACTIVITIES 

CPURSUANY 30 S. RS. 21, f40N CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

June 13, 1975 

Me. K. William O'Connor 

special Counsel for Intelligence 7“ or 
Coordination | waa 

Office of the Deputy Attorney General oo ANY 
U. S. Department of Justice we thee 

Washington, D. C. 20530 ; < 

Dear Mr. O'Connor: | | ‘ ; 

In amplification of Item 4, ea BOL tne cormrlvlee's 
| document request to the At Etorney General dated Fay 14, 1975, I 
! am making the following requests aaa ae to the technique 

referred to as "mail surveillance, including mail covers and 
opening mail" and the utilization cf tits technicgue “in internal 
security, intelligence collection, ard/or counterincelligence 
matters, operations, or activities:" 

(1) For all incidents of mail gir or mail intercept by or 
on behalf of the Federal Bureau of Investigation from January 1, 
1960, until the present, please era the Shieical Location where 
the opening or intercept was conducted, the names of the indivi- 
duals who participated in the opening or invercept , the type or 
mail opened or intercepted, and the purpose of the opening or 

; intercept. 

(2) For all incidents of mail ‘covers that were physically 
conducted by FBI emoloyees, whether aleone or in cocperation with 
Postal Service employees, from January 1, 1960, until the present, 
please state the chysicai location where the corer Was conducted, 
the names of the individuals who part ci ipated im the cover, the 
type of mail covered, and the purgese or the cover. 

> 
ad 

“5 
=k 

| | pre OS 
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‘ WE ge ee, 
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“mt tl me & @ ‘ ; 

Me. K. Willian O'Coi:nor June 13, 1975 , 
Page ~2- " | 

(3) Pleass nrovide all documents and memoranda which discuss, ) 
| refer, or raigie to whe origins, authorizations, conduct and 

termination of, anu policies and procedures for, the mail 
openings, intercepts, axl covers identified above. 

I would appreciate it if you would treat the se 
Gelineated above with the highest priority. 

e 

. | Sincerely, : 

-} ~~ ee i 

“ss ; sof aa &v cf . 

A-/John T. ELLIff 
~ Director, 

JTE: bem Domesti'c intelligence Task Force 

1 

3 

. } 

j 

j 

‘ é S . | 

x 
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a ‘Pursuant to our belennons. ‘ponvencec wen of this date, I Ais SL 
oa Making the following- request which relates to matters <0‘, i050. 
“originally sovercd in Appendix D, Atens. ‘5s 6, 9, 135 OnG: 8b |G 
(20. ; pt 5% Em a x . te ae ee Be tase Let la ot A = paces 

earn / “Please provide the present offices ‘of assignment or last Se eee 
_.....,. known addresses of the following agents or former agents ee ee 

_" _)* "oP the Federal Bureau of Investigation: eee 42 
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my, 

HW 55105 

ake ae ® 

K. William O'Connor, al 
Page Two | June 24, 1975 

All of these individuals. are believed to possess informa- 
tion relevant to the Martin Luther King matter. With the 
exception of Hr. Gurley and Mr. Campbell, all of these per-~ 
sons are believed to have served at either the Atlanta or 
Albany, Georgia, office of the FBI. We understand that 
Mr. Gurley and lr. Campbell were at one time assigned to 
headquarters. 

It would be most helpful if this information could be pro- 
vided telephonically to Mr. Michael T. Epstein of our staff. 

Sincerely, 

John fT. E1liff ; 
Director 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force 

ME/ jm - 
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K. William O'Connor, Esq. . . ou 
‘ . oS Vs _ Special Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
Uu. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20530 : a 

Dear Mr. O'Connor 

One of the COINTELPRO case studies that the Select 
Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to 
Intelligence Activities is examining concerns measures 
directed against the Black Panther Party in the late 1950's 
and early 1976's, in SauFLancisco-Cakland, Leos Angelics, ant 

San Diegc, California, by the Field Offices of the FBI. Priox 
to the time that the Petersen Report case swimearies becane 
available for our review, on June 12, 1975, two members of 
our staff, Lester B. Seidel and John lis smith, met with 
members of the FBI for an informal Deteee 9 concerning this 
case study. 

Please consider eas letter a further notification 
pursuant to the Committee's letter of June 27, 1975, part 
IiI, item E. In order to pursue this inquiry, the Committee 
requests the following documents relevant to this COINTELPRO: 

1. 90-day status letters and ReROr et wanes £2 sae. 
ft. 

. *</ evr dk 2 

2. letter and other documentary peuneeeReoe 
particular COINTELPRO techniques and the 
response thereto; Ce REDS BG, Oi) ~ aS 

3. amendments and supplements to 1 and os LS Ea eas 
. ; ee 

4, all previously requested relate ed documents :°75, = 
(e.g., field OL fice inspection ‘xeports) ; 

es _— eet ae 

Receive @\5. alist of all criminal investigations 20 eh ia 
jJuL % 1975 directly oF andirectly 2elated* oO tite) -2032 a 

7 . COINTELPRO with explanation of the Se aes 
dispositions thereof; Hee Se ee 

‘| 
ERED, OFS ae 

oe 4 
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6. a list of all local police departments 
and personnel contacted relative to this 
COINTELPRO: 

7. a list of all media persons contacted in 
relation to this COINTELPRO and the media 

' affiliation; : 

8. a list of all FBI personnel connected with 
this COINTELPRO, their specific connection, 
and their present location: 

GS. all other materials the FBI feels is 
necessary for the Committee to have a 
full understanding of this COINTELPRO. 

The following persons will be interviewed by the 
Committee; the Committee requests information as to their 
whereabouts and current relationship to the FBI: 

iL. Robert E. Gebhardt 
_@. Harry Morgan 
3. David E. Todd 
4. Charles Bates 
5. Primary case agent(s) responsible for 

this COINTELPRO in the field. 
6. Bureau supervisor for this COINTELPRO. 

Please note that the above listed nine (3) categories 
of documents and six (6) categories of witnesses were furnished 
ko the FBI on June 12, 1975, at the noted briefing, so that 
progress on this request should be well underway. 

I would appreciate it if you would contact me to let 
me know when ee information will be available. 

Sincerely, 

RT SLbe/ ™ 
ohn T. ELLI££ 

Director 
Domestic theciiicence Task Force 

JTE smb : 
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ae Pe ro nonrabie ing; jard ae Levi : re 0. 

., fe Attorney ee » % : ee “aul o Washington, D. C. 20530 2 he aoe eine a a 

ae oy 

Dear Ir. Attorney General: i, oe aa eeen FES 

ie Dee gif of the Senate Select Committee To ees Gover? ental 

ionwiith Pesoect ‘to Intellicence Activities, Senator Tower end 
Operation: 2 

I want to che: mic vou for the ocnortunity we had on February 20, 1975. ead Bot weet 
Sabato. 6 — = 

to discuss the work of the Committee. I vant to express my personal 

appreciation for your willinmmess to assist the Committee to meet its 
Tt a mew ee RAN OS 

res Onsioliiiie oo unaer The WETICGa ye OL De LSD oe Che whe Gola Ve Be te ee oe - F io a ve 

=~ Vee 

2 

agreement that the work or the Commitvee snould proceed as expealtiouss; 
=  . as possible. eae . f . 

oye t+ 

Tovard that end we are eeeiane initial doctirn eeaion from yaric us 

agencies whose activities fall within the mandate given us by the Senate. 

Enclosed with this letter isa copy of an initial reauest for documents 

relating to the red isral Bureau of Inves zization, woieh has coeen vraviously 

Giscussed with steff reoresentatives of the nureau. With the unanimous 

approval of the Committee, I respectfully request that the documents oe - 

Supplied to the Committee at the earliest opportunity. - ma <2 
* 

mehaws 

We exoect to make similar initial requests for documents to othet 

parts of your Department that fell under tne mandate of S. Res. ale 

I truss thet our réspective staffs will continue to wore er 

in the spirit cf mutual cconeration which we bota recomize is necessary 

_ to ensure a thorough and exneditious investigation. 

With kind regards, ry} aS ee 

: Sincerely, - : 

a. 

{/ taut PriveL 
., Frank Church Ps = 

4 Chairman a - 
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z) engage in _ceunter- -intclligence activities; together | 2, s/e2/wr 

with copies of all constitutional and statutory provisions 

executive crders, presidential directives, Attorney General 3. 5/23 )3- 

opinions and memora inda, and | "any othe r ae asserted as 

gta te 

‘sources of such 2 anne t Be on ee : ee, ean 
© © 

& L ve 

It. Jurisdictional Asreements a 

All delimitations aereem ents, fund sdveeional agreements, l 4/8/75- 
agreements for coordination, and memoranda or understanding 2 4/9) 2s 
between the FBI and any other Federal departments or agencies, 
insofat as they pertain to internal security, intelligence 3.9/9) 
collection, and/or counter- intelligence mattered operations, 
or activities. a. | 5 OR, Sy ‘ 

YII. Oreanization SS a, ae eRe te | 

1. A/sfas A. <A detailed current organizational chart reflecting 
ali divisions, sections, branches, and units of the FBI, and 2.4 |tojos- 
the subject matters assigned to. each by generic and numerical3. 4 | ofS 
designation. ; 

ae 

B. A list of names, titles, and offices of assignment of). 4/3 }3s 
all Intelligence Division personnel at FBI Headquarters, down 
to and pieeeeis unit chiefs, together with’ the number of 2. 

‘personnel below the level of unit chief categorized by unit 3, 4Jul? 
cr othe. ozfice of assignment. 

@ - 

C. At the field level, the titles and the number of FBE 1.4)ut/: 
field office agents assigned to internal security, intelligenceg 4 pubs 
collection, and/or counter- intelligence matters, operations, or 
activitics, together“with the percentage of total agent man- 3.4]25/ 
hours devoted to such matters, operations, and activities. 
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IV Pol1iG cs ane rocedaures 
@ Fine ene . 

A. The table of contents of the FBI Manual of instruc-t. 4/919 
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and/or counter-intelligence matters, operations, oF 

activitics. 
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B. The table of contents of the FBI Manual of Rules 4 4/9/25~ 

and Regulations, ‘and those portions of the Manual ee 2. 4 fufasm 

and Regulations which pertain to-internal security, intell- a 

{$eence collection, and/or counter-intelligence matters, 3.4(t¥/7 
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" A. The Special Report of the Interagency Committee on 
Intelligence (Ad Hoc}, dated June, 1970. _ Whire House 

&: The original report on COINTELPRO activities pre- _ 
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. ” JOHN G. TUWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRS 
4 

: tA ci MATT, MICH, HOWARO H. BAK » TENN, 
Mracres rv. M2. ALE, MINN, BARRY GOLOWA IZ 4 

bat “? WALT AG. HID ILE ITON, KY, CHANLES Hc c. AS. JR. MD, 
i rs i Sear cole. N.C, RICHATD S$, SCH RPA, “yy ° ra 2” EIS Mnited States Senat me yr, MILLER, STAFF DIRECTON Vet Le POTALLS erate 
F REGTRICK A. OL J i . 

: (/* SURTIS R, SMoTHERS, MINOMITY COUNSEL SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
es STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
; (PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, STH CONGRESS) 

: WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 
i 

| April 28, 1975 
' e 

® 

® 5 6 

ples 
a” yer 

+o? 
Shen ne we orn 
FE = 23h 

i Honorable Edward H. Levi eer ee BB RD 'o 
Attorney General a ee = = S 
U. S. Department of Justice  ..ath ad | tee ay 

: Washington, D. C. 20530 . ee cA mS 

‘Dear Mr. Attorney General: : i 

Last week's issue of Newsweek, on page 15, 
states: } 

eR me ee me en pa re ia arte 9 cet ie DR RE ee Ee PE no 

. 

” 
- 

” 

i Following the death last week of Clyde . ~S5A/r8 
Tolson, J. Edgar Hoover's close friend and No. 
2man at the FBI, two FBl-agents reportedly ot 5/0175" 

,; removed some documents from the late director's 
house in Washington, where Tolson had been aot g Sfa/ /757 
ing. Officially, the FBI denies taking any ‘ 
such action, and a friend of Tolson's says the 

'‘ only Hoover documents Tolson had were old can- 
celed checks and tax returns. But Newsweek had : 
reported earlier that some of Hoover's private 

; dossiers, including information "very, very 
damaging" to persons in the Nixon Wnite House, 
were left in Tolson's custody, and a source 
told Newsweek this week that the materials were 
carted away in a truck. 

. Hoover's Secrets 

Assuming that the files in question may be part 

of the so-called "Official and Confidential" files, your 

testimony before the House Judiciary Committee on February 
27, 1975, is instructive. You said that the number of 
files which you reviewed contained matters relating to 

"Presidential airectives regarding the role of the FRI in 

the security 7isid" and to the matters related to "domestic 
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Honorable Edward H. Levi 
Page Two : April 28, 1975 

violence", "intelligence activities by hostile nations", 
"domestic extremist activities", and use of the FBI to 
gather political intelligence. 

‘ . Furthermore, at the same time, Director Kelley 
suggested that materials from the "Official and Confiden- 
tial" files were taken to Director Hoover's home. He 

: stated: . 

! | Immediately after his death /Mr. Hoover's/ 
| -some of his employees, including his personal 

— secretary, went through his files and completed 
the destruction of the remainder of The files 
that were purely personal. These were destroyed 

. by shredding. Some I understand were taken out 
to his home and placed in his home, they being 
historical I presume to some extent. There is 
no indication that they were other than personal 
files. . 

Please determine for the Select Committee whether 
‘ any documents were removed from Mr. Tolson!s or Mr. Hoover's. 
‘ residence by FBI agents or former FBI agents after 
Mr. Tolson's death. If agents of the FBI did go to 

' Mr. Hoover's or Mr. Tolson's residence to remove files, 
please provide the Select Committee with a complete des- 
cription of the documents taken into custody by the FBI. 
Were any such documents copies or originals of documents 
relating to the business of the FBI? I1f so, please des- 
cribe the subject matter of each such document. Also- 
indicate the individual within the FBI who has custody 
over these files. Furthermore, I respectfully request on 
behalf of the Select Committee that such files not be des- 
troyed or removed from the FBI's eueroey until further 
notice. 

Gj 5 

Sincerely, — / 
Re 

on? oe 
c oF 

D 

’ P tease 4 oa mer ota fg” 

Frank -Church 

Chairman 
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a ee me ee af 

Pe,» MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY ATTORNEY 

to Senator Church's letter of March 19 to the Attorney General. 

\fo a GENERAL TYLER AND DIRECTOR KELLY 
cS eo. 

| USS, | 
Sa gh > Avril 30, 1975 i 

yer Gr 
: eh : : | ht 
SY - This memorandum concerns paragraph IV of the attachment 
sy « . : 

‘<P Y 

On behalf of the Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental 

Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, I would like to 
* 

request the following: 

Sg ce ‘Superseded Sections of the Manual of Instructions. 

‘Certain sections of the Manual currently in effect have been produced 

2 yee gh gn ah eee eee ai) oie eer ae pee ie ep tk 
: 

'to us. We had intended by the request to ask for the relevant super- 

seded sections (note the absence of the word "current" in Section IV 

| 
jas compared to Section IIIA) and we did indicate previously to the ‘ 

o : 

liaison staff that we were interested in superseded sections. But £ fr a/§ 7S 

ithout regard to that, it is clear from documents such as the Pe 6 Nelae 

Director's letter of August 1973 to the Attorne General that gust 7, 197 °y ) 36/20/7157 

certain superseded sections will be highly relevant in analyzing 

he question of legal authority, as well as in understanding varticu- 

ar events in earlier years. We would appreciate their being.sent 

o us promptly or if that causes mechanical problems, being able to #205 

romptiy review them at the FBI in order to select particular 

portions for copying. At a minimum we would be interested in 

‘superseded Manual provisions for the sections set out in Appendix A. 
5 ; os 

' 
i 

Copy to LA AeeTeT (Now , AP Hon Cou | | , 

1 Wy GES SSS 4 
oe evs 

t pee t 

> 
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’ SEMEL eee (mittee “WE arena n ety 

2. Sections of the Manual of Instructions Not Previously 

‘ 
Produced. Based upon the previous production to us of the table f 

/. Sfp 9/757 

certain additional sections of the Manual which we would like to < / a 
a- 5/20/78 

of contents to the Manual of Instructions, we have identified 

examine. Rather than having these made available to us in the ge = 
3,5 02/75 

first instance in our offices, we suggest that they be made avail- 

able to Mark Gitenstéin, and other designated members of the stare fo PIS 
“a 

of 6frrfTs 
a 3 6/13/75 

for initial exaiination at the FBI offices. A listing of those 
* hes ne 

nets Ae het = BOe * * o i 

sections is annexed as Appendix B. 
we . : ° 

‘3. Manual of Rules and Regulations. Again, based upon 7 yonusl of Bules and Remattons, Again, based won , <5 /y 
the procedure whereby we were first furnished with the table of 

a. Sprofps- 
contents of the Manual of Rules, we have identified those sections 

3.sfAz/re 
sections, identified in Appendix C, could be examined by Mr. Gitenstein, 

which we want to examine initially. -To.-expedite matters, these 

od 

. or other designated staff members, at the FBI offices. 
were 

~ 

4, Filing System. It would also be most helpful if you 4h 2 ee o 
22/78 /. 

could provide the Committee with any other written materials on 

: administration of any of the filing or information systems, manual 

o °° op. fal /7S- 

or automated, which are used in the course of intelligence or 
° -_ eee er sie 3 29/7 

internal ‘security activities. This does not fit within our pri 

request but should serve to make future requests more focused. 

‘I have in mind specifically any memoranda prepared by 

the Bureau on its indexing system and the so-called Clerk's Manua?, 

as 

* 

t s 
t é 

A ~ 7 
t 

t . 

| aes 
t 

. 4 
we a at 

J , 
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‘if such a document exists, Please also proyide the Committee with 

a list of the classirications used in the FBI's filing system as well 
~ 

o—. a ee, 

as a complete set of printed forms used by the Bureau (e.g., FD-165, 

etc.). , | 1, Sfazfay  7fe (1s 
| of. 5/27/7 \” 2. 7/3l7s 

*  # 3.577178 3. 7/8/75 

We believe that all the foregoing material will help 

. expedite and facus the inquiry. I assume that Mr. Hotis will 

contact me promptly to arrange for our review of this materjal. 

7 
ad : —_ peh iff) ‘a. fo 

Frederick A. O. Schwarz, dr., 
' Chief Counsel, 

Senate Select Committee to 
Study Governmental Operations 
With Respect to intelligence 
Activities 

Page 53 



Appendix A ’ 

a 

section Subject 

36 je "ee aiGuape 

8h Registration Act 

"96 Ct “Sabotage 

87 Investigations of Subversive Organizations 

and Individuals 

88 Sedition 

95 Treason | ; . 

o. O7 _ Voorhis Act 

195 ; “Twterdaa Security - Nationalistic Tendency 

LOT | _ Internal Security Informants end Confidential 
sources; and Foreign Counterintelligence Assets 

122 Extremist Matters and Civil Unrest 

130 Extremist Informants and Sources 
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Awnendivy B : 

Section | Gubject . es 

a ee ' , Surveillances and Reids 

BR . Date Processing Section, Computer Systems Division 

19-4 i “Applicant and Fmpleyee Investigations Conducted 
for Other Agencies 

3 Bomb Threats . 
Explosives and Incendiary Devices 

2 Civil Rights 

: 28 a Civil Rights Act of 1964 

29% oo ‘Conspiracy 

FA Neutrality Matters 

BY Passports and Visas 

90°/ Selective Service Act 

102 ee Coordina tion with Other Government Agencies 

463 4 Foreign Police Ccoperation 

: - a Assaulting the President of the United States and 
" Threats to the President of the United States 

: ; 3367 Antiriot Laws 

Se Police Killings 

mang. Protection of Foreign Officials and Official Guests 

s of the United States 
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Part 1 

Section 

Part If 

Section 

section 

Section 

Section 

‘Section 

Bzerion 

Section 

Section 

Section Oo DON na wo F&F WS NY HF 

Appendix C — Bi - 

Disciplinary Matters 

Authority--Training--Subniission of Information 

Supervision~-Availability-Resident Agencies 

Administration of Offices 

Communications ; 
a 

ee 

Dissemination of Information 

Publications, Press, and Public Contacts 
/ 

Payments~-Property 

Miscellaneous Regulations 

Classification--Character--Copies~--Abbreviations 

& 

~ 
* 

“s, 



A. 

B. 

aterials to which the Committee staff has been 
access; delivery requested by Friday, August 1, 1975: 

July 28, 1975 rmOgie OO ct r 
: Fore! =D BYS is \ aes = y ON: a Se 

SUPERCEDING REQUEST FOR FBI MATERIALS - in x pttnds, +25 
given 

FBI file £100~ -00- berate erorlg fo 

FBI Inspection Guidelines ? roa 

Index to all SAC Memoranda and SAC letters 

Petersen Committee Report on COINTELPRO, including 
all appendices and case summaries (names of authors 
of analytical appendices may be deleted) 

All sections of FBI Manual of Instructions and Manual 
of Rules and Requlations previously made accessible 
at FBIHO (including Manual of Instructions Sections 
105, 107, and 130) ae 
All superceding sections of the FBI Manual of —_——eenn 
Instructions previously made accessible at FBIHQ. 

ten 
Titles and number of FBI Field Office Agents.~ aitafas Resor 

aon | a 
FBI Forms previously made accessible at FBIHQ. 

B JUL 20 1975 

bo P- HN @39S 

8A JUL 3 1 190 
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a. CI 
itp4 IIT. Outstanding previously requested materials; delivery” 
mL requested by Friday, August 1, 1975: 

A. Immediate and continuous delivery/access to underlying 
materials pertaining to specific COINTELPRO operations, 
as listed previously and subsequently by SSC staff. 

B. Underlying materials pertaining to mail covers, 
proffered by Special Counsel in letter of July 15, 
LOTS; 

c. Materials pertaining to the "Huston Plan" requested 
on May 14, 1975, Appendix C, items 2-3, 5, 7, 9-12. 

D. Materials pertaining to the FBI's termination in 1966 
of the investigative techniques referred to in 
President Nixon's statement of May 22, 1973, requested 
on May 14, 1975, Appendix C, item 1 (with specific 
reference to surreptitious entry and mail surveillance). 

E. Materials pertaining to mail surveillance, including 
mail covers, mail opening, and mail intercept, 
requested in ietter-of June 12, 1975. 

F. Sections 8A, 8B, 8P, and 80 of the Manual of 
instructions, and Sections 10 and 12 of the Manual 
of Rules and Regulations, requested in letter of 
July 8, 1975. 3 

G. Communications regarding the activities of SSC which 
have been addressed from the FBI Director and/or 
other FBIHQ personnel to more than one field office 
and/or to all agents in those field offices, requested 
in letter of July 8, 1975. 

H. Materials pertaining to COINTELPRO operations 
directed against the Black Panther Party in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s in San Francisco-Oakland 

r Los Angeles, and San Diego, California, requested 
{ys in letter of June 30, 1975 (list of persons contacted 

not to include persons in their capacity as sources). 
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II. Outstanding previously requested materials; 
screen for delivery requested by Friday, August 1, 1975. 

A. 

: B. 

Le 
oe 

Cc. 

D. 

Rast 

F, 

G. 

vA 

pos ny J Ee 
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Materials pertaining to the reported investigation #//;, 
of columnist Joseph Kraft in 1969, 
"logs" of any surveillance. 1 oe cht ppaawen Ae $icbek. he, 

Materials contained in the so-called 
Confidential” files which do not contain eget olnge 
information about individuals, alle in paree 
May 14, 1975, REPENS oF 

Access via agreed procedure to certain information 
regarding materials contained in the so-called 
"Official and Confidential” 
derogatory information about individuals. 

Materials, including inspection reports or related 
surveys, which pertain to the Attorney General's 
testimony on February 27, 1975, regarding the “types 
of abuse fofwhich the Bureau has been susceptible in 
the past," requested on May 14, 1975, Appendix C, 
item 23. 

SAC letters and SAC memoranda, requested in memo 
of June 17, 1975, 

Materials pertaining to surveillance at the Democratic 
National Convention, Atlantic City, New Jersey, 1964, 
requested on May 14, 1975, Appendix D, items 7a, 7b, 
8, 16. 

Materials pertaining to electronic surveillance of 
Dr. Martin Luther King, on, requested on May 14, 19375, 
Appendix D, items 5, 

Materials pertaining to FBI activity pegaraine DE. 
Martin Luther King, Jr., requested in letter of 
July 8, 1975. 

Materials pertaining to FBI activity regarding 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., requested in letter 
of July 14, 1975. 

other than the 

"Official and 

pr eskctt lel sesne\ 

M otietl ltges A) 
files which do contain 

« 
== ter te te een eet tee gale tey 

hiten Ste 

rare — 

SLT ee 



Newly requested materials; access to screen for delivery 
requested by Friday, August 1, 1975: 

ws 
A. Abstracts of Executive Conference memoranda from ow 

January 1, 1960, to the present 

B. The so-called "Papich Committee Report" on FBI-CIA wilde 

coordination prepared in 1966. 

C. The Manual of—Instructions and/or Rutes—and~ YA pore 
Regutations for the ie alah (gis Pin 

ve) ay ye 
D. The annual five-year budget projections = “thet “Vee! 

FBI Intelligence Division from 1970 to the coe mn 

ee FBI Intel Vigance Division bidyet requests 
ronn 1970 ‘eo Anecbrésent. 

° F. [Materials pertaining to any surreptitious eneeiee a » bb 

considered, proposed, or conducted by the FBI at Uw a 

the Chilean Ome from January 1, 1970, until’ Ci 

(S : the present. 
4 pele 

G. ALL project INLET letters prepared for and disseminat HUN 
to the President, the Attorney General, or any other We 
recipient during the period 1969 through 1973. 

ga 

_H. Summaries cr notes on interviews conducted by Inspection} dy 
Division for July 3 Inspection for the following | Me i 
individuals: (See 0.C. Witness list) ns ca 

| ‘I, Control file for the year 1971 for the Mass Media ieee (8 ¢”. 
| Program. 
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OC WITNESS LIstT 

S.A. Battle 
James Crawford 

Joseph Dowling ! 

Thomas Dudney we | 

John Dunphy 
Mark Felt 
Annie Fields 
Helen Gandy . 

Albert Gunser 
Robert Kunkel | 

Irma Metcalf | | | 

John Mohr | ea | 

Tom Payton 
Kenneth Peffer 
Jessie Peterson 
S.A. Clark Shoaff 

Kenneth Shoffer 
Dorothy Skillman 
Raymond Smith 
Carol Tschudy 
Ralph Windear | 
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* 

5 em on 
4 

Outstanding previously requested materials; delivery 
requested by Friday, August 8,.1975: 

A. Materials relating to the establishment, ee ee a 
and operation of the so-called "“ELSUR" electronic Cee 
surveillance index, requested in part on May 14, 
1975, Appendix D, item 2. re a 

~ 

B. Materials and/or information pertaining to warrantless 
electronic surveillance for national security purposes 
requested in letter from Senator Church to aS — 
General, dated July 7, 1975. jx» spt's 

C. Materials pertaining to legal authority, decisions, 
policies, and procedures with regard to surreptitious 
entry,-requested on May 14, 1975, ini A, item Dy C 
Appendix B, item 4. éo fone Ye Dep. fr Ves be ving to S 

D. Materials pertaining to legal authority, decisions, 
policies, and procedures with regard to incommunicado Oey & 
interrogation, requested on May 14, 1975, Appendix A, 
item 5, Appendix B, item 4. Léa Gunite dept - pacggialee Jerse 

E. Materials pertaining to legal authority, decisions, . 
policies, and procedures with regard to obtaining ( 
bank, credit, or other personal information, eel 
on May 14, 1975, Appendix A, item 5, ie B, 
item 4. pt Ya bepat-fai Gibiovs 4055C . 

F. Materials pertaining to legal authority, decisions, 
: policies, and procedures with regard to the use of 

informants, including possible entrapment, provocation, 
interference with lawyer-client relationship, or other 
problems, requested on May 14, 7% pendix A, item 
5, Appendix B, item 4. mo QV SECC , App r au php dulce S as 

G. Materials pertaining to Morris Starsky, Evelyn Rose , Lilf 
Sell, Maude Adams White Wilkerson, and Martha L. nl” 
Shockey, requested in letter of July 1, 1975 (list Qe sx 
of persons contacted not to include persons in their. 
capacity as sources). 
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nee -~ 6- 

pV ~ Qutstanding previously requested materials; access to 
Ma screen for delivery PegMeetee. by Reeve August 8, 1975: 

At 

A. A list of all vane oneness ates eouac surveillances 
identified by subject and target which were instituted 
or operated by, for, on behalf of, or at the —— 
of the FBI from January 1, 1960, until the present, 
requested on May 14, 1975, Appendix D, item 3. 

2A pen 

B. All written- justifications for the specific authori- sichal 
zations by the Attorney General for warrantless Dy | 
electronic surveillance from January 1, 1960, until 
the present, requested in notification letter of 
June 27, 1975. 

General of specific requests for warrantless electronic 
surveillance from January 1, 1960, until the present, Py" 
requested in notification letter of June 27, 1975. 

C. All materials reflecting the denial by the Attorney 

ape 

D. Materials pertaining to the use of warrantless 
electronic surveillance and other controversial intelli-- 

“yayr : yence techuiUues ayainst plaiutlifis in CEeLlain pending 

Civil suits, listed in eee of June 23, 1975. 

cf 
F. Materials pertaining to "notional" organizations “Prag ) 

and to the general subject of fictitious and et 1 
organizations (political, commercial, or other), { 
requested in letter of July 14, 1975. 

G. Materials pertaining to FBI activities with respect vf. 
to the Ku Klux Klan, requested in letter of July 14, OE 
1965. 

ue 
¢ 

the FBI investigation in the Dominican Republic of 
1965, as requested on May 14, 1975, Appendix C, 

eee at tahoe peek 

H. Materials pertaining to the origins and conduct of {f 
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FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN 

JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAL ‘ 

PHILIP A HART, MICH, HOWARD H. BAKER, Ji. VENN,. 
WALT? R F. MONDALE, MINN, BARRY GO! OWATER, ARIZ. 

VA JER D. HUDDLESTON, KY. CHARLZSS MCC. MATHIAS, JR., MD. 

eer uee cue RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA. 3 Cut {3 S fates ewe fe 

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 
” 

SELECT COMMITTEE TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES, 21, 94TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

July 24, 1975 cm Ue 018 no 

pa sea we in Boy FS 

conus 
K. William O'Connor, Esq. 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice wt) 

Washington, D.C. 20530 f Annch, aa oe 

x Sei ant” 

Dear Mr. O'Connor: 
ie in tin dee 

Would you please provide the Senate Select 
Committee a list of all FBI special agents assigned to 
the New York City area in the mid-1960's who had the 
surname "Kehoe"? Please include the unit to which they 
were assigned and their current addresses. 

Your prompt response to this request is 
appreciated. If feasible, a telephonic response would Se 
be preferred. ; _—_— 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

\ 

John T. ELLIf£ 
Director 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force 

le Paul V. Daly REG. ba- //b 34)": Y3Y 

: = mame MOTE ceremeeie 
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| ANAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION © - 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550 

nett . 
Feu ae, : 

Ste ry 
atc nsi iy 

Gras oh ine ; July 21, 1975 

Mr. Clarence M. Kelley er COMA ch 
: : é atta ‘> es oT we 
Mf . Director es an 4 tT 
; ; ‘ te hg Federal Bureau of Investigation passe d. 
* 4 . ‘ hee -- 

’ U.S. Department .pf Justice * 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

eens 
Dear Mr. Kelley$ I, “7e> 

Be npline ; 

This will acknowledge” eopicdy = 75 25 

pertaining to a classified document sent to the 
Director of the National Science Foundation in 
1964. This is to advise you that the document 

in question (letter to Leland J. Haworth, Director, 

National Science Foundation, from J.. Edgar 
Hoover, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

dated December 18, 1964, transmitting summary 

entitled "Communism. and the Negro. Movement--A [lo Se Mrs. ye 

Current it Analysis!) | was destroyed by burning on 
ay 3T; 1973> A copy of the disposition record 

is enclosed. 

| Pincersly GB | 

Gt fig hunt 
fb C Guykoed Steves juL 30 1975 

Pa es | 

-—— 

iS SA) wy 

ee, 
ORIGINAL FILED iy 

ae sure. ff Us 

*' iS x ; 

or Ss 

\ 

84 JUL3 1 197 
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ee 

"SECURITY OFFICER sae Pave eoker instar Sion 
¢ 

+ SFRow ov =e) . JOaTeE ISIGNATUNME OF CUSTODIAN 
Doris McCarn oe. 05/21/73 

DIVIS?ON OR OF FICEILSECTION PERT. . 8 - 

O/D {24001 La Ay WRC a 

RECORDS DESCRIBED BELOW ARE NO LONGER REQUIRED AND ARE FORWARDED FOR DISPOSITION 

“REQUEST OORT ICN foe ce ASS1 12 DOCUMENTS 

tt 

CLASSIFICATION SYMGOLS: c- CONFIDENTIAL $ - SECRET TS - TOP SECRET ; 

RS Deot of fr J. Edgar Hoover, FBI; 
| TS | 4038C A2/18/65 Justice [| - Lir to Haworth/ransmitiing summary “Communism 

and the Negro Movement ~ A Current Analysis" 
: | | —. | dated 11/27/64, 
ey RS . Dept ae: 

4039C. 12/21/64 Jicice Lieto Heawouh/tula edeap Macver; FRU frank 
2 mitting a memo, subj: "Martin Luther King, Jr.: 

| 

| sy . His Personal Conduct" 

| 

| 
| 

otras Fy Oem Stew © . 

_ % weer ee es re 

ee ° : : 5 - <: TC 3 mut) 
& * Ps we ~a™ . > ad { eee 

CAEN nO Vo syncs center este sampraraceeaen hss 

Lave Seon dos*royed by burning: J 

1 

TROL CLERK © . {E,GHATURE OF SECURITY CLEARED BITNESS po ’ 

e a < } 

, : 7 j 

PE oar be —. oa = 
ree ? wa 

; hance Gageer ann i listed is ne longer attachod.” 
sssaialiaoiesntiisenanaoeeT a RCO CEU Gina Cae renere trp 

NSF Form 594, Jan. 1971 f ~/ : ZG SY. ie ees 
a ee donee 

{ oh ner TT Te <- want 
perpen nme eI ET rr ee Jae i Fk NS Tesh eR ve “44 

TON FEE FEUEMEEET NTT ae, x 4 Wels = deed stad bc at ate 

BS ancora nw ymnetasen la ae 
we ae a 2 ao Se a 
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~ Assoc. rn 

Memorandum Be : 
nil Sie 

OPTIONAL ac oa 

7 Gectiue (a) (4) Cre 10%=11.6 ®@ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

) Ext. Affairs —W 

TO ye : Mr. Adams DATE: 7-18-75 realm 
fi | Ident. 

ov 2 ee | Inspection 

eas Intell. 
FROM . Le al Couns ene - Ber : ik yore a es er ole BH Ceti 
SUBJE sensmupy 75 Js “tol oa U ER : 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y __— 

On July 15, 1975, Loch Johnson, Senate Select 
Committee staff member, telephonically contacted SA WA 
Paul V. Daly of this Division and advised that the Committee at 
desired to interview SA Fred J. Cassidy and former Agents 

| Donald E.. Moore and Georsé—C..Moore, J Jr. He advised the 
“purpose of “the=inttérviews was to discuss the "Heuston Plan" 
and the meetings of the group which participated in the 
formulation of that plan. Johnson stated these would be 
staff interviews. 

Fred J. Cassidy is. currently assigned to the 
Intelligence Division. 

The Department advised us on July 8, 1975, 
that staff interviews shall be considered a demand 
under Title 28 Code of Federal Regulations, Section, 
16.21 et seq. These sections require Departmental 
approval when a current or former employee in response 
to a demand of a court or authority is requested to 
furnish material contained in Departmental files - 7 
or to disclose information contained therein. 

The Department also advised that the Director 
may grant a release from the aforementioned Code of 
Federal Regulations sections in coordination with the 
Department. 

Regarding current employees the Department 
has informed the Committee that pending further discussion 
concerning the rights of current ikea they would 

1-Mr. Wannall 3 d 
i-Mr. Cregar ncG-88 ya Te 39 7s TF i 
1-Mr. Mintz al JUL 80 1975 
l-Mr. Hotis as oa | 
1-Mr. Daly ey ye 
l-Personnel File of SA Fred J. Cassidy 
l-Personnel File of Former SA George C. Moore, Jr. 
1-Personnel File of Former SA Donald E. Moore 

PVD: ‘Gi. 

Sh! | 
BO U.S. Grins Bonds ne on the — — Plan 
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Memorandum to Mr. Adams from Legal Counsel 
Re: SENSTUDY 75 

not allow current employees to submit to interview. This 
matter has not been resolved to date. 

With regard to former employees the Department 
indicated that the same problems are not present and has 
allowed interviews of former employees to continue. 

In view of this, no recommendation is being 
made at this time pending the Department's decision 
concerning interviews of current employees for the 
interview of SA Cassidy. 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

(1) The applicable Bureau employment agreements 
be waived for Donald E. Moore and George C. Moore, Jr., and 
that the provisions of Title 28 Section 16.21 Code of Federal 
Regulations be also waived for the purpose of these interviews. 

(2) The Intelligence Division ascertain current 
addresses of Donald E. Moore and George C. Moore, Jr. Advise 
them of the Senate Select Committee request. 

(3) That the Intelligence Division, when details are 
finalized concerning these interviews, make arrangements where 
appropriate for Agents. to accompany the interviewees and be 
available for consultation during interview by the Committee. 

A' 

| it 

. -2* 
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‘ - 

a % - & 

~ w 

az & 

” 4 . 

Mr. J.:A. Mintz 

Me. W. R. Wannall 

fat Jot 

t } 

Aa 3/2 

- 

4 fer? 

The Attorney General July 18, 1975 \\\ 
LZ a” Mr. Je G. Deegan : : 

cs S 3 wok twAD 
U, S e SENATE ELECT COMMITTEE ON st ol oe Ae eee ae 

q, 

4 

LL, 
to the requests contained in referenced letter. 

sy 
: oo ae eee L80 | SQ 

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC ean Cs duets Areal do = 
: - : : punt Jo\r 1Oo._® : 6P8 wenelat o = Ly 

SA 
Reference is made to the letter from SSC dated Oo 0 

4 gune 30, 1975, requesting certain documents and other infor~- ae 
j mtion from the FBI. ae ~ 

| S 
' Attached for your approval and forwarding to the Ly 

SSC is the original of a memorandum which responds in part a \ 

A copy of the memorandum is being furnished for 
your records, kK wif 

SI EE 
Enclosures « 2 

we 

nad Za 

at -@ ue ~~ 
‘ 62-316395 2 ; 

1 = The Deputy Attorney General ; 
Attention: K. William O'Connor 

Special Counsel for enn X 
Intelligence Coordination \ —e 

X “ ws 

|  G9T:Lnb/pkbb > 
OPN (10) 

\ , b 395~ 432. yy flo ee on 

_ Assoc. Dir. ENCLOSURE 

Dep. AD Adm. — } ” 3 JUL RO 1975 
Dep. AD inv. —_. ‘ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. a (cre “~svmmat 
Comp. Syst. ___. 

Ext. Affairs 

Files & Com. —_. 

Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

ey 

4 Mt 4 . i " 
aa | ‘ \, 3 i rd 

Inspection a7 
\.. { ; 

\ k aaa 

' 

Intell. 7 ie “ * * ‘ ; wn yP 

n/ : 
Laboratory wd ‘ } a {) 

Plan. & Evol. —. | 
‘ 

Spec. Inv. é 
Training : 1% it -? 

Legal Coun. 

f, Licgow! 

r ‘ tf 

Telephone Rm. _- 

\ f 

/ ‘gee “ie, 
Jon DP (CAS : o #o.y “es, ‘ GC $4.5 

TELETYPE UNIT L_] eM Anh PO 954-545 
ale 

i T M 

12 HEA Ub oBr a :os9673 Page 69 - 



2~ Me. de A. Mintz 

(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis) 
L _ Me. We R. Wannall 

“2g 

\ “4 L as ie. We 0. Cregar 

COND A 1~ ur. J. G Deegan 
ne Ae” 520 rmlye 1 - Me. G. T. Tunstall 

G2-116395 wore pe . 09 ee - July 18, 1975 

U. S&S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
> _ STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
Ss RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

a Nis 

i RK: REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS PERTAINING 
ALN TO COINTELIRO MEASURES DIRECTED 

es AGAINST THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) 
ee IN SAN FRANCISCO-OQAKLAND, LOS ANGELES 
\ AND SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

Say Reference is made to letter dated June 30, 1975, 
. “to Me. K. William O'Connor of the Department of Justice from 

aA Wr. John T. BlLIf£ of the SSC which sets out that “one of the 
: \ COINTELPRO case studies” that SSC is examining concerns "mea~ 
~ \\ sures directed against the Black Panther Party in the late 
: 1960's and early 1970's in San Francisco-Oakland, Los Angeles 

ee and San Diego, California, by the Fieid Offices of the FBI." 

co Referenced letter sets out requests concerning nine 
Rad “ categories of decuménts and six categories of witnesses, 
3 x Regarding Requests 1, 2 and 3, requested documents are aot 
‘avy being included at this time due to the extensive volume of 
\ ¥ documents to be reyiewed and reproduced. 

ere ‘$ Regarding Request Number 4, these documents are 
being submitted separately pursuant to previous requests. 

Regarding Request Number 5, the requested information 
‘was not compiled as part of COINTELPRO files. To compile such 
a list would require a complete review of ail three field 
offices’ substantive files which have been maintained on all 

-_~\ BPP members and supporters. in light of the megnitude of such 
Ce ape J \ @ review no further effort is being made to respond to this 

request. Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 

Comp. Syst. 

i+ 

bs 
xt. Affairs —— ; 7] Le " ent ee — ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG p ww f ai 

on me Kip CTT iad 
9 { 

Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

eee SEE NOTE _— 3 
Intell. # 

a 4 This docum re is prepared in response to your request and is not for a 

Sue igvfcrs nation out ide your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut oe oes to unauthorized person- 
mel withgut the express approval of the F 

Y 

Training 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. _. 4 

Director Sec'y MAIL ROOM(L’|} TELETYPE UNIT (C_) 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTED ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (S5C} 

RE: REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS ON COINTELZRO MEASURES DIRECTED 
AGAIEST BPP IN CAN PRARCISCO-CAKIAND, LOS ANGELES AND 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

inftormition requested in Normber 6 and 7 is not 
included as it touches on sensitive oreas such as confidential 
sources and/or cooperating orranizations whose disclosure 
could place persons in actual jeoperdy, This is in aecordance 
with Senator Chuech's better to lr. Willian FE. Colby, Director 
of Central Intelligence, dated March 12, 1975. If in the event 
the Committee believes the identity of police departrent and 
media personnel contacted by the PRI reiative to this COZINTELIROG 
are nGcesscary, it should be the subject of discussion between 
a Senior necber of the SiC staf?! and a representative of the 
EBI Iacal Counsel Division. 

hnecarding Request Number 8, it would be extremely 
difficuit, if not impossibio, to retrieve the nanes of all 
Agents invoived in COINPTELLIO-BPP, as all Agents investicatine 
Reciali and Extremist Matters in the three offices may have made 
sucrestions which were letexy incerporated into COINTCLONO. 
Aecerdincsiy, only the names of the Coordinntore and their 
HUpervisora are included below: 

103 ANGELES 
CCORDINATOR = 

Cetober, 1065 + June, 1969  #$fA Leroy V. Sheets (retired) 
S725 and Otreet, Ne. HE. 
NMarysvillie, Washington %So276 

June, LOG) ~ September, 2269 SA Waliacé EH. yard 
(Currently assigned 
Los Angeles Office) 

peptember, 1960 « May, 1971 SA Richard W. Heid 
(Currently assigned rei 
Headquarters (PBImm0)) 

SUPERVISOR = 

Entire Pericd SA Richard A. Bioeser 
(Currently assigned to 
Ios Angeles Office} 



SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) | 

RE: REQUEST FOR BQCUHENTS ON COENTELPRO MEASURES DIRECTED 
AGAINST BPP IN SAN FRANC TSCO-OALKLAND, LOS ANGELES AND - 
SAN DIEGO, CALIPORNIA 

SAN DIEGO 

COORDINATOR ~ 

March, 1963 =< Octoher, LOGS oA Earl iM. Petersen 
(Currently assigned 
San Diero Office} 

October, 1968 = August, 1970 SA Rey L. Burns 
(Currontly cccigned Butte 
office} 

August, 12970 ~ March, i972 SA Lawrence F. Wirick 
(Currently assigned San Diero 
Office) 

SUPERVISE = 

Entire Poriod G4 Rebert S. Boker Cetired) 
4268 Hor tengia 
San Diego, Califernia 92103 

SAN FRANC ISCO 

COORDINATOR ~ 

April 3, 1968 ~ April 18, 1968 Raymond UN. Byers 
(Currently on foreinn 
assipnnent) 

April 18, 1968 = May 1G, 1969 Willian Cohendet (retired) 
1557 Balboa Way 
Burlingcave, Ealifernia 4010 
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SENATE SELICT COMMITTEE OW INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES C850) 

RE: REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS ON COINTELIRO MEASURES DIRECTO 
AGAINST BeP IN SAN FRANCISCO-OARLAID, LOS ANGELES AND 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

thy 16, 1969 ~ May 1, 3970 eo S, Erenneisen . 
(Currently nssipned 
San Franciseo Office) 

SUPERVISE « 

April 3, 1668 - iby 9, 1970 Albert Pp. Clark (retired) 
GG Ein Avenue 
iavksopor, Cadifornia 94959 

February 9, 1970 ~ by 1, 1OViPavid LE. Fodd Wetived) 
26 Cozzoling Drive 
Millbrae, Caiifornia 84030 

recardins: Regues % Turnber 0, no further data is being 
included an the volune ox material bein: curnishee eoncernine 
COINTELDPRO is believed to be sufxicient for 2 full understanding 
of the program, 

With regard to the six caterories of witnesses 
requested, the following information is set forth: 

1. Hobort E. Gebhardt, assircned Fraime, but under 
transfer to hes Ancelés an Assistant Directer, 

a. Horry Yorgen @etived), 53314 Elncrest Lone, 
Cincinnati, Ohio AGRA 

3d, Dayid £, Todd, referred to in Nunber &. 
4, Charles Bates, currently assigned as Special Agent 

$n Charge, Pon Francisco, 
3. Prinary Case Accents are included in Numher 3 

above in the catesery of Coordinators, 
G. Bureau Supervisors for this COTTELRO vere 

Thomas J. Deakin, currently assigned to FEIHO, and deseph A. 
Marion, currently on foreicn assignment. 

1 ~ The Attorney General 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS ON COINTELPRO MEASURES DIRECTED 
AGAINST BPP IN SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND, LOS ANGELES AND 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

NOTE: 

Information contained in this LHM was compiled 
from a reyiew of COINTELPRO Black Nationalist~Hate Groups 
by SA Garnett T. Tunstall, Information furnished by Los Angeles 
teletype dated 7/11/75, San Diego teletype dated 7/12/75, and 
San Francisco teletype dated 7/14/75. 

| . sa Eh ae 
HW 55105 Docld: 329689623 Page tT4 
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74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

) 
- Addressee: 

i 

a. =o a NM ce ae 

0-140 (Rev. 1-21- 

tee ILM uM Foie Coens ag, GREE peas U.S. Senate Select Comin i ttee? 
Caption of Document: Operations: Re caceame Pertaining 

to COINTELPRO-BPB, West Coast 
i 

FBI 4 Originating Office: A gi” 

Delivered on ll b hee: Date: 7 f 2Y /25- & 
4 

LE 
| a 

Received bye 10..f QE AL INFORMATION contarnty?|* vi, AM AT 

// RIN IS olploo 5YSP A anlafe SSIFTED Title: nA A TT 
| Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FBI 
TO en aT a ren spill naenanasin RE RN yt cate SS Ate te ambien re ee 
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STE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
=o CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE iv BEFORE COMPLETING. 

Intelligenee”*Community Staff 
ATTN: Central Index ee 

FGA 
SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees - 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

ag | DOCUMENT ol BRIEFING = INTERVIEW TESTIMONY OTHER 

- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) ° 

Hamoraricen 

IN RESPONSE TO (List date and item number if in response to formal request, other- . CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, §, TS or 

ESC Letter 6/30/75 
Codeword) 

u 

. KEY woRDS (Center the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

ot MDL EF | | : 

Counterintellipence a i 
+ yelzleo _- ‘Spam lt 

p 

w 

8. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

cst was furnishe!? names of Coordinators end their 
Suservicors im relation to QOINTELPRO-SPF on the 
“ast Coast, 

62116395 

FMR: fmk 

(4) ORIGINAL VIA LEAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 
IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75 

. = a ¥: GIN OR Lig PRP ASP AA RSS WOE Rg o 5 [ f fe mh Bxg a a ots! ‘ a; 
gay L A if A: or ye th i yj OER vy 7, 
3 Gof ti i "ss “3 hy & ‘ a ra wy 4 fy v 
MEdess 4 A bw Mt PrySontca i i 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 
3791 (6-75) 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e if additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 

noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 

pages may be attached if necessary. 
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es ‘ 2- Mr, J. A. Mintz 

L- Mr. W. R. Wannall 

The a hernny, General 1 - Mr, W Syly Le 3a h?75 

a i — Mr. D, Ryan ™ 

| ae 7 Dixéctor, FBI 

UNITED STATES. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ee : 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES . 

_ ; , 

Reference is made to memorandum from Senate Select ‘| ae Ls 
Committee dated May 14, 41975, and appendices thereta, i a 
requesting certain documents. and other infornation fron the, oe 
FBI, : 

PE a 

Attached for your approval and forwarding to the} : 
Cornittee is the original of a memorandum Which is responsive | 
toa one of the Committee's requests. . 

A copy of the memorandum is being provided for HS ‘ : 
your records. Cj Ye S. 

Enclosures (2) t, : 
eae OU) aos . 

§2-116395 
se wee c> . < ~ ~Y 

1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General —— be 
Attention: K. William O'Connor oO e 

} Special Counsel for Ox ; 
Intelkigence Coordination F 

1 +~ 62-116009 ms 

DRimjgrris \ 
go 2 Gov” ~) Ry [4. j- ra; 43] 

ae 

ae ENCLOSURE K. 8 JUL 30 1975 
Dep. AD Adm. __ ao aa sh wy ie ik nue "i bi Dep. AD Inv. WW aes a ho Se 8 | r Asst. Dir: 

Admin, 

Comp. Syst. —_ 

Ext. Affairs 

Files & Com. —_. a4 

Gen. inv. 

Ident. 

ras 

ins pection 

Intell, 

Laboretory 

Plan. & Eval. 

Spec. Inv, Ww. 

Training 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. 

Ditagtor = MUC_J TELETYPE UNIT[_] al O° le 
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2- Mr. J. A. Mintz 
i aJ. B. Hotis 

1 ~ Me. W. RR. Wannall 

G2-116395 July 16, 1975 
i - Mr. W. OJ Cregar 

UNITED STATES SEWATE SELECT COMMITTED 
TO STUDY GOVERNUENTAL OPERATIONS 

WITH RESPECT TQ INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

{E: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO TEE 
“WUSTOd PLAN, COINTELERO, AND 
OTHER PAACTICES AND PROGRAMS 

CULNTELERO 

Reference 18 made ta memorandum from captioned 
Conmittea dated May 14, 1975, and the appendices thereto, 
which contained requests for information from the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 

item 18, Bart I2, Appendix €, requested Committee 
Staff access to a list of sik FRI Headquarters supervisory 
personnel involved in the origin, implementation, and termination 
of each Cointeiprae Procron, 

Twelve Files relating to FRYE CounterintelLircence 
Programs (Cointelipros) have keen located. There are 23 
documents in these files which conld he considered ag 
originating or implenentins documents and two documents 
relating to the termination of all Cointelpros. Twelve of 
the above documents (four memoranda and eight communications 
to the field) have been publicized through Freedom of 
Information Act actions, although several of those publicized 
contained excisions. 

There aro practical difficultice in conforming to 
Assoc. Dit. the Committee's request in this instance. While the FBI 
Dep. AD Adm... _Hoadiquarters Fife capy of each dacument clearly indicates 
Dep. AD Inv. ._ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 1 ~ 62-116009 
Comp. Syst, SECRET SEE NOTE PAGE ELEVEN 
Fcktan. DRinjg Classified by 6283 
sn sleys (9). Exempt from GDS, Category Number 3 
pele ioe. whe Date of Declassification Indefinite . 
nspection WW, A * 7 . : ‘ “A ' 

hist o NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION ee rw 
Plen. & Eval. : Unauthorized Disclosure oy Dy ar 
Sra "’ diect to, Criminal Say MIE A 

Legal Coun. fi : af a _— ? Neel” } 

elephone Rm. _. ee 4 ary ae ~) as e 

saci = Bales MAIL ROOM LC] TELETYPE UNIT fe} ENCLOSUR ( LOBES . ! DS 4 
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through the stenographic piiheieiiniiin the identity of the 
Saureau supervisor Whe prepared each documeat, in sose 
jnetapces it im impossible to identify all of the initials 
placed on the document by reviewiag supervisors and officials. 
The problem of identification of initials ise compounded 
because in many instances, a supervigor or official vould 
ign for another in the absence ef the latter. Alas, during 
the existence of these programs (1056-71), there vere 
number of veamsiganents of personnel, — er ideutiticst ion 
of initials dif? icult. 

Set forth below are the identit jen of each aenorandun 
OF Commtinication which could be damcribed a8 originating, 
implementing aad terminating documents for each of the twelve 
Cointelpros. Under i ee document, the name of the 
jadividual who prepared the memorandum or communication is 
Liated as are the names of all those iadividusia who can be 
identified a@ iadicating raview of the action by initialing 
the document. Shere «2 document was act specificaliy initialed 
by former Director J. Edgar Hoover, a aotation has been aade 
47 the document tudicates it was tine stamped through Xr. Hoover's © 
office, thes indicating be was xaowledgeable. here the 
identity ef an <adividual's initiale are aot known, a question 
werk im listed. Where readily known, it is indicates if a 
reviewing supervisor or official ia retired. 

i. Commniat Party, USA Program 

i. Henorandun froa wr. A. 5. Beleont to Xr. lL. ¥. Banrdwan, 
dated 8/28/56, ceptioned “Comauniat Party UBA ~ 7 
Counterintelli gence Program, “ classified ‘secret. 

Prepared by Sdward B. Reddy ene 
Fred J. Saumgardcer (ietized) ae 
Tas Nekeanac (hetired) 
Joneph A. 33200. Uhetired? 
Aijan H. Beleuont (etired) 
Clyde a. Tolgen (Deceased) 

Tiee stamped into Mr. Roover's office. . 
. (Office: aati “by % Mr. Hoover). 

Docld: 329689623 Page 60 



Cointelpro 

2. Memorandum from ly. A. H. Belmont to Mr, & V. Eoardman, 
dated 9/5/56, captioned "CP, USA, Counterintelliceonce 
Progran,” classified "Secret," 

Preparcd hy J. O'Connor (Retired) 
Fred J. Bauncardnor (Netived} 
fan Hebennan (Retired) 
Joseph A. Sizoo (Retired) 
Alan H, Belmont (Retired) 
Clyde A. Tolsen (Weceased) 
d. Edgar UWoover (Deceased) 

3. Letter to SAC, New York, dated 8/6/56, captioned 
‘Communist Party, UsA ~- Counmtorintelligence Prorran,* 
classified “Scevot.” 

Prepared by Fred #. Baumgardner (Retired) 
Joseph A, Sizoo (Retired) 
Zan Mehennan (Retired) 
Alan H. Belmont (Retired} 

ii, Sociolist Worker's Party Brocran 

& ULetter to SAC, New York, dated 10/12/G1, captioned 
“Socialist Worker's Party, Disruption Program, ” 

N 

Prepared by Theodore P, Rhosack 
John Kleinkout' (Retired) 
Richard Corman (Metired) 

Iii, Disruption of Unte Groups Prosran 

5. Memoranduyn from Mr, F. J. Baumgardner to Mr, W, C, 
Sullivan, dated 6/27/64, captioned “Counterintelligence 
Program, Disruption of Hate Groups.” 

Prepared by David Ryan 
se W, Gray (Retired) 

Joseph A. Sizoo (Retived) 
Storline DBD, Donahoe (Retired) 
Alan H. Peimont (Retired) 

SECeer 

wm ay owe 
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Cointelpro 

G. 

Robert Wick (Retired) 
Tan MeLennan t8etired) 
Willian C, Sullivan (Netired) 
Clyde A. Tolson (Deceased) 
J, Edgar Hoover @eceased) 

Letter to SAC, Atlanta, dated 9/2/64, captioned 
"Counterintelligence Program, Disruption of Hate Groups.” 

Prepared by David Ryan 
? 
William C. Sullivan (Retired) 
Sterling B. Donahoe (Retired) 
Robert Wick (Retired) 
Alan H. Belmont (Retired) 
Zan Nebennan (Retired) 

Time stamped into Mr. Hoover's office, 

IV. Black Nationalist ~ Hate Groups Program 

Ze Letter to SAC, Albany, dated 8/25/67, captioned 
"Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist ~ Hate 
Gx oups. " 

Prepared by David Ryan 
Robert Putnam (Retired) 
Jack E, Herliugcton 
? 
Donaid E, Moore (etired} 
Sterling B. Donahoe (Retired) 
Cartha D. DeLoach (Retired) 

Time stamped into Mr. Hoover's office. 
(Office procedures indicate reviewed by Mr. Hoover), 

BECRHF 

— Aww 
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Cointeipro 

8. Memorandum from Mr. G. ©. Moore to Mr. W, C, Sullivan, 
dated 2/29/68, captioned “Counterintelligence Program, 
Glack Nationalist ~ Hate Groups." 

— by Thomas J. Dcalin 

Sterling B, Donahoe (Retired) 
Thomas HE, Bishop (Retired } 
Clyde A, Tolson (Deceased) 
J, Edgar Hoover Weceased . 

9, Airtel to SAC, Albany, dated 3/4/68, captioned 
sei etal aaa Program, Black Nationalist ~ Hate 
rouns. * 

en by Thomas J. Deakin 

Sterling B, Donahoe (Retired) 
Thomas U, Bishop (Metired}) 
2 
. 
Clyde A. Toison @Weceased) 

Time stamped into Mr, Hoover's office, 

¥. Disruption of New Left Progran 

10, Memorandum from Mr, C, D. Brennan to Mr. W. €, Sullivan, 
dated 5/9/68, captioned “Counterintelligence Program, 
Disruption of the New Lert.” 

Proparcd by Edward BP, Grigatus and Pernard A, Volls Motired) 
Charles D, Brennan (Retired) 
Joseph A. Sizoo Cetired} 
Cartha 2D. Deloach Metired} 
Willian C, Sullivan (Retired} 
Clyde A. Tolson (Deceased) 
J, Edgar Hoover @Weceased) 

SECRET 

-~ 5 
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Coinatelpro | 

LL. 

¥X. Soviet-Satellite Intelligence Program 

12, 

i3. 

96273 Page 64 

Letter to SAC, Albany, dated 5/10/68, captioned 
a a Program, Disruption of the New | 
it, 

Propaved by Edward ® Grigalus and foyvnard A, Vells (otircd) 
dack E. Hevington : 
Charlies DB. Brennan (Retired) 
Joseph A. Sizoo (Retired) 
William C, Sullivan (Retired) 
Cartha D. Deloach €Retived> 
Clyde A. Tolson (Deceased} 

Tine stamped into Mr, Hoover's office. 

Memorandum Irom Mx, F, F. Baumgardner to Mr. W, C. 
Sullivan, dated 7/14/64, captioned "Counteriatelligence 

ee intelligence)," classified 
ecret. 

Prepared by David Ryan 
Fred J. Baumgardner (Retired) 
Joseph A, Sizoo Retired} 
Otho Evell (Retired) 
Sterling B. Donahoe Retired) 
William C, Sullivan (Retired) 
Clyde A, Tolson (Deceased) 
J. Edgar Hoover Weceased) 

+ . 

nn ne a ein eR a a le nt i SN a I ee Sink a ep eh reek ate beatae ef neon le SS ae ea IN ne eine Ue ea cae hp Tame ae eta 

Airtel to SACs, New York, Chicago, and Washington Field, 
dated 7/15/64, captioned ‘Cointelpro (oviet-Satellite 
Intelligence}, classified “Secret,” 

Prepared by David Ryan 
Fred J, Baumgardner (Retired) 
Otho Ezell (Retired) 
Joseph A. Sizoo (Retired) 
Sterling B. Donahoe (Retired) 
Wiliiam C, Sullivan (fetired3 
Clyde A, Tolson (Deceased) 

Time stamped into Mr. Hoover's office. 

= 
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Cointelpro 

VEIL. Counterintolligence and Special Onerntions Progran 

14. Letter to SAC, San Francisco, dated 4/2/69, captioned 
"Counterintolligence and Special Operations." 

Prepared by David Byan 
Andrew J, Decker 

s 15. Letter to SAC, San Francisco, dated 5/11/70, captioned 
"Counterintelligence and Special Oneratious." 

Prepared by David Ryan 
Joseph A, Sizoo (Retired) 
Richard D, Cotter (Retired) 
? 
< 
? 

{It is noted the above cannot be strictly defined as a 
Cointclpro-type prosran. The file was maintained for 
control puxposes for use in encourasinge a varicty of 
intelliconce and counterintelligence activitics 
prinarily directed arainst foreirn or foreicn~influenced 
elements, The above two communications are indicative 
of oporntions considered in this file of a domestic 
character, } 

VIIZ. Mexican Prozran (Lorder Coverare) 

iG. Letter to SAC, San Diero, dated 1/0/61, captioned 
"Counterintoellirence - Corder Coverace FProrran," 
classified “Secret.” 

Prepared by N. L. Ferris (Retired) 
Yerman 0, Bly (Retired) 
Joseph 4. Sizoo Metired} 
as Belmont (Retired) 

SHEREE 

Set aes 

| 
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Cointelpra 

YX, Yugosiav Procram 

17. Memorandun from Me. I. D. Cotter to Mr. W. C, Sullivan, 
dated 2/3/69, captioned “Counterintcllicence and Special 
Gperations CNationulities Intellirence - Yucoslav 
Watters}, classified “Secret, " 

Prepared by Hlerbert D, Clough 
David Ryan 
Arbor W. Gray (Motived) 
tiichard D, Cotter (etired) 
Donald &. Moove (Retired) 
Sterling B. Donahoe (Metired) 
Cartha D. DoLoach Motired) 
Clyde A. Tolson (@eecased) 
J, Edgar Hoover @Weceased) 

18. Letter to SAC, Chicuge, dated 2/5/69, captioned 
"Counterintelligence and Special Operations (Nationalities 
intellirence ~ Yuroslavy Natters),* classified “Secret.” 

Prepared by Uexrbert D, Clough 
David Ryan 
Richard D, Cotter Cotired} 
Arbor W. Gray (etired} 
Donald E. Moore (Letired) 
Sterling B. Donahoe Metired) 
Cartha D, Delwoach Metircd) 
Clyde 4. Tolson (Woceased} 

Pine stamped into Ms, Hoover's office. 

s Cuban Matters Prorcram 

19, Menovandum from Mr. & 2B. Donahoe to Mr, W. C, Sullivan, 
dated 8/3/61, captioned "Cuban Matters ~ Counterintel- 
ligenco Prosran,' classified “Secret.” 

SECRET 
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Cointelpra 

Prepared by Eugene 8. Harrell (Retired) 
Sterling B. Donahoe (Retired) 
Donald E, Moore (Retired) 
W. Raymond Wannall 
William C, Sullivan (Retired) 
Atan BE. Belmont (Retired) 
Edear BR. Clayton (Metired) 
J, Edgar Hoover (eceased)} 

20, Letter to SAC, New York, dated 8/7/61, captioned "Cuban 
a = Counterintelligence Program," classified 

ECLrEL., 

Prepared by Furene &. Haxvell (fetired) 
Sterling B. Donahoaw Retired) 
Donald &. Moore (Retired) 
¥, Raymond Wannali 
William C, Sullivan (Retired) 
Aian H, Belmont (Retired) 
Edgar R. Clayton Cetired} 
J. Edgar Uoovey Weceased) 

RE. Groups Seeking Independence for Puerto Rico Program 

21, Letter to SAC, San Juan, dated 9/13/60, captioned 
"Groups Secking Independence ¥or Puerto Rico (Counter- 
intelligence Program}, classified “Secret,” 

Prepared by Troy Coleman (Retired) 
Yerman 0. Bly (Retived) 
Harold P, Hireins (Metirved) 
Janes F, Bland @etived} 
Joseph A. Sizoo (Retired) 
James Gale (Netired) 

XIX, Hoodwink Program 

22, Memorandum from Mx. F, J. Baumgardner to Mr. W, C, 
Sullivan, dated 10/4/66, captioned "Hoodwink. 

SECRET 
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to C2 * 

Frepared by Thomas J, Deakin 
David Ryan 
? 
Joseph A. Sizoo (Retired) 
Sterling B. Donahoe Retired} 
Carthy D. DeLoach (Retired) 
dames Gale (Retired) 
? 

? 
? 
Clyde A. Tolson QWeceased) . 
J. Edgar Hoover @ecensed)} 

Lotter to SAC, New York, dated 10/5/66, captioned 
‘Toodvwink, " 

Prepared by Thomas J. Deakin 
David Ryan 
Joseph A. Sizoo (Retired) 
Sterling B, Donahoe (Retired) 
James Gale (etired} 
? 
? 
- 

Cartha DBD. Dehouch (etired)} 
Clyde A, Tolson @Weceased) 

Terminating Documents 

aoe Memorandum from liv, C. DB. Brennan to My, W. C, Sullivan, 
dated 4/27/71, captioned *Counterintelligence Prograns 
{Cointeipros},* 

Prepared by David Ryan 
Joseph A. Sizoo Retired) 
Charlies D, Brennan (Retired) 
John A, Mintz 

“SICKEST 

~ 10 - 



DECREE 

Cointelpro 

——— ©. Sullivan (letired) 

2 
? 
Sterling B. Donahoe (Cetired) 
John P, Tohy (ebtired} 
Clyde A, Tolson (Deceased} 
J, Edgar Hoover (Deceased) 

“2G. Airtel to SAC &ibany, dated 4/28/71, eaptioned 
"Counterintel Ligenca Proprans (Cointelpros).”” 

Prepared by David Ryan 
Daniel F, X, Callahan (Metired} 
Joseph A, Sizoo (Letired) 
Charles 0. Brennan (Netired) 
Sterling B. Donahoe (Retired) 
— A. Mintz 

“ 

? 
Wilkian C, Sullivan (etired) 
John P, Nohr {Retired} 

ne a Tolson (eceased) 

1. ~ The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

Classified "Secret" because it sets forth our interest 
in Cointelpro activities targeted in the Mexican, Cuban, 
Puerto Rican and Yugoslavian areas and this information was 
classified by the Attorney General in his letter dated 5/17/75 
to Chairman Don Edwards, Subcommittee on Civil Rights and 
Constitutional Rights, House Committee on the dudiciary because 
reference to these operations could damage ar relations in 
those areas. " 

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 12 
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Cointeipro 

NOTE CORTIMUED: 

i 4a siskiall Gisidin Waleed Muaiibies toes ee dail 
 -Zor access ta names of Bureau officials which, in otker 
Requests, has been interproted as. neaning requested material 

avaiiable for ieriae to Senate Seilcet Coanittee | 
representatives at FRIERG. Senate Select Comittce 
representatives, while reviewing material made available, 
could easily copy the names of personnel in Which they are 

Se Seceten aeeneeten aateriel saueamiek te 2enr on Saviey ak oa ¥G re AVOR review a 
FSIRR Senate Sei 

instance 
Senate Select Counittee in 122! form. 

See ietter to the Attorney General, dated 7/18/78, 
ioned "Hnited States Sonate Select Committe on Intelligence | capt 

i ee: re 7 Oinis.. 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Wasreasee: senate Select Committee 

CILTR LHM- ({}-Memo- [_] Report -dated _ 7/16/75 

U.S. Senate Select Committee Re: COINTELPRO 
Caption of Document: | Appendix C, Part II, Item 18 

« 

ices FBI ¥ 
Originati ; Office: ef 

‘Delivered by: , eZ Date: Z S, 7 eS 

Received by: __.67#3 Ue Zs 1 

Title: 

| Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FBI 
Zs ~— ee Re er sp ag gs SO aii I ageing Pp OR eo aah nap at a I ee aay piace ty 9 pellets Foca nat tage 
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- IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
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5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- . CLASSIFICATION OF 
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identities of memorandums or communication which could be 
deseribad as originating, implementing and terminating documenta 
for each of the twelve Colntelpros.. Under each identified 
document, the mame of the individual who prepared the memorandum 
or communication is listed aa are the namas of all those 
individusis who can be identified as indicating review of the action 
by inltieling the document. 
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FMR: fmk 7 
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IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75 
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e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 
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e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 

HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY —- enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 
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» ae. | oO 1 - Mi Wannall ~ Enc. | 
(Copy of the actual memo on 
the Senators, not the docu- thei cans eceeciil - 7 | ments beingaly 1eshag75 | | | 

My. Mintz - Enc. (Same) 
Mr. Hotis - Enc. (Same) 

Daly - Enc. (Same) | 
: : | - | Mr. Cregar ~ Enc. (same) - 

EST FOR THPORMATION IH paz yrues sy + ~ Mr. Farrington-Enc. Al! 
fii 
F 

CHARLES McC. MATEYAS, WALTER PF. AND OC; | oe 
. oP THE UD. s ; : wy 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

} This is in reference te a letter te you dated May 28, \ 
1975, signed by Senator Prank Cherch and Senstor John C. Towar, Q 

' Chaizgman and Vice Chairman, respectively, of captioned ”\ 
Comittee, in which they requested any files or documents in e 
the Oepaxtment or FBI concerning five seubers of this Comittee. | 
These five menbers were identified ag Senaters Gary Hart, | ~ 

N 

WN 

Walter D. Huddleston, Charles KcC. Mathias, Walter ©. Mondale, . 
and Robert Horgan. A copy of this letter was mage availiable to 
this Bureau on Junc 10, 1975, by Mr. K. William O'Connor, 8 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination, Office ef the 
Daputy Attorney General. oe , | 

in response thoreto, thera are attached one copy 

each of five letterhead memoranda along with the five sealed 
envelopes which contain the original of these letterhead 
memoranda and pertinent documents from our central files 
coneerning each of the above-mentioned Senators. In the 
explanations furnished to each Senator, certain docuneats 
are being excluded and various deletions are being made 
hased on certain provisions of the Freedom of Information 
Ast. fach Senator has been advised. that if he wished to have 
any of the material reconsidered it would be appropriate to 

‘discuss this matter with you. , 

AL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSEEIED - pateE/2/2 , ORIGINAL 

ue Gar search in response to this request located 

four Department documents. We assume you will be making 
release of these documents. They ere as follows: } 

Letter from Elliot L. Richardson, Attorney General, \ 
to Willias D. Ruckelshaus, Acting Director, Fat, dated dune 26, 
1973, subject "Attached Mathias Correspondence. * : 

(3)- Bufile 62-116395 (SSC) pb ML 3 Go: . | | | - 

DRW:mlh/mjs/ms (14) _ = MGT ti SENOPE SECOND PAGE 
j a ae MAR 42 : | 

ss an ) . | SS . = 



The Attorney General 

i Letter from John C. Keeney, Acting Assistant — 
Attorney General, Criminal Division, to Director, FBI, dated © 

March 27, 1975, subject “Senator Charles Nec. Mathias, dr: 

Possible Violation.of 15 United States Code 602 and 603.” 

Letter from Administrative Assistant Attorney 
General, to Director, FSI, dated June 5, 1963, subject “Hart, 

Gary We MR. * . : : " 2 

-« Rettex from William A. Geoghegan, Assistant Deputy 
Attorney General,-to fir. 3. fAcat Hoover, Director, FBI, 
dated May 1, 1964, subject “Cary Warren Hart." 

. - ‘ai wee, 

"=. ss Sgneerning the four above-mentioned documents, 
we have copies in our files. In attached documents to 
Senators Hathias and Hart respectively, we advised them of 

locating Department documents and that the matter has been 
referred to the Attorney General. Pe 

Enclosures (10) 

2 - The Deputy Attorney ; ee ee 
Attention:. EK. William O'Connor ~ Enclosures {5) 
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination 

_ attention: Susan H. Hauser ~ Enclosures «3) 

‘NOTE: See Legal Counsel to Mr. J. B. Adams memorandum 

of 6/11/75 captioned, ."Senstudy 75," in which it was 
recommended and approved that the FOIA Section review 
Bufiles for any documents or records concerning each of 
the above-mentioned Senators. eu 
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2 ~ Wi Je A. Mintz 

. 4 “4s 

= (1- Mr. J. B. Hotis) 
‘ 1- Mr. W. R. Wannall 

1- Mr. W. O. Cregar 

The Attorney General July 18, 1975 

ee 1- Mr. T. E. Burns X 
Director, FBI 1- Mr. D. Ryan e 

aul f 
UNITED STATES SENATE-SELECT COMMITTEE S 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES : : Oe ener 

7 ; 
Reference is made to memorandum from Senate Select] =. \. 

Committee, dated May 14, 1975, and appendices thereto, requestingQ . 
certain documents and other information from the FBL | Bi = 

; J is 

Attached for your approval and forwarding to the = 
Committee are the original of a memorandum and 28 enclosures ., \ 
which are responsive to one of the Committee's requests. = % 

‘ By . 

A copy of the memorandum and copies of the 28 8 
enclosures are being provided for your records. roo & p* 

Ko 

= ae bs .? te § Enclosures (48) “5k mn pass " 
“gna —_ Pea ‘ 

62- 116395 ao 

1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: K, William O'Connor 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination . fFL, 

J 1 - 62-116009 wel 638 ly a eets fit. (ae } SO 

DR: fj |, otk | Afeos. Dl (11) ¥ g JUL 30 a, 

at fe ah _ ot 4 excreeesee SROMUC IETS ; j a 
Asst. fie i a ” pycLosune X 4 ie 

Admin, *) { : 

Bet Aleks — se, 
Files & Com. __ 

we ; sf) A\t \ 
= 1 J 

~ 

Gen. Inv. 
t 

Ident. 

Inspection ___ 

Intelly peo 

Laboratory 

Plan. & Eval. 

»  opec. Inv. 

Training 

Legal Coun, ___. 

Telephone Rm. 

wSA IOS. ee 

age a ae 
wn 

a ~ 
Y 

=. a 

Moo] - TELETYPE UNIT C_] 
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Director Sec’y —. MAIL ROOM{__] ‘TELETYPE UNIT C_) 

W. R. renaati 
W. O, Cregar 
T. E, Burns 

1- Mr. D. Ryan 

62- 116395 } July 18, 1975 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMLUTTEE 
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

RE: DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO THE 
"HUSTON PLAN," COINTELPRO, AND 

4-17-44 ofHER PRACTICES AND PROGRAL'S “mate ere woes 

: | 
“a iv 7 apegene meee yy | Cit. ee aus 

po. 4 1708 OBE COINTELPEO peer in “Sel hl 
% 

f — 
o i 

Ce OE cel tg vf f ne JFK a “Ww arti Sor! 

3 aie SAV IEE, 

Reference is made to memorandum from captioned 
Committee dated ijay 14, 1975, and the appendices thereto, which 
contained requests for information from the Federal Bureau of 
investigation (FBP. 

ftem 17, Part If, Appendix C, requested the 
Committee be provided all memoranda and other materials pertaining 
to the origin and implementation of all Cointelpro Programs including, 
but. not limited to, the seven programs set out in the airtel from the 
FBI Director to SAC, Albany, dated April 28, 1971, entitled "Counter- 
intelligence Programs (Cointelpros), Internal Security - Racial 
isatters, * 

Enclosed are 23 documents which could be considered 
as originating or implementing documents for Cointelpros. These con- 
sist of nine Headquarters memoranda and 14 communications io field 
oifices. Eleven of these documents are classified "Secret." Ten of 
the documents (three memoranda and seven communications to field 
offices) have previously been publicized through Freedom of informa- 
tion Act actions, although the publicized documents contained excisions 
which have not been made in the attached documents, Agsoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. —. 

Dep. AD Inv. __. 

Asst. Dir: 1 —_ 62~116009 
Admin. 

Comp. Syst. — 

Ext. Affairs DR:1fj - 

Files & Com. 10 

Gen. Inv. —.-__ ( ) 

Ident. 

ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO ATTORNEY GENERAL 

eA 2 SKE FF Se 
tag" a NOTE PAGE 5 . ‘ 

JClass ved by eos : A a 

VN Bera front BN Fog fr Nuxaber 3 | 

Inspection 

Intell. / * 

Laboratory ____ f f : ; 

Plan. & Eval. f i, 
_ ao ; ee eclasgif ication Indefinite 

Ten we NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
Foe ase ‘ Unauthorized Disclosure 

GPO 9354-346 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions =, 
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Documents Pertaining to the "Huston Plan, " 
Cointelpro, and Other Practices and Programs 

These documents caay be described as follows: 

I, CPUSA PROGRAS, 
1, iLiemorandum from iir. A. H. Belmont to ir, L. Ve. Boardman, 

dated 8/28/56, captioned "Communist Party, USA - Counterintel- 
ligence Program, " classified "Secret." (While the first twa 
paragraphs of the above memorandum indicate prior action had 
been taken to foster factionalisia, discredit leaders and cause 
confusion within the Communist Party, we are unable to locate | 
any information in our files indicating that these were anything 
other than disruptive actions, believed to have been conducted on 
avery limited scale in conjunction with our continuing investiga- 
tion of the Communist Party, and were not implemented under 
any formalized Cointelpro, y 

2. Memorandum from Mr A, H, Belmont to lir. L. V. Boardman, 
dated 9/5/56, captioned "CP, USA, Counterintelligence 
Program, 't classified "Secret, ' 

3. Letter to SAC, New York, dated 9/6/56, captioned "Communist 
Farty, USA Counterintelligence Program, " classified “Secret, " 

TH, SOCIALIST WORRERS PARTY PROGKRAL(, 

4, Letter to SAC, New York, dated 10/12/61, captioned "Socialist 
Workers Party, Disruption Program," 

7H, DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS PROGRAGI, 

Se iiemorandum froin iw F. J, Gaumegardner to iin, W. Cy 
fallivan, dated 8/27/64, captioned "Counterintelligence Pro- 
graia, Disruption of Hate Groups, "classified ''Secret. " 

6. Letter to SAC, Atlanta, dated 9/2/64, captioned "Counter 
intelligence Program, Disruption of date Groups, " : ao 

IV. BLACK NATIONALIST - GATE GROUPS PROGHAL, 

% Letter to SAC, Albany, dated 8/25/67, captioned "Counter- 
| intelligence Program, Black Nationalist « Hate Groups." 

SECRET 

ae are 
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‘Doeuments Pertaining to the "Huston Plan, : ng 
Cointelpro, and Other Practices and ——, 

8. iaicieitidilite: tical tiie: G. c. Moore to Mr. w C. Sullivan, 
' dated 2/29/68, captioned "Counterintelligence si iaiieataal 
Black Nationalist - Hate Groups." 

9, Airtel to SAC, Albany, ated 8/4/68, captioned “Counter- 
intelligence ne ack Nationalist - Hate Groups." 

v. DISRUPTION OF NEW LEFT PROGRAM, 

10. Memorandum from Mr. C. D. Brennan to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, 
dated 6/9/68, captioned -Commtortateltigenoe Program, 

; Disruption of the New Left," | 

11, Letter to SAC, Albany, dated §/10/68, captioned “Counter- 
ee Program, rn of the New Lett. * 

VL Govar- SATELLITE INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM | 6) 

12. Memorandum from Mr. F. J. Baumgardner to Mr. W. C. 
Sullivan, dated 7/14/64, captioned “Counterintelligence Program 

_- [(Soviet-Satellite Datelligence), |* classified "Secret. " (Ss) 

13. Airtel to SACs,. New York, Chicago, Washington Field, 
dated 7/15/64, captioned "Cointelpra/{Soviet- Satellite ttelgence,# © 
classified "Secret." 

“VIE COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL OPERATIONS. 

14, Letter to SAC, San Francisco, Gated = captioned “Counter- 
intelligence and Special Operations. " 

15. Letter to SAC, San Francisco, dated §/ 11/70, captioned 
“Counterintelligence and — Operations 

_ SECRET —_ on 

HW 55105 Docld:3298962?3 Page 99 ~ 
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| Documents s Pertaining to the "Huston Plan, * 
an and Other Practices and Programs 

(it is noted the above cannot be strictly defined as a Cointelpro- 
type program. The file was maintained for control purposes 
for use in encouraging a variety of. intelligence and counter- 
intelligence activities primarily directed against foreign or 
foreign- influenced elements. The above two communications . 
are indicative of operations considered in this file of a 

. domestic eT >: 

vo ee PROGRAM (BORDER COVERAGE). | 
16. Letter to SAC, San'‘Diego, dated 1/9/61, captioned "Counter- 
a Border a Program, " classified "Secret. " 

i YUGOSLAV PROGRAMS) | 
17. Memorandum from Mr. R. D, Cotter to Mr. WwW. C. Sullivan, 

dated 2/2/69, captioned *Counterintelligence and Special Operations 
(Nationalities intelligence - Yugoslav Matters), " classified 

18. Letter te sic, Chieage, dated 2/5/69, captioned * ‘Counter- 
. inteiiigence and Special Operations (Nationalities Intelligence ~ 
Yugosiav Matters), ‘* classified "Secret. S) 

|‘ [& CUBAN MATTERS prognax|(s, >) | 
19. Memorandum from Mr. 8. B. Donahoe to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, 

dated 68/3/61, captioned "Cuban Matters - caer acai ccccee 
Program, ™ ee "Secret. ' ‘is as 

20. Letter to BAC, New York, dated 8/7/61, captioned "Cuban "Cuban 
Matters - Counter intelligence — classified ame 

~§- 



Documents Pertaining to the "iiuston Plan, " 
Coinielpro, and Other Practices and Programs 

XL GROUPS SEEKING INDEPENDENCE FOR PUERTO RICO PROGRAN.L 

21, Letter ta SAC, San Juan, dated 9/13/60, captiondd "Groups 
Seeking Independence for Puerto Rice (Counterintelligence 
Program), " classified "Secret," 

AH, HOODWINK PROGRAM. 

az. Memorandum from ir, F. J. Baumgardner to ivr. W. C. 
Sullivan, dated 10/4/ 66, captioned 'Hoodwink, 

23. Letter to SAC, New York, dated 10/5/66, captioned "toodwink." 

above documents, Also, in three instances, references to sources have 
been excised. A sentence in the initiating document {memorandum dated 
7/14/64)[for the Soviet-Satellite Intelligence Program Jhas heen excised (S) 
to delete reference to 4 sensitive counterintelligence operation with 
foreign ramifications, In the event the Committee desives, an oral 
briefing will be provided regarding the information excised, 

Administrative information has been excised from the 

Enclosures (23} 

1 ~ The Attorney General 

NOTE: | 

es See letter to Attorney General, dated 7/18/75, captioned 
"United States €enate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities, " 
prepared by DR:lfj. 

Classified "Secret" because it identifies the(Mexican, 
Cuban, Puerto Rican and Yugoslav programs by country name.( This (S) 
information was classified by the Attorney General in his lette?-dated 
5/17/75 to Chairman Don Edwards, Subcommittee on Civil Rights and 
Constitutional Rights, House Committee on the Judiciary, because 
reference to these operations could damage our relations in those areas. 

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 6 

a Bom 
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Documents Pertaining to the ''Huston Plan," 
Cointelpro, and Other Practices and Programs 

NOTE: (continued) 

Memorandum from Mr. Fulton to Mr. Wannall, dated 
6/3/15, captioned ‘'Cointelpros, '' set forth the identities of originating 
and implementing documents listed above and indicated the Deputy 
Attorney General had instructed that should the Senate Select Committee 
request attachments (exhibits) to the Petersen report on FBI Cointelpros, 
it should be offered as an alternative the memoranda which originated 
and initiated each of the Cointelpros. Subsequently, the Department 
decided to make available to the Senate Select Committee certain exhibits 
to the Petersen report, thus not requiring the originating and implementing 
Cointelpro documents as an alternative. However, the letter from the 
Senate Select Committee dated 5/14/75, with appendices, also requests 
these documents. 

26. 

35105 
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: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
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CULTR CX] LHM- [7] Memo > (—] Report dated a_i 75 
os. Senate Select Committee, Re: “Documents 

Caption of Document: Pertaining to “Huston Plan, ''s 

| ~ointelpro «& other practices and Programs; . 
‘fointelpro. —— pls Part II, Appendix C).:3 
Originating Office 

flaayy Ma shir 2 a) 

Delivered by: 

| _ Received by: 
ioe . 

¥ Title: 

Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FB! 

aterm he 
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i CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

| TO: Intelligence Community Staff FROM: 
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1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

ae DOCUMENT Pood BRIEFING eo INTERVIEW TESTIMONY OTHER 

- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 
é 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

@e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 

pages may be attached if necessary. 
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| factionalism, bring the Communist Party (CP) and its leaders As ae 
into disrepute before the American public and cause confusion,’ Sf eR 
and dissatisfaction among rank-and-file members of the OP. 4B» 

| TO ~¢ 7Mr. L. V. Boardman es cn DATE: August 28, er 
- a [ie f peas a og xe 
© srom:°:k Mr. Ae He Belmont. beg oe ’ th | “tte ante = 

i ¢ we D> RIG arin oF 

| On CFL (Ce fy 5 a fs ae 
|’ suBJEcT: CP, USA - COUNTERINTRLLIGENCE, PROGRAM 20/5 Bea ane 
t INTERNAL SECURITY - C recta WO ~~ Roséa 
| ee 
. During its investigation of the Communist Party, Winteprowd —__ 
: USA, the Bureau has sought to capitalize on incidents  elness 
| involving the Party and its leaders in order to foster * Gandy —__3 

"we ee 

i e 
1 fig: ed ty My 

: sae: st ' Generally, the above action has constituted ib 4 — 
i “S jharrassment rather than disruption, since, for the most part>.__ 

‘the Bureau has set up particular incidents, and the attack has ~~, 
! , i, ‘% .been from the cutside. At the present time, however, there is ‘s 
oo ae 7 lexisting within the CP a situation resulting from the develop- 
: /, {ments at the 20th Congress of the CP of the “Soviet Union and 

the Government's attack on the Party principally through 
presecutions under the Smith Act of 1940 and the Internal 
Security Act of 1950 which is made to order for an ail~cut. 
disruptive attack against the CP from within. In other words, 
the Bureau is in a position to initiate, on a broader scale | 

jthan heretofore attempted, a counter intelligence program against 
| - {the CrP, not by harrassment from the outside, which might only 

™~ serve to bring the various factions together, but by feeding 

f 

| 
i 

7 and: fostering “from within the internal fight currently raging. 

We have been considering possible courses to implement 
'such a program and, at the present time, we are actively working 

‘* 4on the following four: a 

1) The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) is making an all- 
out effort to win over CP members who have become disillusioned 
wwith Stalinist communism. SWP members are distributing copies 
‘of "The Militant" (SWP publication) at CP rallies and meetings 
and are SORPECEEne: end tvacuat CP members in an attempt to seil 

Enclosure S48 
“co-Boaranaiy’ 

Belmont | if ra 
Baungargher _ 

EBR: pat : as 
6). «CLASSIFIED B 

o i _ 424 EXEMPT FROM GENSRALDE 
gs Kons A “7 SCHLDULE OF SXECUTL 

me TAO: EXEMPTION CATEGOHY Qumhens.2 
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Memorandum for Mr. Boardman 

‘them the SWP philosophy. This SWP program could very definitely 
| benefit the Bureau provided we can achieve through our informant 
| coverage in the SWP some degree of control and direction over it. 

The ultimate goal would be to continue and intensify pressure on 
the CP from the left. Since the Party is already under pressure 

: a oe the right, the combined pressure would contribute materially 
/ ,to distracting the CP from its primary gods. 

. a7 | ACTION: A memorandum, together with a.letter to the 
pel Lhe 

SSA 

“ee 

M15 offices having SWP activity in the U. &., is attached, sounding 
TS nwJout these offices through their SWP informants as to the possibility 

CTO f£ initiating several specific steps aimecé at the Bureau's 
f! furthering, assisting and possibly ‘addirig-te. the current SWP 

f' disruptive program. 

Law wn 

on 
~, 

f 

2) The CP national convention is scheduled to be held 
during February 1957. At the present time there appear to be & 
separate views within the CP leadership as to the degree of change to 
be madé in the organization and program of the CP, USA. The Party 
has publicly announced that the theory of democratic centralism 
has beer’ modified: and that each CP member has the right to 
express his views as to the past mistakes and future path of 
communism in the U. S. Preliminary material for the draft _ 
resolution for the national convention has been prepared and is 
being discussed on a national level prior to being sent to the 
various districts for preconvention discussions on a local level. 

| t 
‘ 

' 
4 

+ 
£ 

if ¢ 

|" 

|! 

ACTION: A memorandum, together with a letter to l2 key © 
offices is being prepared, requesting these offices to submit to 
the Bureau the identities of certain informants who will be 
briefed and instructed to embark on a disruptive program within 
their own clubs, sections, districts or even on a nationalievel. 
These informants will raise objecticns and doubts as to the success 
of any proposed plan of action by the CP leadership. They will 
seize every opportunity to carry out the disruptive activity not 
only at meetings, conventions, et vetera, but also during social 
and other contacts. with CP members and leaders. It is noted that 
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Memorandum for Mr. Boardman 

a letter has been sent to 12 key offices (dated August 27, 1956) 
requesting information as to the view points of the national and 
district leaders relative to the faction within the CP that each 
appears to favor. This information can be used by the various 
offices in briefing the informants who will carry out the 
Gisruptive program. It is pointed out that the informants chosen 
and approved for this program should not be endangered, since, 
as pointed out above, the Party has publicly encouraged ail 
members to participate in the current discussions. 

3) Recently ,( Albert Blumbergy tau CP leader 
and convicted Smith Act Sapjects~was™ assigned by the Party to _ 
contactfAe“Je"Muste, secretary of the"Féllowship of Reconcilia 
a semiréligious soclalist-pacitist organization. | Blumbergy gq 
Suggested tha t*Mus ter repare and distribute a doctwwent calling for 
an exchange of opinions by individuals interested in forming a new 

i socidist organization. This is the first step taken by the CP in 
+ forming a new socialist coalition in which it hopes to participate. 
ie 

. AW 35105 

uste.thas prepared a document which criticizes the absence of 
Civil liberties, free trade unions and outlets for dissenting 
opinions in the Soviet Union. It further urges that European 
Satellite nations, be free from Soviet domination. The CP hopes 
to persuade | Muste o mollify his criticism of the Soviet Union 
before the document is released. At the same time the CP feels 
hat some mild criticism of the Soviet Union and the CP, USA, will 

be beneficial in gaining noncommunist support for asters proposal. 
as rn aa 

ACTION: This plan of the CP may create a situation 
which would lend itself to a disruptive operation by the Bureau. 
it appears that it is too early to actually make a move, but we 
are alerting certain offices to this plan of the CP and are 
instructing that this operation be closely watched so that if a 
situation does present itself we will be in a position tc make 
any move which appears logical and workable. 

ih 
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Memorandum for Mr. Boardman 

' b) When the CP underground was put in- operation on a 
large scale in 1951, CP leaders decided after extensive study, 
that underground personnel should either disregard their tax 
obligations or file under false names. . 

ACTION: We have obtained from the field, the names and 
current addresses of former underground leaders with a view toward 
| furnishing them to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for 
appropriate action. A memorandum has gone through (August 28, 
1956) recommending that the names and current address of 102 
such leaders, all of whom have Smith Act ramifications, be 
transmitted to the Department and the Department be requested 
to advise if there is any objection to the Bureau furnishing this 
material to IhS. if there is no objection, the Bureau proposes 
to transmit the names and addresses to IRS via Liaison for 
appropriate. actione We will then follow IRS very closely since 
IRS action should: (1) uncover the aliases and whereabouts, from 
1951 to 1954, of these subjects who actually filed returns under 
aliases and admit such action, or (2) result in possible 
prosecution of those subjects who did not file returns or who 
refuse to furnish details if they did file. It is believed that 
action by IRS at this .time would deal a further devastating blow 
at the CP and would certainly reflect very unfavorably on the 
Party leadership for the instructions issued in 1951. .- 

OBSERVATIONS s° 

We are going ahead with the 4 courses of action listed 
in this memorandun.e A detailed memorandum is attached covering . 
the SWP angle; a memorandum has gone through separately covering 
the first phase of the IRS angle, arid a detailed memorandum 
covering the disruptive program by confidential informants is 
being prepared as is a memorandum covering the {As J. Mus te) phase. 

For’ the present, our disruptive tactics will, of 
necessity, be general in nature, that is, along the line of 
"keeping the pot boiling." The time may come, however, when 
it will be desirable to direct our disruptive tactics toward a 
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Memorandum for Mr. Boardman 

| specific goal. A national committee has been set up to work 
exclusively on the resolution for the forthcoming CP national 
convention. This resolution may be that the CP be dissolved 
and reconstituted under a new name; a coalition be effected 
with certain liberal and right-wing elements or that the CP 
remain as constituted but that several drastic changes be made 
in its constitution. When this resolution has been drawn up 

“and the Bureau receives a copy of it, serious consideration 
will be given as to whether it will be of benefit to the | 
Bureau's operations and to the security of the country for 
us to set a specific goal in this disruptive program. 

The Internal Security Section is giving this program 
continuous thought and attention and we are remaining alert for 
situations which might afford additional opportunities for 
further disruption of the CP, USA. 

ACTION: 

This memorandum has been prepared for your 
information and to advise you of the initiation of this 
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In high Communist Party (CP) circles there are indiGas—leleas- 
tions that the CP is considering dissolution and incorporating itself in~~ 
a broad socialist organization. In order to explore this possibility the 
CP chad - “ALbert™Blumbergy.. contact A.J. "Masts to influence him in the 
preparation and“distribution of a document Calling for opinions by 

_ , individuals interested in formation of this new organization. Ihe CP 
| Jrejected {Mustée*s! document as being anti-Russian and anticommunist. 3 

(Blumberg) was instructed to have fMirstel tone down this document. [CG 5824-5] 

| 

| Ras furnished a leaflet announcing a symposium to be held 10/5/56 at ; 
‘ } Chicago to discuss the formation.of this new organization. Speakers : \ 

include Muste and (Claude Ligntfoot} CP functionary, which evidences the * 
serious intent the*CP"has in’ thé possibilities of the new organization. - 

The Bureau should (1) attempt to learn the OP plans for this | 
Inew organization and (2) attempt to prevent the CP from dominating, or av 
jileast influencing, this organization for its own desires. The Bureau does 
not desire the CP to develop this organization and after careful study 
inherent dangers are foreseen. With the CP as is, the Bureau is better \- 
equipped to combat it under existing legislation, i.¢., Smith Act ~ 1940, 
ete. With the dissolution of the CP and emergence of a new organization 
under a new name it is doubtful if the afore-mentioned existing ee 
legislation would be effective or could be applied against it. Suecessr 

/ prosecutions under existing laws have acted as a deterént to the growth 

of the CP and have in the past upset its operation. 
yt a = = 9s ¢ Ups 4 - = glace” es Boos ee omens yaiicdh rae Ae Nes : : ue « ‘ 
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AoE the Fellowship Or Hétonciliation,.a.semireligious, socialist-pacifis{,'- 
* oreanrzation rounded in’ Engtand in 1914. “The-organization advocates => 

no peace~time conscription, abolition of Seleetive Service laws, racial |; 
equality, ovposition to the use of thermonuclear devices and has 
denounced communism..although._many..of its ideals.closely parallel those ... 
of the CP.) Muste_ presently resides at 513 West lo6th.Street.,.New York < 
erty; “But ilés péflect that louis Fo Budenz reportedly was Muste*’s” ji 
outTieutenant" when Muste started a radical political group in New York } -: 
City in approximately 1933-1936..Muste-has a daughter and son-in-lays Z 
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eS and Mrs. Rolling Hills, isuebionl. 7 New Yorks | a Son, 
Wein Martin’ waste, who, in 1951, was teaching school in the State of . 
Maryland; and a eave eer Constance Spanien oe address is unknown. 

| Wp eanenene PS a Oras RN ae a ee So ee ee x 

! It is believed ‘the Bureau at this tine should consider 
engaging in an enlarged program of counterintelligence activities in 
| connection with the formation of this new broad socialist organization - 
which the CP appears to be attempting to et a is believed that 

7 i poesbie approach to this aio sisprvecsecse mE be made through ze 
us te} by using a third-party contact whereby ould be unaware of 
“Bureau's interest.* In considering this Roos ility the Chicage 

Office has been instructed to initiate an intense investigation to 
determine the extent of CP domination of the 10/5/56 symposium; to. 
determine whether the CP is the driving foree behind the symposium; 
and to afford complete coverage of this affair. By this coverage 

 ahistets attitude and line of thinking regarding this new organization 
““nitzht=be ascertained. Upon receipt of this information the Bureau 

would be in a better position to. make a definite determination 
a ig the feasibility of this plan and the best course to be 
oLlowed. 

In finding a suitable and reliable third-party contact to 
carry out the Bureau's intentions in this matter it is desired that 
the New York Office be instructed to thoroughly review its files 
concerning Mustevin an effort to locate close contacts of his who 

. Imight_ be whTTIRe to. assist the Burean; to institute an investigation 
sof Mustetstactivities solely for the purpose of developing such 
information; to develop information concerning the present whereabouts - 
of (Muste sats }son and daughters; and to consider, Genending. ‘upon.the, .- | 

, results sof its file review, the mons eehn to of (MGSte®s son and 
ddughters -as-possibie third-party“tontactssr"In order. to enlarge ‘on b 
Pare packground, _authority ps be granted ‘the New York Office 

to interview Louis F. Budenz regarding Budenz's contacts with Muste 
as well as the possibility that Budenz-might_make a good, third-party, 
contact. Outside of this contact of Budeng#the New York OFPiee wer 
~beinstructed-not to make “any~Gdnbacts whatsoever until it has 

submitted. a "plan of attack" together with its comments and 
recommendations regarding the reliability of the individuals to be © 

contacted to insure that no embarrassment would be caused the Bureau. 

ACTION: 

If you approve, there is attached a letter to the New York 

Office dated 9/2/56 outlining the oes plans and instructions 
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; Behulet dated August 27, 1956, captioned 
| "Communist Party, USA, Pacttonaliam, Internal Security « C,"” 
| . requesting tuformation as to the viewpoints of the national 

and district leaderge relative to the particular faction 
within the Communist Party (cP) which each leader appears 
to favor. 

There ts extsting within the CP at the present 
time consicerable internal friction resulting from the se 
developments at the 20th Congress of the CP of the Sovtet 

Se ee at 

cuvedsecsenssasnecetsiecessscceeg 

a 

eosoccentg 

secoonnansasad, 

2% Unton and from the Government’s attack on the Party, 
Pa princtpally through prosecutions under the Satin Act of 

'im is 1940 and the Internal Securi ity Act of 1950. Thta sttuation 
iQ i appears made to order for an all-out disruptive atvack 

See (3 against the Party on a hroader scale than heretofore 
>Los? attempted by the Bureau. Accordingly, the Bureau ta thinking 3 

| ia us in terms of a counterintelligence program cimed at the CP, 
yi@ed 4 by hkarasement from the outside whieh might only serve to 
5848 bring the t pacts togeth but by feed? end ‘ iba 2H bring the vertous factions together but by feeding end | | 

u ACS fostering from within the internal fight currently raging. 

> = rit ‘ 

a Among the several courses of cetion under 
ers consideration by the Bureau is one whitch will involve the 

-OAam., use of certain confidential informants who will be briefed 
| te 3 and instructed to embark on a disruptive program within 
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Letter to SAC, New York 

their own clubs, sections, and districts. It ts contemplated 
that these informants will seek to continue and increase 
the current confusion extsting within the CP by raising 
guestions and doubts ag to the success of any proposed plan 
of action by the CP leadership. For example, when the 
draft resolution for the forthcoming national convention 
comes up for discugston tin the various districts throughout 
the country, these informants can point up the weaknesses 
tnherent tn the resolution; the weaknesses and mistares of 
the present leadershipg the conditions which existed in 
Russta during Stalin's leaderships fatlure of tke CP leadership 
tn this country to make any progress in the labor fteldz the 
Vegro questions and many otherse 

The aim of the informants will be to teke advantage 
of the CP requests for open discussion by the membership to 
foree discusston of topics reflecting on the effectiveness of 
CP leadership, programa, and philosophy. Such discussion is 
intended to shake the confidence of CP members tn tkhetr 
movement and render them more susceptibie to development as 
informants or cause them to abandon the Party or to foilow 
some other course of acttan which would interfere with an 
effective reorientation of the policies of the CP. I%¢ ts not 
intended that the informants compromise themselves in 2zdvanecing 
these topics for discussion. Their approach shouls be overtly 
constructive and exploratory rather than critical. Under no 
ctrcounstances will any indication be given to the informants 

partictpating in the program that other informants may be 
engaged tn similar activity, and the questions and topics 
roised by our tnformants wili be so carefully pianned and 
introduced at the meetings in such a manner that they wt1ll not 
attract any more attention than other members who are taking 
part in the discusstons. : 

It ts contemplated that the informants will setze 
every opportunity to carry out this disruptive activity not 
oniy at official Party functions but also during soctal and 
other contacts with CP members and leaders. It is felt that . 
tf the informants are properly selected and briefed, tere 
should be no danger tnvolved tn such action on thetr part 
aes ell CP members fave been encouraged by the nObion 1 

discussions. 
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Letter to SAC, New York 

The Bureau desires that each office receiving 
copies of this letter submit by September 15, 1956, the 
nanes of several informants who appear te possess the 
necessary bockground and intelligence to carry out this 
program successfully. The Bureau will consider each infornané 
tndividualiy end wili, thereafter, issue additional specific 
instructions with reference to this entire operation. This 
progrem should not be discussed with any informant unttl the 
Bureau so instructs. You ere instructed to afford this matter 
serious constderation and attention and to include in your 
reply to this communication pertinent commenta or suggestions 
of your own or of tre Agent personnei of your office who are 
or whe have been eee bie Secureiy WOrk« 

NOTE ON / YELL ow | f oY 

/ In a menorandyn from Belmont to Boardman dated + 
Augus%; 28, 1956, which has been approved by the Director, tt 
was pointed out that a létter would be preparea to twelve /£ 
key joffices requesting /those offices to submit to the Buretu 
theffidenttttes of certain informants who will De briefed find 
instructed to embark/upon a disruptive program within their 
own clubs, sections; districts, or eve n //0n a national lefiel. 
The se informants will raise objections’ and doubts as G0 the 
SUCCESS of any proposed plan of action by the CP leadérship. 
i They wtll setze €very opportunity te carry out the disruptive 
faotivity not onty at meetings, conventions, et cetera, but 
\also @uring.soctal and other contacts with CP members and leaders. 
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The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) has, over 
the past several years, been openly espousing its line 
on a locai and national basis turouch running candidates 
for public office and strongly direct tin? and/or supporting : 
such catises as Castro! S | Cuba and integration problens 
arising in the South. The Si has also been in rrequent 
contact | with international frotskyite ¢ fYOUDS StOs jing 
short of open and direct contact with these neta, The : 
outh group of the SiP has also been operating on this a 

Dasis in connection with SYP policies. Se 

a 

7 —_ 

Offices receiving copies of this letter are 
articipating in the Bureau's ommunist Party, USA, ’ 

Counterintelligence Program. it is felt that a disruption ~ 
rogram along Similar lines could be initiated asait Ist tae 
WP on a very selective basis. Gne of the purposes or this 
rogram would be to alert the public to tne. fact that the 
WP is not Just ano ther socialist group but follows the 

eS revolittionary principles of Marx, Lenin and Engeis as 
interpreted by Leon Trotsky. 

It is pointed out, however , that this program 
is not intended to be a "crash" program. Ozly carefully 
thought-out operations with, the widest possibdie effect™. 

wand penefit to the nation should be subnitted. it mays 
be desirable to expand tne pret an etter t che eifects a Ba VE a 

| been evaluated agg ~ -- . f 36291 =H f 

| Each offigé is. cherefo3 re, ial ¢o carefully fe 
jevaluate such a program ami submit their views tothe. Dureau } 
regarding initiating a SWP disruption program on listed _ ‘ i 
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: % ; Memorandum from Mr. J. H. Gale to Hr. Tolson dated 7/30/64 >" 
: captioned "Investigation of Ku Klux Klan and other Hate Groups" was 

approved by the Director authorizing the Domestic Intelligence , 
oe Division to give consideration to the application of counterintel- / 
! ligence and disruptive tactics to hate groups and to thereafter fe oe 
| make appropriate recommendations, It is our recommendation that srr: 
: we immediately initiate a hard-hitting, closely supervised, ak coordinated counterintelligence. program to expose, disrupt and /’*, 

otherwise neutralize the Ku.Klux Klan (KKK) and See eta 
hate groups. - ée 

This new counterintelligence effort will take advantage te” 
of our experience with a variety of sophisticated techniques i 
successfully applied against the Communist Party, USA, and related \ 
organizations Since 1956, Primarily, we intend to_ expose to public ie 
Scrutiny the devious maneuvers and duplicity of the ‘BY 
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hate groups; it 

to frustrate any efforts or plans they may have to consolidate Woe et 
their forces; to_discourage their recruitment of new or youthful ar 
adherents; and to disrupt ocr eliminate their efforts to circumvent “~“—« 

sor Violate the law. Our counterintelligence efforts against hate 
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Rte a iY groups will be closely supervised and coordinated to complement 
ce Be our expanded intelligence investigations directed at these “ © organizations, X 

We are furnishing general instructions to 17 field | offices (14 Southern offices responsible for active investigation 
of 17 Klan groups and 6 hate organizations, and New York, Chicag 
and Baltimore, who have active investigative responsibilities 
for one hate organization each) relating to the administration 
and prompt enactment of this new counterintelligence program. 
Briefly, these instructions require the 17 participating offices . 
to submit to the Bureau on or before 10/15/64 an analysis of 
possible counterintelligence operations, including any specific 
recommendations for action. Thereafter (commencing 1/1/65) the 

: part} Gipating offices will submit a J0~day status 1 
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*e" memorandum justifying continuance of the program will be submitted - 
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24 PM lrian-type and hate organizations will be required to be approved 

Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan — ee 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM ~ ; 

INTERNAL SECURITY 

a 

A{#orth a summary of current, possible, and Successfully achieved 
Wfcounterintelligence activity during the prior 3-month period. 
iEach office will be instructed to open and maintain a pending 
hinvestigation relating to this program and to assign a Special 
rAcent on a part-time basis. as the program coordinator responsible 
Afor following and initiating counterintelligence action, 

rn oAR As is the instance in our established counterintelligence 
SS program against the Communist Party, USA,jand in’our current 90-day 
(itrial counterintelligence program directed against Soviet-Satellite 

intelligence,’all_recommended counterintelligence action against 
* i 

dat the Seat of Government. , . 

: This new counterintelligence program directed at Klan 
yee hate organizations will be supervised at the Seat of Government 
‘by the Special Agent supervisor responsible for our Similar nxograms 

\ directed against the Communist Party, USAgfand poviet-Satellite’ , 

tantelrigence.j His efforts will be closely wacorainated“with | 
\supérvisory personnel responsible for the intelligence investigations : 
of the Klans and hate organizations and their membership. An annual 

and the participating field offices will be periodically apprised 
\ of techniques which have been found to be most successful, At 
such time as the program is considered to be successfully under 
way, a status memorandum will be submitted which will include any 
additional recommendations relating to manpower or other administrative 
requirements. " 

RECOLIMIENDATIONS : 

1. That the Domestic Intelligence Division be authorized 
to immediately initiate a coordinated counterintelligence program 
directed at expoSing, disrupting and otherwise neutralizing the 
17 active Klan organizations and 9 active racial hate organizations, 
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Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan Pee om, 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - 

| INTERNAL SECURITY 
m-DISHUPTION OF HATE GROUPS 

2. That the attached letter be forwarded to the 17 
field offices slated to participate in this new counterintelligence 
program setting forth instructions for the administration and 
immediate enactment of the program. 
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INTERIAL SECURITY 

/ 

| --« COURTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

DISRUPTION ¢ OF EATE GROUPS. — 
r cig ee * ; 

SEAS se Seana NOT gh (cee nse Soci Te RE Se! tt 
pirestt ve timediately, the Bureau ‘is ratiie reins gol 

g& coordinated aes tate taladie on srogran (Cointelrro} 
directed against Rigu-type yao and bate oreanizations, offices 
receiving copies of this letter are instructed to immediately 
open an active control file, caotioned as akove, and to 
assign resvronSibility for this vrogram to an experienced 
and imaginative Scecial Agent who is well versed in 
investigation of hate and iach ed organizations and 
Bak, nF one —omborahs = +. 
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The purpose of this ‘iciaieiiaea he to expose, disrupt 
and otherwise neutralize the activities of the various Elans 
and hate OrgenlZations, their leadership and adherents, Apne | * 

“} The activities of these grouns must be followed on a 
' gh continuous basis so we may take advantage of ail oppor- 

~ SN, tunities for counterintellicence and also oo action ct ‘> ~ jide 

ae \| in instances where circumstances warrant, The devieus 
£2N] maneuvers and duplicity of these groups must be exposed) ¢j 
A. 3 fo public scrutiny throush the cooperztion of reliable | 
a peat MEWS Nedia Souress, both iocaliy ang at the Seat of 
ae Government. We must frustrate any effort of the groups 

to consolidate their forces or to recruit new or youtnicl 
adnerents. im every instance, consideration should be 
given to disrupting the organized Activity of these rroups 
and no opportunity should be missed te canitalize urcn 
organizational and personal contlicts oe bogie jeadership. 
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. Letter to Atlanta 
KE: COUNTERIIVTELLIGENCE PROGRAM ~ 

| INTERNAL SECURITY 
ccimrmmrmennUPlION OF HATE GROUPS 

| fF PU e-Bay 

| | The following Klan organizations, currently : 
|  wunder active investigation, should be considered for 

counterintelligence action: 

| 

| 

2. Association of Arkansas Klans of the 
Knights of the Ku Hilux Nlan. 

@, Association of Georgia Kians. 
3. Association of South Carolina EKlans, 

Knights of the Bu Kiux Kian. 
4. Christian Knights of the Ku Klux Elan, 

Hinton, West Vireinia,. 
S. Dixie Klans, Knights of ths Ku Kiux 

3 Klan, Inc, 
i ' G. iImoroved Order of the U. S. Klans, 
| Knights of the Ku Klux Elan, inc. 
| 7. Independent Kilavern, Fountain Inn. 

8. Independent Kian Unit, St. Augustine, 
' Florida, 

9, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Aka, 
10. Mississippi Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
i, National Knights of the Eu Klux Klan, Ine. 
12, Original Enights of the Ku Klux Klan, - 
13. Pioneer Club, Orlando, Florida. 
14. United Florida Ku Klux Kian. 
15, United Klans of America, Inc,, Knights 

of the Ku Klux Kian. 
16. U. S. Klans, Knichts of the Ku Klux 

Klan, Inc, 
47, White Knights of the Ku Elus Klan of 

Hississippi. 

The following hate organizations currently being 
afforded active investigation are included in this progran, 

L. Alabama States Rights Party (Origin: Mobile) 
4, American Nazi Party (Origin: Richmond) 

oso * 

1. 2 
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a Letter to Atlanta | ee ee 
! RE: COU: ee ENCE PROGRAS 1 
! | INTERIA IRS , 

a panes iON © Sf UATE GROUPS ; 
| a Oe ys 

3, Council for Statehood, aka, Freenen 
COvigin: ifinni) 

4, Fis being American Nationalists : 
(Ox ‘igin: Baltinore) o% ve 

| 
| 

&, National States Richts Party 
(Gvrigcins Birns oe 

&, National Renaissance Party 
(Grigin:s Hew Yori) 

7. United Freemen COririn: Miami) | 
. 8. Viking Youth of America (Oricin: Tampa) 

9, White. Youth Corps (Origins Chicago) 

Gn or beZore 10/15/64, particivating offices 
ave instructed to submit to the Bureau a detailed analysis © 
of potential countorintciiligencse action against pertinent 
orpaniaations and individuais active within their respective 
territories and enscigzic recommendations should be included 
for any lozical imzediate countorintelligence action, 
Recommendations submitted under this program must include 
R11 nocessary facts to enable the Bureau to intellicentiy 
Pass upon tho feasibility of the pronosed action, fin 
instances where a roliable and cooperative nevs media ’ 
representative or other source ourside the Bureau is to 
be contactod or utilized in connection with a proposed 
countorinteiligaence operation, it will be incunbent unon 
the recommending ortics to Zurnish assurances the source 
will not reveal the Bureau's interest or betray our 
confidence, 

Offices particinating in this progran who have 
investicative ressonsibillity for Lian orrcanizations should 
Specifically comment in the initial letter <a the Bureau 
rerarding "Acticn Groups." As these offices are aware, 
these groups have teen described as the relatively fav 
dndividuais in eaca organization vio use strongearm tactics 
and violont actions to. achieve their ends. Otten these 
groups act without the approval of the Klan organization 
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Lotter to Atlanta | 
RE; COUNTERTNTS eee PROGRAL ~ 4 

INTERNAL SECURT . 
DISRUPTION OF ATE GROUPS oy pn ene 
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er membership, The Bureau considers it vital that we 
expose the identities and activities of such groups and 
where possible disrupt their efforts. These grouvs snould 
be subjected to continuing counterintelligence action, 

No counterinteliicence action may be initiated 
VicuGhe SHCSLLAIC HUrGau AUCTHOYTiZation. 

Commencing 1/1/65 and every 3 months thereafter, 
each particivating office should subnit to the Bureau a 
status letter covering the prior 3-month Besson inciuding 
comments under the following captions: 

4. Potential Counterintelligence Action 

2. Pending Counterintelligencs Action 

3. Tangibie Results 

ff necessary, a 4th caption Miscellaneous" 
— be utilized for additional conments,. 

Recommendations for counterintelligence action 
should not be included in S0-day status letters to the 
Bureau but following the initial analysis due 10/15/64, 
should be submitted individually by separate Letter, 

All Special Agent personnel responsible for 
the investigation of Kian-type and hate organizations 
and their membership should be alerted to our counters 
intelligence pians relatins to these grouns,. Counters 
intellicence acticn directed at these srouns is intended to 
complenent and stimulate our accelerated intelligence 
investigations, Hach investigative Ascent has a responsie 
bility vo caii to the attention of the counterintellicence 
coordinator suggestions and possibilities for inplerenting 
‘the program, You are caugioned that the nature of this 
new endeavor is such that under no circumstances should 
the existence of the program be nade known outside the 
Bureau and anoropriate within-office security should be 
afforded this sensitive operation, 
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-Letter to Atlanta 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

INTERNAL SECURITY 
iS ET ION OF NATE GROUPS 

The Bureau is pleased with past successes 
achieved by our counterintellicence efforts in other 
phases of our investigative responSibilities, To 
insure our success in this new endcavor, the Agent to 
whom the program is assigned in each office must have 
@ detailed knowledge cf ths activities of the racist 
grounos in the territory and that knowledge must be 
coupled with interest, initiative and imacsination, 
The Avent must be alert for information which has a 
disruptive potential. Tne iniormation will not cone 
to him = = he must look for it. The most effective 
way of being assured of keeping cn top of the situation 
is to maintain close contaci with those Agents whe handle 
the investigation of the racial and hate froups and their 
membership and also to periodically review relevant files, 

Xf an enthusiastic approach is made to this 
new endeavor, there is no reason way the resuits 
achieved under this progranjwiil not equal or surpass 
our achievements in Sinilar-type programs directed 
against subversives,. 

‘ 
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COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATICJALIST = HATE GROUPS _ 
“INTERNAL SECURITY Ree eR Te 

cout te ; y Ves ' bees Ts 5 Fieanssiar te, gaa 

Gg Offices receiving copies of this letter are instructed ar 
to immediately establish a control file, captioned as above, and 

\h to asSign responsibility for followings and coordinating this ney 
NS counterinteliigence program to an experienced and imaginative 

Vy N Special Agent weil versed in investigations relating to black 
x ‘ nationalist, hate=etyne crganizaticns. The-field office control 
¥. a file used under this program may be maintained in a pending 
k} S inactive status until such time as a specific ogeration or 
= Alay technique is placed under consideration for implementation. 
wn Ry ; ze 

SB The purpose of this new counterintelligence endeavor / 
Ea" ‘is to expose; disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise . 
a3 neutralize the activities of biack nationalist, hate=type / 

= organizations and groupings, their leadership, Stokesmen, 
. membership, and supporters, and to counter their propensity for 
< iviolence and civil disorder. The activities of all such groups 
sg ‘of intelligence interest to this Bureau nust be followed on 2 
og continuous basis so we wiil be in a position to promptiy take 

advantage-of ali obpdrtunities Zor counterintelligence and te : 
inspire action in instances where circumstances warrant. The 
pernicious background of such grouys, their duplicity, and devious 
maneuvers. must be exvosed to. public scrutiny where sucn publicity 
Will have a neutralizing effect 3 fesaees of the various Ex Ouns, s 
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Letter to SAC, Albany 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

BLACK NATIONALIST =» HATE GROUPS 

ito consolidate their forces or to recruit new or youthful 
‘adherents must be frustrated. No onvrortunity should be missed 
ito exploit through counterintelligence techniques the 
organizational and personal conflicts of the leaderships of the 

—______ groups and where ee an effort should be made to capitalig 
~Yipon existing conflicts between competing black nationalist. 
organizations, When ve opportunity is apparent to disrupt or 
neutralize black nationalist, hate=-type organizations. through the 
cooperation of established local news media contacts or throurch 
such contact with sources available to the Seat of Government, 
in every instance careful attention must be given to the proposal 
to insure the targeted group is disrupted, ridiculed, or 
discredited through the publicity and not merely publicized. 
Consideration should be given to technigues to preclude violence} 
prone or rabble-rouser leaders of hate groups from svreading their 
philosophy pubiicly or through various mass communication media, 

Many individuals currently active in black nationalist 
organizations have backgrounds of immorality, Subversive activity, 
and criminal records. Through your investigation of key agitators, 
you should endeavor to establish their unsavory backgrounds, 
Be alert to determine evidence of misappropriation of funds or 
other types of personal misconduct on the part of militant 
nationalist leaders so any practical or warranted countere 
antelligence may be ron 

Intensified ‘attention under this program should be 
afforded to the activities of such groups as the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, Revolutionary Action Movement, the 
Deacons for Defense and Justice, Congress of Racial Equality, 
and the Nation of Islam, Particular emphasis should be er to 
extremists who direct the activitics and policies of 
yvolutionary or militant groups such asf/Stokéely” Caniiténael, 
; SRap. “Brown,” EIijah junanmad, and Maxwell. Shangerda. me 

eee CE, Ae ep hina Oe iin mae eae A 

4 i ee 

on 

At ‘this time the Bureau is setting up no requirement 
for status letters to be periodically subnitted under this z 
program, It will be incumbent upon you to insure the progran 
is being afforded necessary and continuing attention and that 
no opportunities will be overlooked for counterintelligence 
ection. 

This program should not be confused with the program 
entitled "Comnunist Party,.USA, .Counterintelligence: Progran, 
Internal Security - C," ‘(Butile 100-3-104), which is directed 
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Letter to SAC, Albany 
RE; COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM Poe 

BLACK NATICHNALIST +» HATE GROUPS 

‘against the Communist Party and related organizations,or the~-- 
program entitled *Counterintelligence Prorram, Internal Security, 

1 Disruption. of. Hnte_Grours RCS PiLS~IS7=O}y which is directed 

memberships. 

All Special Agent personnel responsible for the ~°* 
investigation of black nationalist, hate«type organizations and 
their memberships should be alerted to cur counterintelligence 
interest and each investigative Agent has a responsibility to 
call tothe attention of the counterintelligence coordinator 
suggestions and possibilities for implementing the program. 
You are also cautioned that the nature of this new endeavor 
is such that under no circumstances should ths existenee of 

| the program be made known outside the Bureau and appropriate 
within-office security should be afforded to sensitive operations 

| and techniques considered under the program. 

No counterintellirence action under this ‘program 1 may 
be initiated by the field without svecixic prior bureau 
authorization. 

You are urged to take an enthusiastic and imaginative 
approach to this new counterintelligence endeavor and the Bureau 
will be pleased to entertain any suggestions or techniques you 
may recommend. 5 oF 
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Conrad Lo 7 Memorandum - 
a 

TO : Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

a, 

DATE: ee re 1968 

Jo 

ws D. “petogéa Jae. Roomy fe 

FROM : G, C. Moored 
fe 
¢ : “Ren MSR I a, 

SUBJECT:  COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 

“Hol Cc. ghee Fs ee 

oe 

PURPOSE : : age Py Pk Mom nen ie 
To expand the Counterintelligence Program designed 

to neutralize militant black nationalist groups from 23 to : 
41 field divisions so as to cover the great majority of black 
nationalist activity in this country. : 

BACKGROUND: - 
By letter dated August 25, 1967, 23 field offices 

were advised of a new Counterintelligence Program designed 
to neutralize militant black nationalists and prevent violence 
on their part. Goals of this program are to prevent the coalition 
of militant black nationalist groups, prevent the rise of a 
leader who might unify and electrify these violence-prone 
elements, prevent these militants from gaining respectability 4 
and prevent the growth of these groups among America's youth. ak 

¢ 

FOLLIES 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS : ae 
n view o he tremendous increase in black nationalist 

activity, and the approach of summer, this program should be 2 
expanded and these goals should be reiterated to the field. oo 
Attached airtel also instructs the field to submit periodis.og 

progress letters to stimulate thinking in this Brea" Gy 
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Attached airtel also rom ie Re Free ‘that ounteriniere™ 

ligence suggestions to expose these Pe enw 
them must be approved by the Bureau, 

ACTION: C8 is a Baie 
That attached airtel expanding Lhas, program, | deiining 

goals and instructing periodic progress letters be submitted 
be sent since te ane ae listed field offices. 
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| Date: 3/4/68 - 

‘ Transmit the following in (Type Tela oe) : “ 

AIRTEL ve 

(Priority) 
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SAC, Albany PERSONAL ATTENTION 

: ey eee nae 
Director, FBI Cd e 006 yo ; 

cabs | v1 | 

| 
ALE at TLON = 

| COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM eERatt 1S vy Assn “49 ie 
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS eel » 100. = SELAIN 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Title is changed to substitute Racial Intelligence 
i for Internai Security for Bureau routing purposes. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION FOR ALL THE FOLLOWING SACs 

2 - Atlanta 2 ~- Minneapolis 
2=- Baltimore 2 = Mobile 
2=- Birmingham 2 = Newark 
2 — Boston 2 - New Haven 
2 - Buffalo 3 2- New Orleans 
2 = Charlotte 2=- New York 
2 =~ Chicago 2 =— Omaha 
2 ~- Cincinnati 2 - Philadelphia 
2- Cleveland 2 - Phoenix 
2 = Denver 2- Pittsburgh 
2=- Detroit 2~- Portland | 
2 =—= Houston 2 — Richmond ae 
2- Indianapolis 2 - Sacramento 
2e-- Jackson 2- San Diego 
2 - Jacksonville 2- San Francisco 
2-= Kansas City 2- Seattle 
2 - Los Angeles : 2 - Springfield 
2 - Memphis 2- St. Louis 
2- Miami 2 Tampa 
2 = Milwaukee 2 =- WFO | 

Sent Via bet Mathes oe Per 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: CQOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM - 

BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS 

BACKGROUND 

By letter dated 8/25/67 the following offices 
were advised of the beginning of a Counterintelligence 
Program against militant Black Nationalist-Hate Groups: 

Albany Memphis 
Atlanta . Newark 
Baltimore New Orleans 
Boston New York 
Buffalo Philadelphia 
Charlotte Phoenix 
Chicago Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati Richmond 
Cieveland St. Louis 
Detroit . San Francisco 
Jackson Washingion Field 
Los Angeles 

Each of the above offices was: to designate a 
Special Agent to coordinate this program. Replies to this 
letter indicated an interest in counterintelligence against 
militant black nationalist groups that foment vioience and 
several offices outlined procedures which had been effective 
in the past. For example, Washington Field Office had 
furnished information about a new Nation of Islam (NOI) 
grade school to appropriate authorities in the District 
of Columbia who investigated to determine if the school 
conformed to District regulations for private schools. In 
the process WFO obtained background eeeOenAtzon on the yvarents 
of each pupil. 

The Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM), a pro~ 
Chinese communist group, was active in Philadelphia, Pa., 
in the summer of 1967. The Philadelphia Office alerted 
local police, who then put RAM leaders under close scrutiny. 
They were arrested on every possible charge until they could 
no longer make bail. As 2 resuit, RAM leaders spent wost ofthe 
summer in jail and no violence traceable to RAM took place. 

The Counterintelligence Program is now being 
expanded to inciude 41 offices. Each of the offices added 

———— 

to this program should-desifnate an Agent familiar with black 

S9~ 
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Airtel toSAC, Albany 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK WATIONALIST~HATE GROUPS 

‘Satan, 

nationalist activity, and interested in counterintelligence, 
to coordinate this pregram. This Agent will be responsible 
for the periodic progress letters being requested, but each 
Agent working this type of case should participate in the 
formulation of counterintelligence operations. 

GOALS 

For maximum effectiveness of the Counterintelligence 
Program, and to prevent wasted effort, long-range goals are 
being set. 

1. Prevent the cealition of militant black 
nationalist groups. In unity there is strength; a truism 
that is no less valid for all its triteness. An effective 
coalition of black nationalist groups might be the first 
step toward a real "Mau Mau" in America, the beginning of 
a true black revolution. 

2. Prevent the rise of a "messiah" who could 
unify, and electrify, the militant black nationalist movement. 

a Malcolm X“might have been such. a.) Se Sa ae nena EEE 
‘Of the’ novement today.i Martin. Luther. King, Stokely. Carmicnse by 

“Laho-piijan uhanmedy.a 11° Spire to this” position. ~ Lisan ae 
Aiinammedyis less“of a threat because of his age. j(Rirgyc 
pea very real contender for this position should he “abandon 
his supposed "obedience" to “white, liberal doctrines 

has the necessary charisma to be a real threat se tee eee 

3. Prevent violence on the pert of black 
nationalist groups. This is of primary importance, and is, 

, Of course, a goal of our investigative activity; it should 
also be a goal of the Counterintelligence Program. Through 
counterinteliiligence it should be possible to pinpoint potential 
troublemakers and neutralize them before they exercise noe es 
potential for violence. 

4. Prevent militant black nationalist groups and 
leaders from gaining respectability, by discrediting them 
to three separate segments of the community. The goal of 
discrediting black nationalists must be handled tactically 
in three ways. You must discredit these groups and 
individuais to, first, the responsible Negro community. 
second, they must be discredited to the white community, 

a 
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,/Garmichaer ot” “SNCC, H. Rap Brown of f SNCC, “YWartia” Luther King - 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany — 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCEH PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS - 

both the responsible community and to "liberals" who have -~-- 
vestiges of sympathy for militant black nationalist simply 
because they are Negroes. Third, these groups must be 
discredited in the eyes of Negro radicals, the followers 
of the movement. This last area requires entirely different 
tactics from the first two. Publicity about violent tendencies 
and radical statements merely enhances black nationalists 
to the last group; it adds “respectability"™ in a different 
way. 

5. A final goal should be to prevent the long~ - 
range growth of militant black nationalist organizations, | 
especially among youth, Specific tactics to prevent these 
groups from converting young people must be developed. 

Besides these five goals counterintelligence is 
a vaiuable part of our regular investigative program as it 
often produces positive information. 

TARGETS 

Primary targets of the Counterintelligence Progran, 
Black Nationalist-Hate Groups, should be the most violent 
and radical groups and their leaders. We shouid emphasize 
those leaders and organizations that are nationwide in scope 
and are most capable of disrupting this country. These 
targets should include the radical and violence-prone 
leaders, members, and followers of the: 

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). 
Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM). 
Nation of Islam. (NOT) 

. 3 eee Pe iit cy ort 

Offices, handling «these cases and those Yor Stokely 

¥ 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Within SO days of the date of this letter each office 
should: 

L. Advise the Bureau of the identity of the Special 
Agent assigned to coordinate this progran. 

a 4m 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE? COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

“BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS 

2. Submit a very succinct summary of the black 
nationalist movement in the field office territory. Inciude 
name, number of members and degree of activity of each black 
nationalist group. Also state your estimate of each grouyvs 
propensity for violence. This is for target evaluation only, 
‘not for record purposes. Second, list Rabble-Rouser Index 
subjects who are militant black nationalists and any other 
militant black nationalist leaders who might be future 
targets of counterintelligence action because of their pro- 
pensity for violence. Include a minimum of background 
ine oymation on each person listed; a few descriptive sentences 
Ss d suffice. 

3. List those organizations and individuais 
you consider of such potential danger as to be considered 
for current counterintelligence action. Briefly justify 
each target. 

4. Submit any suggestion you have for overall 
counterinteiligence action or the administration of this 
program. Suggestions for action against any specific 
target should be submitted by separate letter. 

o. Submit, by separate letter, suggestions for 
counterintelligence action against the targets previously 
listed as field-wide,. These should not be general, such 
as "publicizeyStogely Carmichael, travel to communist 
countries," but ’shouwtd-bé Specific as to target, what is 
to be done, what contacts are to be used, and all other 
information needed for the Bureau to approve a counter-= 
intelligence operation. 

Thereafter, on a ninety.day basis, each office 
is to submit a progress letter summarizing counterintelligence 
operations proposed during the period, operations effected, 
ang tangible results. Any changes in the overall black 
nationalist movement should be summarized in this letter, 
This should inciude new organizations, new leaders, and any 
changes in data listed under number two above. Suggestions 
for counterintelligence operations shouid not be set out 
in this progress letter. Use the following captions: 

1. Operations Under Consideration, 2. Operations 
Being Effected, 3. Tangible Results, and 4. Developments 
of Counterinteliligence Interest. These 90-day progress 
ietters are due at the Bureau the first day of March, June, 
September, and December, excepting March, 1968. 

a 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS : 

The effectiveness of counterintelligence depends 
on the quality and quantity of positive information 
available regarding the target and on the imagination and 
initiative of Agents working the program. The response cf 
the fieid to the Counterintelligence Program against the 
Communist Party, USA, indicates that a superb job can be 
done by the field on counterintelligence. 

Counterintelligence operations must be approved 
by the Bureau. Because of the nature of this program each 
operation must be designed to protect the Bureau's interest 
so that there is no possibility of embarrassment to the 
Bureau. Beyond this the Bureau will give every possible 
consideration to your proposals. 
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SUBJECT: Coonan INTELLIGENCE _PROGRAM 
“INTERNAL SECURITY eee 
DISRUPTION, OF THE NEN LEED 
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aU E Nation ts" “undergoing an era of isruption and 
violence caused to a large extent by various individuais 
generally connected with tHe New Left. Some of these activists 
urge revolution in America and call for the defeat of the 
Dnited “States in Vietnam. They continually and falsely allege 
police brutality and do not hesitate to utilize unlawful acts 
to further their so-called causes. The New Left has on many 
occasions viciously and scurrilously attacked the Director 

a and - the Bureau in an “attempt to hamper our investigation of it 
\ and to drive us off the college campuses, With this in mind, 

it is our recommendation that a’ new Counterintelligence Program 
: be designed to neutralize the New Left and the Key Activists. 

. The Key Activists are those individuais who are the moving 
: “ forces behind the New Left and on whom we have intensified our 

> investigations. 

\ : The purpose of this program is to expose, disrupt and 
\“\ & otherwise neutralize the activities of this group and persons 

connected with it.’ It is hoped that with this new program 
their violent and illegal activities may be eonuced if not 
curtailed. , 

General instructions are being furnished to all offices 
relating to the purpose and administration of this new program. 
Briefly, these instructions require all offices to submit an 
analysis of possible counterintelligence operations on the New 

| Left and on the Key Activists on or before 6/1/68, including 
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sy eo any specific recommendations for action. ‘Thereafter, all 

offices will submit a 90-day status letter setting forth a 
summary of their accomplishments and future plans. Each 
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Memo to Mr. Suilivan 
Res COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

personnel to this program. All proposed counterintelligence 
action must be approved at the Seat of Government. priorto 

\seettatiar s it. This new , program will be supervised at the 
Seat of Government by a Special Agent supervisor in the 
Internal Security Section. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1) That the Domestic Intelligence Division be 
authorized to immediately initiate a coordinated Counter- 
intelligence Program directed at exposing, disrupting, and 
otherwise neutralizing the New Left and Key Activists. 

2) That the attached letter setting forth 
instructions for the administration and immediate enactment 
of the program be forwarded to all eee 
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« MAY 1962 EDITION é 

Jah GEN, REG. NO. 27 

f , UNITED STATES GOV ERNMENT 

/ Memorandum erenet 
TO : Mr. W. C. suitivan DATE: 

te « 

FROM : Mr. Fe Je a aa 

Coe ELF 

SUBJECT? COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM — ‘Sv 
INTERNAL SECURITY 
(SOVIET-SATELLITE INTELLIGENCE) 

Since initiated in 1956, the counterintelligencet- (7 
Program (Cointelpro), directed acainst the Communist: Party ; 
DSA (CPUSA), has had continuing and cumulative successes in 
exposing, disrupting and neutralizing the communists, THOSt 
signjii eee ee ‘intelligenge action which at 
| zesyllts he foxptisiok of Natiorial ConnittoetnéubensWiltian’g dat 
Albert gon Aron. ComnfuniSt- party-on’7/7/64. ‘Wé now believe 
consideration should be given to applying the Cointelpro against ane 
Soviet and Satellite espionage activities in the United States, }. {/ (45° 

We desire to immediately embark upon a 90-day trial 
program which will be participated in by the Chicago, New York | 
and Washington Field Offices to determine if we can successfully\_ _.-°* 
direct our counterintelligence activities toward Soviet and en 
Satellite intelligence activities, At the end of this. 90-day 
trial period, we wiil evaluate our Success and thereafter 
submit recommendations relating to the feasibility of permanently 
establishing this program against Soviet a Satellite aie 
activities, ; 

2 ek 

on ee 
RECOMMENDATION: 

pers ee CF A ae ll 
That the attached airtel aes forwarded to the Chicago, 

New York and Washington Field Offices setting out instructions 
for these offices to immediately devise and submit to the Bureau 
fheix recommendations for counterintelligence activity to be 
directed against Soviet and Satellite intelligence activities 
in the United Siete for a trial pp Oreay period. 

a ee oed 
Mr. (DE. Moore 

EXEMPT FROM ‘GENERAL DECLASSIFICATION 
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Since initiated in 1956, the Counterintelligence aie: 
rogram (Cointelpro}, directed against the Communist Party, 7 
IBA (CDOUSA}, and related organizations, through a variety of 
sechniques has disrupted, exposed and neutralized the 
OnmUNnIStS, Some successful Cointeloro operations such as 

anonymous Letters and mailings, in spite of their simplicity, 
Have caused unexpected conster mation and disruption anong 
the conrades., Cointelpro~initiated pubLicity kas been a “17 
tremendous deterrent to the comrades, while at the same time i 
Lt bas alerted the general public to their insidious manecuvess & 

+ geile ore BOpH Ser eesee techniques and eee have caused 
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Effective immediately, the Chicago, New York 
and Washineton Field Offices are recauested to consider 
and devise Cointelpro action directed to disrupt, expose 
and neutralize Soviet and Satellite inteiiicence activity. 
Agents assigned as Cointelore coordinators in the Chicago 
and New York Offices should immediately confor with key 
nersonnel assigned to Soviet-Satellite-tyne investigations 
for the purpose of devising one or several sophisticated 
counterintellisence techniaues against Sovist-Satellite 
intelligence activities or‘nersonnel. As the Washinston 
Field Office has not previously varticinated in Cointelpro 
netion seninst the CPUSA, an inaginative, experienced Agent 
with & general knowlodge of Sovict-Satelilite inteLiiscence 
activities should be immediately appointed as coordinator 
for this presran, Withia SO days each of these offices 
should submit to the Bureau recomendations and detaLied 
plans for imolementing one or several such operations, 
Cave should be taken to insure pians devised under this. 
pregramn do not conflict with existing programs or operations 
directed against Soviet and Sateliite intelligence activities, 
Ho Cointelipro action should be initiated without specific 
Bureau authority. 

. This new application of the Cointelpro is not 
meant at this tires to be an all-out attack against Soviet. 
Satellite intellisence, but is a trial to determine the 
feasibility of extending our organized counterinteilisgence 
effort. The resuits of our expanded erforts will be reviewed 
at che end of a 50-day perisd to determine the feasibility 
of over-all Cointelnro efforts directed asainst forcign 
intellisence activities in the United States. 

Other cifices participating in the Cointelrno 
acainst the CDUSA are urged to immediately discuss with 
key investisative personnel possibilities for Counterintellicesce 
action against Soviet-Satellite inteiLicence personnel and 
to pronptly makes avaiidable any comments or suggestions to 
the Bureau and the 3 otfices participating in this new erideavor, 
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Attached for the Washington Field Office are 
copies of Bulets dated 9/13/83 and 3/16/64 which were 
directed to offices participating in the Cointslore, 
These letters summarize some of the many successiul 
recent Cointelpro actions and may be of value in 
connection with the formulation of Cointelnrro operations 
against Soviet-Sateliite intelligence activity. 

You are urged to utilize the services of your 
most experienced investigative personnel who have vroven 
their ability through consistent aopiication of imagination 
nnd ingenious investigative approaches to maks this: ney 
endeavor a success. 
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CouNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL OPERATIONS __ 
: (HAPIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE) LD thyme ge PEND 

re. < ae “Me ~ mee oomat — 

“Wry holsen : 
| -o ReSFairtel 3/26/69 under dual caption of *0.31,.$ 2 SEQ Mam fee: “ 
) ‘Revolutionary Union" and “Progressive Labor Party," 

suggesting disruptive action reiating to the two organ= 
izations, | 3 

‘Reairtel sS80868)) on copies for the Butite /(100-449689) } - 
* 2a 8 and the S¥file| “(I00-609638}}0n "Cointelpro - New Left. f. 

There is no cbhjection to your action, but you are 
romindad af tha existence of the cantioned case file which. & 

pat 

may be used for a broad range of disruptive-activity and ee 
which has a specific interest in techniques and operations oe . 
in the bro-Chicom areas Mt ; 
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CGOUNTER INTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL OPERATIONS” on Psa e 
“(RESEARCH SECTION) ged. Lo FU ain ea eae | 
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4 ene te tice Ra NI 

The Bureau would like to offer for your considerations % & 
a proposal for a dis ruptive-disinformat: ion operation targeted & 5 
against the national office of the Diack Panther Party (SSP). Bard 
This proposal is not intended to be ali inclusive or binding ERs 

, dn any of its various phases, but only is a guide Yor the. “SEs 
- guggested action. You are encouraged to submit recommendations eg € & 

relating to revisions or innovations of the proposal. gaz 

rH Oo 
Le The operation would be effected through close Pick 

coordination on a high level with the Oaklandg or San Francisco PSS 
Police Denartnent. 2 oR 

2. Xerox copies of true documents, docwicnts suotly 
incorporating false Suzcrvuation, and entirety fabricated acct ents 

would be periodically anonymously mailed to the residence of a 

key Panther leader. hese documents would be on the stationery eo 

and in the form used by the police Gepartment or by the FRi in 
disseminating iniermation to the police. “#bi Gocuments, wach: 

TLused, would contain volice routing or date received neeaes ons; : ve 
‘elearly indicating they had been pilfered from police files. 4% 
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3. An attempt would be made to give the Panther . 
racipient the impression the documents were stolen from police 

Files by a disgruntled police employee sympathetic to the . 

OiPanthers., After initial mailings, brief notes by the alleged 

*}disgruntiled enplcyee wouid be included with the mailed documents. 
''These notes would indicate the motive and sympathy of the police 

{ employee, his pitterness against his depart sols Poses 2: fa 

Ma xwequest for money.- REA. Pee AR eens “AY p 
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4. Depending on developments,” “at a pro vitious tin ae, “s 
‘consideration would be given to establighiny dep a office box / 
or other suitable “dson" address for the use of the alleged ff 

a f diseruntled employee to receive responsesp=funds psd /or a. 
orca eet 
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AY pa re-th- 

§. Aithough the operation may not require inclusion 
< of a Live source te represent the diszruntied employee, circum 
stances might warrant the use of such a source for face—to-face 
meetings with the Panthers, During early stages of the opcravion, 
an effort should be made to locate and brief a suitable police 
employee to play the role of the alleged disgruntled employee. 

; 6. A wide variety of alleged authentic nolice or 
FBI material could be carefully selected or nrepared for 
furnishing to the Panthers. Reports, blind memoranda, Lrfis, 
and other aliecsed ysolice or FBI documents could be prepared 
pinpointing Panthers as police or FRI informants; ridiculing 
or discrediting Panther leaders through thoir ineptness or 
personal escapades; espousing personal philosophies and promoting 
factionalismn among lee’ members ; indicating electronic coverage 
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of Panther funds; pointing out instances of political discrien~ 
tation; etc. ‘the navurse of the disruptive material and disine= 
formation "leaked" would only be limited by the collection 
ebility of your sources and the néed to insure the protection 
of their sccurity. 
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Effective implementation of this nroposal logically 
ae not help but disrupt and confuse Panther activitics. 
Even if they were to suspect FBI or police involvement, they 
would be unable to igncre factual material brcupht to their 
attention throvgh this channel. The operation would afford 
us 3 continuing means to furnish the Panther leadership true 
information which is to our interest that they know and 
@isinformation which, in their Anterest, ny may not ignere. 

Althouch this eednesal is a relatively simple 
it has been applied with exceptional results in 

interligence intcrest where the target was cir 
The Bureau believes with carcinl 

technique, 
another area of 
far sreater sophistica ‘tion. 
planning this techniaue has excellent long-range potential 
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San Francisco is requested to submit comments and/or 
‘ yecommendations relating to the implementation of this proposal. 

: Copies of this letter have been designated for 
ios Angeles for background and information purposes. Any ” 
suggestion Los Angeles may have for strengthening or further . 
implementing the technique will be eee 
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- 2eBulet 11-14-66, captioned "BOCOY," which set . 
. forth action taken on the recosmendations made by the 

10/24-25/60 Border Coverage Conference which was held at 
Sen Diego. That Letter in part advised that there is defie 
nitely a ts for consideration of sone of the tactics 
currentiy employed in the Counterinteiligence Program on 
the Border Coverage Projram. it was pointed out that the 

| five border offices and the Legal Attache's Office should 
| be alert for the application of disruptive tactics and in 

each case should clear with the Bureau in advance any 
suggestions along those lines. 
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elapsed for each oifice to have made an analytical study of 
the situation faced by it and should be in a position to. 
furnish suggestions to the bureau regarding means which 
cenuld be taken to apply counterintelligence tactics where 
such tactics may be feasible. a 
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im connection with the Counterintelligence-Zorder 
Coverage Program, the best method for ¢ disorganizing the | 

= Communist Party (CP) or related organizations is disruption 
From within. @his can be done through the use of selected informn~ 
ants under proper guidance to raise controversial issues within 
the organization, to make Legitimate criticisus of organizational 
operations, activities, or acts of activities, or to bring Out 
into the open iatent factionalism. in connection with this: . 1 

ee oe 

program, it must be borne in mind that harassment is not to. ~ - 
be undertazen merely for 3 1¢ Sate Of harassment but in each ~ : 
instance the tactics.are to be undertaxen with a specific © ur Ag? : 
arpa in mind of disrupting communist and related ..- | Ve eh : 
ctivities. ae fh ! 

fo implement this program, joe Ollowing Enctors_, T a 
Tolson __4 ‘should be considered: 
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i. Selection of Informants - An analysis 01 
availapie inrornants snould be made by eaca office 
with counterintelligence potential in order to 
select those informants who could be used for dis~ 
ruptive tactics, Hach informant approved for use 
in connection with counterintelliyence operation 
will, of course, have to be briefed individually on ~- 
issues and controversial subjects which are to be 
raised. The informants should not be told that there 
is any over-all counterintelligence program or that 
disruptive tactics are being undertaken as a progran 
but cach informant should be given the impression that 
he is operating on an individual basis, Bureau 
approval nust be obtained for the informants selected 
for this operation before the informant is briefed. 
In the event a review of the available informants 
shows that additional informants with counterintelli- 
gonscs peosibilities ara needed. plans should be Laid 
to develop such informants, bearing in mind that 
this is a longerange program. The analysis should 
also inciude the adequacy of informants who can keep 
the office effectively advised of the internal 
operations of the organizations involved so that 
disruptive tactics can be undertaken on a sound basis, 

~ 

2. Organizational Tactics - Consideration should be 
given to placing informants in each opposing faction 
of an organization to play one group against the 
other. Consideration should be given to the possi-~ 
bility of having anonymous telephone invitations issued 
to one group to attend open meetings of the other group; 
possibie use of press contacts on a cutout basis to 
publicize derogatory remarks made by one group about 
the other. Ail border coverage Agents in offices with 
counterintelligence potential should be alert for any 
tactics of this type which can be used, 

3e Psychological Tactics - Consideration should be 
given to activities to disillusion CP leaders through 
anonymous mailing of literature regarding the weaknesses 
and inhumanitarian aspects of the conmunists either as 
a party or as individuals. The Mexice City Office 
particularly should be alert for any such newspaper 
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or magazine articles which could be clipped qunders 
Naiied to suscept tible comaunist leaders eithar, 
in Hexico or in the border area. ilexico City é 
Should be prompt to furnish the Lureau sufficient 
copies of such articles for forwarding to interested 
border offices so that if desirabie, arrangenents ° 
can be made to have those articles anonymously mailed~ 

-to selected communist leaders locally or from some other 
area in Nexico. 

4. Neutralizgation of Individuais - Consideration 
ghouid be given to tactics whiich would bring indi- 
vidual communist leaders under suspicion of being 
"imperialist agents," agents provocateur, Ctc., or 
generally discrediting them in the eyes of their 
feliow communists. 

 €he Bureau will consider any well-conceived plan 
of causing disruption ianside tne GY or related organizations. 
in any counterintelligence operation, however, it is inpera« 
tive that the office submitting the recommendations make 
sure that 1% will net jeopardize informant coverage or cause 
embarrassment to the Bureau. 

Consideration should be given to the possibility 
of setting up thoreughly safe cutout arrangements for con= 
tacts with good newspaper sources through which information 
can be fed £0 the press regarding semipublic procommunist 
meetings or conmunist domination of front groups and through 
which information can be fed to the press to produce bad 
publicity relative to CP activities. Any propesals to set 
lp such an arrangenient must be submitted to the Bureau for 
approval before implementing them. 

The Bureau appreciates the fact that Albuquerque, 
through absolute lack of communist activity, is not in a 
position to inplement a counterintelligence program} however , 
a copy of this communication is being sent forinformation of 
that office. 

fhe San Antonio Office has no organized communist 
. group at the present time outside of Santa Apolonia. In con- 

| AW 55105 

sidering whether disruptive tactics should. be undertaken by 
that office at this time, San Antonio should give consideratien 
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Letter to SAC, San Diego 
Re: COUNTHRINTELLIGENCE - BORDER COVERAGE PROGRAM 

.to the possibility that disruptive tactics in the Santa 
Apolonia area at present might make coverage of the activitiss 
of that growp more difficult and any disruptive tactics 
recommended shouid be conceived in a manner whitivtidds pore 
destroy the ability of San Antonio to continue ite, .fallew,:{t 
comuunist activities in Santa Apnolonia. Consideratien Should 
be given, however, to the possibility of utilizing disruptive 
tactics, through raising controversial issues, among the . 
Various communist sympathizers or former CP members who are 
still considered to be sympathetic to communism in order to 
make sure that those groups continue to be disorganized, 

In view of the ineffectual operations of the CP 
| in Juarez and the excellent informant coverage existing in 
: that group at the present time, it would appear that dise 

ruptive tactics among the CP cells in juarez may not be 
desirable. ul Paseo, however, should give consideration to 
possible use of disruptive tactics, through raising contro~ 
Versial issues and sharpening antagonisms, among the comnunist 
sympathizers and former conmunists whu are sth sympatuetic 
to the communist movement in the Juarez area. Hl Paso should 

| also submit its observations regarding the possibility of 
| using informants to raise controversial issues in the Chihuahua 
| State Committee of the CP of Mexico. Any recommendations along 

this line will be referred by the Bureau to the Legal Attache's 
! Office, Nexico, for corment to insure that such tactics will 
| not destroy existing informant coverage of that office in the 

Chihuahua State Committee. 

Sv at enh SOD einai ie pte ies-nee nthe we te! 

wee eet dhe bs 2 Both E1 Paso and San Antonio should give con= 
sideration to the possibility of using discrediting techniques 
in connection with individual communists who, although not 
active members of the CP, are a threat to the security of 
the United States in order to bring out into the open their 
communist sympathies and destroy their potential usefulness 
as Soviet intelligence agents or to neutralize their propa~« 
ganda vaine to the communist movement.. 

the Phoenix Office should give consideration to 
the possible use of disruptive tactics to further divide the pro- 
comiunist groups in their area and to sharpen antagonisms 
Without jeopardizing established informant coverage. In this 

. connection, consideration might also be given to possible 
.. . + Means of focusing public attention, through highly discreet 

operations, on the communist affiliations and sympathies of 
communist sympathizers or adherents. 
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tt would appear that the breadest use 
intellicence tactics could he made by the San Diego and 
Hexico city Offices due to the highly-organized COLRUNLS T 
groups in the area covered by them. Those offices snounid, 
therefore, submit to the Bureau their analyses of the counter- 
intelligence potential in their areas and particular Y 
attention skeuid be paid to the possipility of undertating. 
such tactics in connecticn with the ropular/Socialist Party 
as well as the CP and its related organizations. Any specific 
tactics decided upon, however, must be submitted to the Bureau 
fOr approval before implementation, 

. Both as to the instructions contained in this 
Letter and prior instructions issued regarding counter~ 
intelligence operations in connection with the Border 
Coverade Progran, you are cautioned that no action should 
be talen to implement such procedures without specific 
atanquasna ond annrovat by tne BUYeave 

Attention is cailed to the fact that a RORY 
has been opened at the Bureau, under file number J00=434475 3) 
ror correspondence relating to this project. The éTtowing sub 
files will be designated at the Bureau for ‘iicuuean danas iron 
the individual offices relating to this project: 

H1 Pass 3 f 400-434445-16 
Phoenix w_ 100-434 bg bn 38 
San Antenrd>~ 1060-43444 5648 ‘ 
San Bieqo 100-434445~-46 ‘ 
Hexice City{s100-d434445-2214 

Bina Q er se 

Correspondence directed to the Bureau by each office sheuld 
utilize the appropriate file number indicated above. Hach 
office should open a separate file concerning this project 
and appropriate steps should be taken to insure that the file 
is kept under fully -secure conditions and is diven only 
restricted accessibility so that it will be availabie only 
to appropriate personnel on a need-to~imow basis. 
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TO ‘Mr, W. C,. Sullivan/- DATE: 2/3/69 Ft Sue! wa 
_— “oa Pavgbeest ee 

(Sie. J. Pe Dunphy = - “2 
FROM :R, D, Cotter}, Bie Mee Be We GP ges 

és i =~ Res earch-Sateliite section 
i (Reute th rough for review)  _ 

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND tos ME bs ats hig e 
p SPECIAL OPERATIONS = ka Re J , Clough 

i (NATIONALITIES INTEGLIGENCE - nO Sat 
we YUGOSLAV MATTERS) a ae FPO, o A SRA ~ ALN 2 

Jf : ale) SL 
This memorandum is ta recommend mailing of fivers 

from the nGtional organization “Temporary Committee for the 
Protection of Serbian Notionalism, Newark, New Jersey," to 
serbian Leaders throughout the U. S. and Canada, 

Chicage believes that at the »v 
is an apparent tide of feeling agains wife 

foragisd Kasitkoy ¥eland other co-conspirators in the-bomine 
if GOSLAV € establishments, 1/67. 

Text of the flyer styled for Serbian nationalism 
appeal is designed to discredit those who capitalize on 
bombings to build their reputetions in the Serbian communities; 
encourage Serbs to respect and adhere to the laws of the WU. Sas 
and discourage future bombings of Yucoslav establishnents 
Chicago proposal has definite merit. Cost of purchase of 
material and postage of mailing of apyroximately 560 flyers 

/iS estimated not to exceed $150, 
% 

| 
® 

t atead 

ACTION: 

LE you approve, atcached letter will be sent Chiceszo, 
authorizing initiation of this operation including Chicago 
expenditure of up to $160 for sostage and materials, Translation 
is being arranged separately with Laboratory and reproduction es 

. } i foes u of Liver is being arranged with Ban ee ats Tae of Adnministra=-/"* 
tive Division. Sc 
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‘the U. S. and Canada to whom you intend to mail the fsiser, 

1 = Gow York (Enclosure) =~.” 

SAC, Chicago (105-848¢) 

COUNTER THTHLLIGRNCE AND 
SPECTAL CPERATIC“S 
(NATICHALITIES TTELLIGENCE < 
YUGOSLAV WATTERS) 

Reurlet 1/8/39, onc Xerox copy each of whick 
is being fcerwarded to the Newark and New York offices for ve~9216 
information. _ DECLASSIFIED sy SPN ie AL | 

ON sal — 

Bureau ayproves your preposal and expenses are 
authorized up to $100 Zor postage ang purcaess of necsssary 
materiais. 

You chould nov prepare your List of Cerbians in 

ang advise Bureau of the totcli nuuaber of intendca reecinients. 
Translation of the promissd text in the forhko-Croeatiaa 
language is being hancled by the Translation Uait ef tue 
Laboratory and re=ereduction of the Rayer wiil ba haudled by 
the Exhibits Section at the Dureau. 

You will be advised of further instructions 
subsequent to the completion of necessary urrangenents at 
the Bureau. Bureau is acst aipreciative of your initistivs 
in 2roposing this cporation which could serve to dissrade 
geonre bombing of Yugoslav establicake nts and develop a 

Vespect and adherence to U. 5. laws throughout the: Serbia 
Gomnunities. 

k~ Newark (Inclosure) A 

1- Mr W. F. Row (6221 —B) 
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5 advised pkan had merit but it should submit details for tts 
i Separate plans to carry out over-all counter intelligence pre 

just to the Hovement in New York as such enformation could ecsti 
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FROM : eos Donaho e}.-."f* v pil aS g 2 . Peneats Lee ee 
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suBjECT: CUBA MATTERS - COUNTERINTELLIGENCH PROGRA: fe 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ CUBA ’ ” 

ar ~ 

“nese, 

New York Office suggested a program be instituted 
@isrupt and harass pro-Cuban factions tn WU 8S. through is US 
telephone calls, anti-Castro press releases and simtlor methods 
capitalizing on gntidemocratic and dictatorial methods used By | 
Castro regime and tits proponents in this country. York Cli ices 

Gi 

Laud £NnChics a lvew York Office S0Uurces has furnished inform ati: 
indicating ur asuren of July 26th Kovement has been found derelt 
tn his handling OF Liovement FUNAS 6 An audit of oe oes TevVERLEEA 
Shortages and charges against nim by the cud ttor esuited in a 
fight and icck of full trust in PUFTTIS OY pee ae ox the 
tr Mew York. New York Office nes suggested we capitalize OF? 
Gistrust by making QRONYMOUS telephone Calls to fovement lead 
indicative of " general Goubt and lack of confidence by Cubans 
New York in ‘the Leadership of the Hovemente 

te Seer ERT Ta baat tmantng hin Mine beret ie Ober Of —tb tenet 4 heen 

arenas 84 pee eat -. 
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ee eee nae he The July 26th Hovement was scheduled for its an nnuc 
registration with the Department of Justice on July 1&8, last 
of the Lovement’s books may have peen in preparation ae ee 
Statement required in registration. 4nonymous source in New Fork 
has revealed slipshcd bookkeeping methods and while the shoricage 
may not aetually | exists tt offers an excellent Opportunity for US 
to capitalize on tie allegations in order to throw leadership of 
ovement into disrepute. This disruptive action should not be iimtited 

2 
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be quashed by the controlling leadership within the Movement, It 
Should be appropriately "leaked" to Cuban officials at the Cua 
Delegation to the United Nations and te the director oF t 
activities in Havana. Suen individuals may institute ing 
Oum whick wili result tm replacing current officials of th 
Such action would give us opportunity to interject our aor live 
informants into positions of control of the £0 vement sllese jor 
more complete receipt a ee 272 Re sae 

4 we SASS, he eeu cnenes aCtivigis: Beary CORES St get 
es SS E xempt from/GDS, Caterory Qe 

Wea nf Date of Doplassification | Ay idol geo ™ D ae 
ase = ile x . ‘ly Ca ¢’ ¢ : N ee Fi Oe 21. yrs 

iy Seal by ae Lees ee 
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Attached for New York its a letter approving its . 
proposed plan of anonymous telephone calls and instructing Nei Fork 
to make similcor calis to Cuban United Nations officials and direct 
anonymous letter to Cuban director of July 26th Movement. New York 
instructea to be alert to introduction et injormants to positions 
vacated by anyone ousted as a result Of this disruptive tactic. 
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’ CUBAN LATIERS « ‘COm? TER INTELLI GHICE PROGRAM 
INTERVAL SECURITY » CLBA . 

: 

Reurlet 9/25/61 ms , 

"Permission granted for your: office to effect anonymous 
telephone calls mentioned in referenced letter provided full 

i a contac Eee 30-225) to determine degree of publicity 
given“to date to Grujiilo's| dereziction in handling of July 2ath 
Movenent funds. If pudsiictty of a degrea indicatizig common 
knowledge aiong members of July 26th ovement, Bureau: interposes 

no objection ta course of action outlined in referenced letter. 

security of your s tr 5 sae i tion can be assured.  Recontact 

Disruption of relations within July 26th Movenent in 
Yew York should not be considered as.ultimate objective of liaur 
counterinuslligqeice progroante fo extend your pregram, anIgnyMmaus 
telepnone calls os the nature deseribded in referenced letter 
snouid aise be risde to appropriate Cuban daa isials of the 
Cuban Delegation to the United ations. You Pa aiso prevare 
ant af i paioe letter ri lag details of b iulilizdderetiction 

ue zs nell ee éo “you as the 
! , fion of the July zoth } ovement 

jn, Cre United statese etnies in address in Cube has been 
eported as being c/o igvimiente Revoluctonario, 2d De Julio, 
“rrove 27, flabana, Cuba. Subsequent to preparation of tris 

, fh ete or im tie Spanish language and prior to forwarding it te 
: Rencg tai tz snoula be furnished to the Bureau in its proposed 
i She 

mind necessity of having appropriate live informants in a ae 
prosition to voluntecr to assune Gvties of any officials susted 

Mson yrom the Hovement as @ result of adverse publicity or a 
anal ae tary action originating within the wovement from quar Zs 
Mobr 

ip 269 
Callahanf 

43 Of uly bt 7s y onlin Sy | cation al otae 
PF 2 dee 5 1D ] _ 
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form for review and appropriate approval. 

fo fully real ize all advantages of your plan, bear in 
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Letter to S&C, New York eerie cel 
fee Cuban Hatters - CaunterinieZligence a 

Anonymous calla made by your office in carrying 
out the anproaoved progran should be to select individuals only 

and should be spread over @ suitable period of tine to 
preciuge the rectpients thereof concluding that the callers 
are participating in @a@ concentrated move.to karasa them. 

% 

HOTE: See cover mego Donahoe to Sullivan dated $73/61; 

same ogption, preparef by BRH:ams. 
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<  hece e : (. | PA « Mr. “Meld Supervision) 
Pee? as aneee ais 6 fl - Mr. Co, ‘ 
| “6 * ' | 1 ~, Mr. 

» - ; : é 

liad 
_ Leonora cela ne 

ee . 1 ccalriylererewrnir nat 

Kos: "3253. Sttb 1) Septenber i3, 269 DAC, San Juan, 

[be eae 73/2 oo 3. , 
‘ 

oe hagehockememer?” Tv a Zee ae —— 2 eee aguirector, FR e v __ 

: - 7 = a REC; 31 en Eth Ai aie Tepaip te ms o . | wr’ 

4 o is we . 2 rr =z“ To ™ 2 : ce GRGUYS SOURING INDIPEIDENCE FUR PUERTG RICO at 
(CURTERIATSLLIGIACS PROGRAM) ee 
SUBVERSIVE CONTRUL 

te % 

Re San Juan letter 3-22-60 and . New York letter 

we 

Tne operation of a counterintelligence procran 
inst Puerto Riczn oryanizetions which souk PECTIC = S 

nap gece ndence threugh other than Jie , peaceful m 
avery inoortant endeaver. Such a progrim mt pray 

most discraet te preclude cnbarrassment te the biveen ard 
© be conducted in a manner to lnsure that rene of our 

conti sencial sources are jeoserdizeid. Ro action Sealer be 
taken ag implement this program without specific Burea 
aNnTOVEl 3 

For the purnoses of this pregram, San Juan and 
Kew York should consider the suggested tactics to be enplioyed 

: “A get out herein where it appears tae tactic could be 
.. Successfully emoloyed in its locale. . 

, ~- 73 

a Ft certainly appears that we coi an apitalize upon 
; Statements made by Puerto 5 Sican subjects either in Sew York 

-; OF in Puerte Rico where the individuel makes inconsistent 
. Z statements in two different lecalities. Where you save a 

Puerto Rican nationalist or ccmmnnist iceder engaging in 
“< activities or making Statements in ome location ars! 

subsequently meking a report im enother locality, which is 
“\ at VeYriance with his orivinal activity or statement, thw 

. petals snoula be furnished the Bureau with your recommenda 
_ MAILED 29 2on 4S to how it may be used to disrupt the activities of 
SEP 1.3 71960 Fiche dnuivininal. 

wr 

COMERS “Ol sideratio mn should be given to circulation an. 
| PerDLAGl Ty OL ance eoue aera ePyilictes, Sertreulerly iofacrs 
7 of subversive rucrte Rican independence erganiz zations, 

Tolsan / through local newspaper contacts where such data cowlt 
peau = 4 “uISTUot the activities of tne individual hd the organization. 
Belmont i Fae er “ct sale. Sled ipa. ag a ; ; tot FETE Sin. 

FRO teeta att Fs itay cecal Teel RIE sty Ps 
lahan ace 

Pe ee “f New’ Yo rk / (0832872) -- ie 
Malone 

iy 

McGui ae - aes ae, Tose j e | 
aniice eee oe / (8) : . 

SESH 19 9 1920 . Mp fal 
See ee pee 3, 
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Tandy — MAIL A call ELETYPE uNIT L_| : 
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Letter to SAC, San Juan 
Re! nee S°EKING LHOJSPENOENCS FUR PUSRTG RICO 

(COUNT RINTALLIGSNCE PRUGRAM) 
—FSUBIERS 1Vi, CONTROL 
JL. ff va ab a: fs 

: Both the San Juan ami New York Gffices should prepare, 
from public source information, aé proposed timely article which 
would net Jeopariize any inforwant or Bureau technique showing 
the nationalist and/or communist Fuerto Rican independence 
organizations to be basically anti-Puerto Rice. These articles 
Wiil be consiuered for publication tarough either Bureau contacts 
or contacts of the Sun Juan and hew York uffices. 

We should particularly direct our cfforts against the 
leads trys of the ruerto ican organizations which advocate to any 
devree tne use of force or violence to obtain Puerto Kico's 
imiesendonce, Consider the use of anonymous letters where 
disparaging Sstetements are made by one icader against anether, . 

The Agents concerned with this matter in the Kew York 
| Uffice should review for ideas,techniques aml tactics ansioyed in 
| the counterintelligence program against the Comuumist Party, USA. | 

It appears that in Puerto Rico the most immediate target 
of international communism is to influence one Federacion de 
Universitarios Fro independencia (YUP1). San Juan should, therefore, 
consider tactics de sign Bd to lessen communist influence in the FUPI 
and to lessen FUPI's influence among the student body at the 
University of Puerte Rice. 

Future communications should be captianed as above. 

San Juan is being considered office of origin in this 
matter ani copies of communications prepared by San Juan should be 
furnished the New York Uffice, Mew York showld furnish San Juan 
copics of communications prepared by Kew York. 

= ve he ee we ee ne ee ee ne 



Letter to SAC, San Juan yh 
Re: GROUPS SEEKING INDEPENDENCE FOR PUERTO RICO cava tefi| ihe 

I 
ie 4 

# J ; te fw eer 
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NOTE ON YELLOW: 

(COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM) 
.... SUBVERSIVE CUNTROL 

; 

1US-66754- 0 
~~ 

. 
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‘~ 

There has been an increasing boldness apparent in the 
activities of organizations which seek independence for (Puerto Rica 
through other than lawful, peaceful means. Secause of their 
utter disregard of the will of the majority, the nationalist, 
communist and/er Soviet desire to embarrass the United States, 
and the courage given to the cause by Castro's Cuba, a more poesi- 
tive effort must be made, not enly to curtail, but to disrupt, the 
activities of these organizations. Bulet 84-60 instructed 
San Juan and New York to furnish the Bureau their observations 
and suggestions. San Juan and New York have furnished general 
observations and have indicated that such a program may be 
feasible. This is not a program of harrassment, and disruptive 
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: “ay Tolson 

Sie DeLoach 
Mohr 

Ll =- Mr, . DeLoach Wick ——____. 
Casper 

: L = Mr. Ww: Cy Sullivan : Callaf ‘an 

il- Mr Baumgardner \ ee 

‘DATE: October 4, 1966 3 oben ie — Sulliv r 

er ape sob sie 
Trotter 

2 4 ee 1 = Mr. Deakin | Tele. Room 

, PNOMAL FORM NO. 10 5010—106 

ie "" TERMAY 3962 EDITION 

UMNETED STATES GU VERNMENT 

M emorandum _ 
TO ‘Mr. We. ac tsel 

FROM F. J. Baumgardner Holmes 
Gandy 

SUBJECT; HOODWINK.> 7 rie 
(INTERNAL SECURITY) = CO" 

~” Jy TNS i* ag 

2 t NCL ae? / gerpur ist a >: ALM. 
- PURPOSE: DAs oz oo piste 

\ long-range counterintelligence program designed to provoke arc 
dispute between the Communist Party, USA, and La Cosa Nostra 

‘ under the code name of Hoodwink. ee ees is, 

OBJECTIVES: eae 

_  .& dispute between the Communist Party, USA, and 
La Cosa Nostra would cause disruption of both groups by +7 4s 
having each expend their energies, time, and money attacking VE 2 
the other. This would help neutralize the activities of both A 
groups which are detrimental to this country. i Bik 

BACKGROUND: 

The Communist Party, USA, and La Cosa Nostra come in contact 
\\ With each other in the labor field where hoodiums operate 

businesses under "sweatshop" conditions. By making it appear 
that the Party is attacking hoodlum labor practices, over a 
period of time we could provoke a bitter dispute between the | 
two organizations. 

: Hey 

La Cosa Nostra has no sympathy for the seen yt 

~~ - 

eg VOR ow 

The New York Office has recommended a specific 
technique to initiate this program. This technique consists | 
of anonymously forwarding one leaflet to a local La Cosa Nostra }\ 
leader attacking the labor practices of one of his enterprises. 
The leaflet would ostensibly be published by a local Party 
unit. A note with the leaflet woure give the e impression that 
it has received wide cizcplationsr. | Peta ae se a . AP REC 10 _ 48s on Enclosure; Saf /0- b- 6% 27 MCE a 3 

sd ~ Special investigative (Route thigueh/ for rh) 

1s de 19 166 

s 
4 

P exeis : 

TJD: jes. iw *y, 
(6) , * Conny —! O 
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Memo to Mr. Sullivan ! 
RE; HOODWINK . > 

RECOMMENDATION: 

| That the attached letter be sent the New York Office 
authorizing the anonymous mailing of a spurious leaflet, 
allegedly from the Communist Party, USA, attacking La Cosa 
Nostra, to a local hoodium leader as the first step ina 
long-range program to provoke a dispute between the rye 
er Oupe ae en 

Bosse 
__ ; 

oo 
| 

eas = fe - ~~ 
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* Bethy DeLoach 
“ Mr. W.C, Sdllivan 

10/5/66 
Papen, 

Ls 
i SAC, New a? 

. EE Ip | Director, FBI ee 533 — : 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner : 
1 «Mr. Deakin aj 

| \ 
a a IN : ‘ 

piel ns Ty) ATT revenadon ee Xe ¥ 

INTER CUR SERBIN TS UNCLASSTELS 

WN | pase WIDOO BY SP. purl STE ON 
: 2 ReNYijet captioned "Communist Party, USA; Counter \ | ek, 
, intelligence Program; IS - C; @ha Cosa Nostra),"” dated 
ok 9/22/66. Hooedwink is the code word designated for this | 

| oe progran. A ae se 

New York is authorized to mail the anonymous letter’: .’ 
and leaflet set out in relet as the beginning of a peter renee 
program to cause a dispute between La Cosa Nostra (LCN) and § ‘> \ -- 
the Communist Party, USA {CPUSA). ‘To strengthen this. alleged! < \ 
attack, add a last sentence to the leaflet: "“"Let’s show a 
the hoodiums and the bosses that the workers are united 
‘against sweatshops." 

Take the usual precautions to insure this mailing 
cannot be associated with the Bureau and advise of tangible 
results. New York should also submit follow-up recommendations 
‘to continue this vrogran. 

3 

MAILED 
The Party has been the subject of recent boisbings ,/ \ 

‘a typical hoodlum technique. Consider a spurious Party oases sees, exo 
statement blaming the LCN for the bombings because of 
Party efforts on behalf of the workers." This statemengs * 
could be aimed at specific LCN members if appropriate. 

| ; In developing this program, thought should aleo be 
given to initiating spurious LON attacks on the CPUSA, so that’ 
‘each group would think the other was mounting ai campaign \ 
ms acaisst LC; . : 

- «6%, \Z 
The Bureau very much appreciates New York’s careful | 

/ analysis of this program and the initial “low-key" eechni ue ; 
| suggested. eee ccinssc 

Tolson \ 7 . 

| CeLoach S$ 1 ~ Special investigative (Route: 

—— TID: jesyy + Eek ys 
af 
Pelt eee 
est T= NOTE: “See memorandum Baumgardnes| to Mr.  itiee. ar 
ee Captioned as above, preparéd by; TID: ess 

+ Favet 
Trotter 
Tele. Room mice D1 UI Sieg 
andy ye roomL_] TELETYPE UNIT ea 
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Office Menor randliin ° UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
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‘ DATE: st 5 
tO ~ ¢ 7 tS 5 Ls Yo. Boardman j; ° ae August 28, L9 56 

4 . Z 3, Ree . rmenen rte 
as , 

. eae \ 7 — | 

eae ‘ko Mr. Ae He Belmont \ ; eee 2 

ae. edseei tas be idee ee PRET po (Popes: 

SUBJECT OP, USA - CCUNTER INTELL IGEN 7 PROGRAM op le v3 ALR By § Fe 2 
Es INTERNAL SECURITY ~ Cc’ Woes AL AB, 3/a> oe ali ea 

~ . During its investigation of the Communist poviy, > 
USA, the Burean has sougat tO Capitalize on incidents ne ; 

; involving the Party and its leaders in order to foster a 

' factionalism, bring the Communist Party (CP) and its leaders a4 
3nto disrepute before the American public and cause contusion 
and dissatisfaction among rank-and-rile members of the CP. 

ty ag 5 . 
Generally, the above acticn has constituted - 

harrassment rather than disruption, since, fer the most party 
(the Bureau has set up particular incidents, and the attacx na 
jbeen from the righ ide. At the present time, however, there i 
jexisting wivnin the CP a situation resulting fron the cevelonv~ 
jmerts al the e0cn Congress of tne CP of the Soviet Union and 
the Goverisehnt-s attacx on the Par vy prancipaLly var Cus a ov 

prosecutions under the Smitn Act cf 1940 and the Internal 
Security Act of 1950 which is made to order for an alil-cut. 
disruptive attack against the CP from within. In other words, 
the Bureau is in a position to initiate, on a = scale 
than heretofore attempted, a counterintelligence program against | | 
the CP, not py harrassment from the outside, which might cniy ji 
serve to bring tne various factions togetner, but by feeding 
and’ fostering Irom within the internal Might currently raging. 

- 

in 3 ’ 
, . 
PT tes ot ve . 

ri 

r é 

Tete em oy oak eee 

We have been considering possible courses to implement 
such a program and at the present time, we are actively working 
on the follos ring four: . an 

1) The Socialist Workers Part ty (SWP) is making an all- 
out effort to win over-CP members who have pecome disiliusionad. . 
with Stalinist coumunism. SwP members are distributing ccpies 
of "The Militant" (SVP publication) at CP rallies and meetings 
‘and are cont acting individual CP members in an attempt to sell 

Pt, ary aoe g SOE ad 
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Unauthorized Disclssure — 
Subject to Crimital Sanctions ; 
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‘Memorandum for Mr. Boardman 

ee ‘ehisa the SWP philosophy. This SWP program could very definitely 
“~penefit the Bureau provided we can achieve through our informant 
coverage in the SWP some degree of control and direction over it. 
The ultimate goal would be to continue and intensify pressure on 

: the CP from the left. Since the Party is already under pressure 
from the right, the combined pressure would contribute materially 
~ Gistracting tne CP from its primary gods. 

ACTION: As memorandum, together with a.letter to the 
15 offices having SWP activity in the U. S., is attached, sounding 
‘out these offices through their SwP informants as to the possibility 
‘of initiating several specific steps aimed at the Bureau's 
furthering, assisting and possibly ‘adding to. the current SWP 
aisruptive program, . . 

-2) The CP national convention is scheduled to be held 
during February 1957. At the present time there appear to be 4 
Separate views within the CP leadership as to the degree of change to 
be made in the organization and program of the CP, USA. The Party 
has publicly announced that the theory of democratic a 
has been:mcdified and that each CP member has the right 
express his views as to the past mistakes and future path = 
communism in the U. S. Freliminary material for the draft- 
resolution for the national convention has teen prepared and is 
being discussed on a national level vrior to being sent to the 
various districts for preconvention discussions on a local level. 

AGPION: A memorandum, together with a letter to 12 key 
offices is being prepared, requesting these offices to submit to 
the Bureau-the identities of certain informants who will be 
briefed and instructed to embark on a disruptive program within 
their own clubs, sections, districts or even on a nationalilevel. 
These informants will raise objections and doubts as to the success 
of any proposed plan of action by the CP leadership. They will 
Selze every opportunity to carry out the disruptive activity not 

‘Only at meetings, conventions, et vetera, but also during social 
ene ssi ieeecaet with CP members and leaders. it is noted that 

™~ 
2 *e - ot se . * ' ss e =. = 
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i ihas prepared a docuzent which crit 

. &’o alerting certain offices to this plan 
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Memorandum for Mr. Boardman i. 

@ Letter has been sent to 12 key offices (dated August 27, 1996) 
requesting intormation as to the View points of the national an 
district leacers relative to the faction within the CP that each 
appears to favor. fnis intcrmation can be used by The Verous 
offices.in briefing the informants who will carry out the . 
Gisruptive vrezran. It is pointed out that the sical ane chosen 
and approved for this program should not be endangered, since, 
as pointed out above, the Party has publicly encouraged all 
members to participate in.the current discussions. 

3) Recently, 
and convicted Smith Act subj 

me an ox od aaeeaecet / ed a WEMEEE,, ue tr Te 

et EE 8 national CP leader nee 
CU, was assigned by the Party 

Be ae JB ; « « “t 

Si ce der _f ee aa -¢ et z i, See & SGiRTE LIZ ous PystaszStetecifist organizationi® % oe a Suggested that | prepare and distribute a Gocument callins for an exchange of opinions by individuals interested in forming a new socidist organization. fnis is the first step taken by the CP in forming a new socielist coalition in which it hones to particivate, re 2 . vicizes the absence of © fcivil liberties, free trade wnions and outlets for dissentinz opinions in tne Soviet Union. It further up = : ( ges that Evrorean Satellite naticns be free fron Soviet domination. The CP hopes 
woppersuade = J to mollify his criticism of the Soviet Union h a = ego: ~S Teleased. |At the same time the CP fesis av some mild critic En 7 6 te eo uel be beneficial in cai pea Of the Soviet Union and the CP, USA, will 2 seining Roncommunist support for =F? 

ACTION: Tha 
+ 

te S plan of the cP may create a situation which would lend itself to a disruptive Operation by the Burean, appears that it is too early to actually make e move, but ye certair 
of the CP and are instructing vaat tnis operation pe Closely watched so that if a Situation does Dresent itself we will pe de ; " positi tO. mak any move which appears logical and workable. cn to make 

% ~~ 
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/ Menorandun for Mr. Boardman 

! ' 4) When the CP cite was “put in: operation on a. 
—_large ‘scale in 1951, CP leaders decided after extensive study, . : 

that underground personnel should either .disregard theiz tax- > ; 
obligations or file under false names. Z ne ee 

+ #tne 

ACTION: We have obtained from. the field, the names and 
current addresses of former underground leaders with a view towerd 

‘| farnishing them to the Internal Revenue Service (iRS5) for 
appropriate action. A memorandum has gone through (August 28, | 
1956) recommending that the names and current address of 102: ge 
such leaders, all of whom have Smith Act ramifications, be _ 
transmitted to the Department and the Department .be reauested 

. to advise if there is any objection to the Bureau furnishing this 
‘material to IRS. If there.is no objection, the Bureau proposes 
to transmit the mames and addresses to IRS via Idaison for 

-Qppropriate action. We will then follow IRS very clesely since 
-GRS action should: (1) uncover the aliases and whereabouts, from 
1951 to 1954, of these subjects who actually filed returns under 
‘aliases and admit such action, or (2)-result in possible 
prosecuticn of those subjects who did not file returns -or who 
-xefuse to furnish details.if they did file, It is believed that 
..action by IRS at this time would deal a further devastating blow 
at the CP and would certainly reflect very unfavorably on the 
Farty SRT: for the instructions issued in ae : 

- OBSERVATION. 

We are going ahead with ‘the 4} courses of action listed 
in this memorandum. A detailed memorandum is attached covering 
the SWP angle; a memorandum has gone through separately covering -- 
the first phase of the Ins angie, and a getailed memorandua © 
covering the disruptive pvrozram “by confStiential open is 
being prepared as is a menorendum - ‘covering the _ “gphase. 

-—s 
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For the present, our disruptive tactics a, or 
necessity, be general in nature, that is, along the line of — o. 

_, “keeping the pot boiling." . The time may come, however, when | } 
16 will be desirable to direct our arene tagtics eee a 
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Memorandum’ for Mr. Boardman | 

specific goale A national committee has been ant up to work * 
exclusively on the resolution for the forthcoming CP national 
convention. this resoiution may be that the CP be dissolved ~ 
end reconstituted under a new name; a coalition be effected 

with certain liberal and right-wing elements or that the CP 
remain as consituted but that Several drastic changes bea made 
in its constitution. . When this resolution has been drawn up 

“and the Bureau receives a copy or it, serious consideration: 
will be given as to whether it will be of benefit to the 
Bureau's operations and to the security of the country for 
us to set a specific goal in this disruptive program. 

The Internal Security Secticn is giving Vea Bt Soc 
» continuous thought and attention and we are remaining alert 

situations which might afford additional CoP een eae for 
further disruption of the UBAe 

wp en whe 

ACTION: . _ : tales 

This memorandum has Been prepared for your 
information and to advise you of the eee this 
PP Ogr ame 
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an high Communist Party (CP) circles there ‘are indicaS ais 

fons that the GP is considering dissoluticn and incorporating itsels iS 

broad socielist erganization. in order to exolore tnis nossipiiity tne 

cP erod s.. . eontact . _ + to intlivence nin ia tas 

reparet? on ang distribution of a document calling ror opinions CY a 

Sndividuals interested in formation of this new organization, = : 
om lee 

. 

document as being anti-Russian and anticonaunt oy aye 

was instructed to have sone: down this document. 2S 

ned ‘a Learlet 203 symposium to be held 10/3/ 
has furnished ‘a Leaflet announcing a Sy=pos ue a /) 

n 

rejected 
—_ 

Sf) \3 icone Done 

- 

19 neace-tine conscrintion oto! oe 

equality covositicn to tne use of thermonuclear Gevices and - . 

denounced communism @ltheugh many or its ideals closely parallel enose 

of the CPe © NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATIO 
° 

7 * 

c Giseuss the formation of this new orgen. 2 ae 

incluse = and : cp functicnary, which evidences tne 

Berious 2ubent the CP has in the possipilities of the new organization. 

‘ 
: Bh, > *- ge Bureau should (1) attemot to learn the CP plans for this _ 

seation aii (2) attempt to prevent the CP fren aominetirs, Cr <) 
mew organization ana vey Sseenyy r | 7 Ys : 2 | at 

¢ “Inancing. this organization for its own desires. ime pureali uss 
least influencing, this organizati | jest wine Bureau 

mot desire the CP to develop this orsenization end after carezut seuc es 

4Snherent dangers are foreseen. With the CP as is, tne bureau is cetter - 

equipped to combat 1% inder existing lesislation, 1.¢., Smith act - 47; 
. ~ _ + mn = a > . 2? to rn7 ~~ am ul on 

etc. ‘With the dissolution of tne Cp and enzrgence of 4 nev organisa tics 

under 2a new name it is doubtrul if the afore-mentioned existing sees 

Wegislation would te effective or could ce applied against ite eae oe 

‘wprosecutions under existing laws have acte6a as a aetexrsnt to tne gsrowtn 

‘of the CP and have in the past upset its operation. 

: x So. ae Te 
« Bufiles reflect ‘ 7 Fi , | 
ae ” cs 5 i & _ Z 

z e tet in = 3 ih. Pratorzanization advocates 
eafion Founded in England in 191+. tne’ organiaation “0 ‘ ; 

ee es : ascolition of Selective Service laws, SaCea: 
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Memordndum for Mr. Le V. Boardman 
‘ ts 

It is believed the Bureau at this time should consider 
engaging in an enlarged vrogram of counterintelligence activities in 

{connection with the formation or this new broad socialist organization 
Which the CP anpears:to be avtenn ting to creates. If is believed that 
1a possible approach to this < “might ,be made throush 

by using a third-party contact whereby Would be unaware of 
« the“Bureau’s interest. In considering this possibility the Chicage 

Office has been tnstructed to initiate an intense investigation to 
Getermine the extent of CP domination of the 10/5/56 symposium; to 
determine whether the CP is the driving forca behind the symposium; 

_ and to afford complete coverage of this affair. By this coverags 
attigude and line of thinking regarding this new organization 

“HEPHt“ve ascertained. Upon receipt of this infor mation the Bureau 
would bé@ in a. pettier vosition to. make a definits determination 
concerning the feasibility of this plan and tne pest courses to be 
followed. 

In finding a suitable and reliable third-party contact to 
earry out the Burean*s intentions in this matter it is desired that 
the New York Office ba instructed to thoroughiy review its files 
concerning in an effort to locate closs contacts or his who 
might pe willing’ to assist the Bureau; to insfitute an investigation 

activities solely for the purposs oF developing such 
information: to develop information concerning ths present whereabouts 
of gon and danghters; and to consider, devending upon the. 
results of va file review, the desirability of} 

“ - tha New York OffTSa-wttl 
| “pe“instructed not to maka” ‘any contacts “whatsoever until it has 
| submitted a "plan of attack" together with its comments and 
| recommendations regarding the reliability of the individuals to be 
| contacted Ke) insure that no embarrassment would be caused the sureau,. 

ACTION: 

” If you approve, there is attached a letter to the New York 
Office dated 9/7/56 outlining the Bureau‘s plans and Pistructeons 

_ regarding this matter. | 
3% 6 6Our puxpose tn — Raseoniyighatee ts to 

prevent the communtsts from controllin,; aay 
rqantzation estonlished. fos cause such or7cy be 
Lon ve 2+ reject tne pht eee of cosmaass 
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| | . e i a $A TO iasieaniiicanen 

SACs - New York Se ee s 

. ae September 6, 1956 

Directors PBI , | im 2 

a _ ine c. { Lo - 

—oMONTS? PARTTU34 “uel geoet 
COWIO PINE ILLI ONS PROGRAL 

t JUTRoA eaGailal eo 4 P| : 

Pehulet dated August 27, 1956, ee 
| Wonnunist FPoriu, CIA, Facttonaltaem, Inter Security » C,7 

- requesting infernatton cs to the piahaataee of the nationcl 
» ,and district leacers relctive te the particular faction 

Le within the Conamunist Party (CP) whitch each leader appears 
f @o -fovor, . , 

gq There ts extsting within the CP at the present 
time consicerablie intern Gi friction resulcing from the 
Cevclopnents at the 49th Congress of the CP of thc Sovtet 
‘Unton cond prom the Governnent’s attack on the Party, 
princtpally terouga pi eevee uncer the Sntthk Act of 
1940 end the Interncl Ssccurtty Act of 1269. This situation EM 

ee 

| f.¢ Gppeare made. to order for an Glleout disruptive citack 
0 PZ cgatnst tre Party on a hroacer scale than heretofore 
Outt ctiempted by the Rurecu. Accordingly, ‘the Bureau ia thinking 
“Hig tn terns of a counterintelligenge program aimed at tie CP, 
SR a now OY ROTCSEnens Jrogm cee Pe Whiten mignty only scrve to 
Atl bring the vertous fcecetions together but by feeding end 

a 0 ag . = o O18 id fostering fron within the internal fight eu irrently raging. 
> fie 
aad Das Anong the several courges of cetion unter 

OV consideration by the Sureau ta one which will involve the 
use of cervcin conficenticl tnformants the wtll be ftefed 
end instructed to embark on a disrupttuc progran within 
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Letter to SAC, New York 
eM OP. os . 

their own clubs, sections, and districts. Jt ts contemplated 
that these informcents will seek ta continue and increase 

==: the current confusion existing within tae CP by rcisiny 
questtons. and Goubts nl to the success of any proposed plan 
Of action by the CP Jecdership. For example, when the 
Graft resolution for aa fae theontng national convention 
comes up for ciscuasion in the various districts throughout 
the coun Try, viese informants can point up the wecknesse 
enherent in tie resolution; the weaknesses and nistares of 
the present lecderships the condisions which existed in 
Russia during Stalin 3 leaderships fatlure of the CP leadership 
tn this country to maise any progress in the labor fields the 
Hegro question; anc many otierse 

The aim of the informants will be to take advantage 
ef the OP recuests for open discussion by the membershtp tO 
force Ciseusston of topics reflecting on the ee 3; 
CP leadersnip, progrens, cnd philoosophye Such discussion tes 
tntended to skaze tre conficence of CP menbers in vhetr 
movement and rencer them more susceptible to development as 
tiformants or cause tiem to abandon the Party or to follow 
Some other course of ccttan which would interfere Wet an 
effective reortentation of the policies of the CP. Jt ta not 
intended thet the informants compromise themselves in zdvencing 
these topics for discussion. fhetr approgen skoulsu oe overtly 
constructive and exploratory rather then eritical. Under no 
ctrcumstences will any tndication’ be given to the tnforments 

 participeting tn the prooran that other tnformants may be 

HW 55105 Docld: } 

» 

engaged in simtiicar acttuity, and the questions and topica 
raised by or informants well be se carefully planned end 
introduced at tie meetings in such a manner that they will] not 
attract any more attention than other members who are taking 
port tn the discussions. 

L% %8 contemplated that the informants wtll seize 
every opportunity to cerry out this disruptive cetivrt: not 
Ooniy at official Party functions but also curing social ond 
other conicets wrth CP members and Ieacers. It is felt that 
tf the tnformants cre properly selected and briefed, there 
Should be no cancer involved in such .ection on thetr part 
‘@ince cll CP members hove been encouraged by the nettonal . 
leaser3hip to participste fully tm current and forticoning 
discussions. 
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Létter to SAC, Few York 

The Bureau cestres that each offtce recetving 
coptes of this letter submit by September 15, IISG, the 
names of several informents who cppear te posseas the 
riecessary baeczaround and intelligence to cerry out this a 
progrem successfully. The Burecu wtil consider each infpornans 
tnctutdusily and will, tkherecfter, tssue additional speeipic 
instructions otith reference to this entire operation. This 
progren should not be discussed with any tnformant until 
Burecu so instructs, You cre tnstructed to afford tis me 
serious consicerction end cttentton end to tnuciude tn your: 
Reply to thts conmunicction pertinent comments or suggest: 
ef your own or of tse Agent personnel: of your office who cre 
or who have been cssigned te securtty work. as 
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The Socialist Workers Party (SYP) has, over a 
the past several years, been openly espousing its line 
on a local and national oasis throuch running candidates ; 
for puplic office and strongly GTrCerin = and/or SUOpOTrting 
such causes as Castro! S_ Ua and iiterration problens 
arising in the Soutn. The sie NaS aiso been in rrequcent 
contact with international irotsayite rrotns stonoing , 
Short of onen and direct contact WitaA these vroubs. The 
oUuth eTOUuD of tne Si.P hes also baen operating on tnis s 

basis in conncetion with Sw policies. be ' : . 

Gffices receivirs copies of this letter are | 
2 articipatiny in the Burcau's Communist Party, res 

ounterint ellicence Provran. it is Foit tnat a disruotion 
rogran alone sizilar Lines could ve ica avairst tho 
HP on a very selective Basis. Une of the purposes: ae tiis 
rogran would be to alert the nublic‘’to the. fact that the 
WP ois not just another socialist Sroup Dut foilows the 

| revolutionary principles OF Hark, Lenin an ungCis as 
oe interpreted by Leon rrotsky. 

tt is pointed out, however, that this procran 
is not intended to bo a “crasa" nrotran. Only ee. 
thougat-out op crations with the wicost possivle effect™ 
and benefit to the mation should be suiiitted. It nay- 
oe desiravle to exsand the protran after the effects “uoay 
been evaluated, ~~ = : 

Each office is, CGT CLO: re, recuested to. caret lly: 
jevaluate sucn a progran And SULUIE their Views to the’. Diread 
regarding initiating a Sii’ disruption prosran on lisited 
‘basis e 

>, 
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| Q Pees ee a, 
TO "3 ir, We. C. Sullivan ae: DATE: August 209 19 64 a 

i . : } " intro Os he ee oe 
| . fn er 

“FROM -: -Mrs-F. J,-Baumgardner, . 3 aise ae oe 

“steect: c ee ee J SATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
DISRUPT - ne OF HATE GRoups - 7 -!- Unauthorized Disclosure - | 

| ea ree, s ae a Subject to Criminal Sanctions ~ ae 
j ‘ 7 8 * gue . tai ia inci ee eae Meteo 

_ Memorandum from Br..J. H. Gale to ir, Tolson dated 7/30/64 
captioned "Investigation of Ku Klux Klan and other Hate Groups" was 
approved by the Director authorizing the Domestic Intelligence 

- Division to give consideration to the application of counterintel- 
ligence and disruptive tactics to hate groups and to thereafte - 
make appropriate recommendations, it is our recommendation that 7 
we immediately initiate a hard-nitting, closely supervised, 

; coordinated counterintelligence’progran to expose, disrupt and - TM, 
atherwi ca neutralize tne Ru Kiux Kan: _CKEK) and specified oth er 
hate | groups. \ 

of our experience with a variety of Sophisticated techniaues 
successfully applied against the Communist Party, USA, and related 
Organizations since 12) 36, Prinarily, ve intend to. expose to public 
Scrutiny the devious maneuvers and duplicity of the hete “EYOUDS 3 
to frustrate any efforts or plans they may have to consolidate 
their forces;.to_discourage their recruitment of new or youthful 

= This new counterintelligence effort will take advantage ~ 

= 
fm 

N 

WW | adherents ; and to_disrunt or eliminate their efforts to circunvent 
“\ ]~0r violate the law, Our counter intelligence exiorts against hate 
\ 4? BxoUupS will be closely supervised and coordinated to complement 
- Our rpanded intelligence lnovestigations directed at these 
is organizations, . 

© we 

5 i-¥"* We are furnishing general instructions to 17 field 
offices (14 Southern offices responsible for active investication 
of 17 Klan groups and 6 hate organizations, and New York, Chi Caso 
and Baltimore, who have active investicative responsibilitics — 
for one hate organization ea en) Pelatine to the administration 
and prompt enactment of this new counterintellisence ynrogran, 
Briefly, these instructions require the 17 participating offices. 
to submit to the Bureau on or berore 10/15/G4 an analysis of  f: trv, 
possible counterintelligence operations, including any specific —“- °- 

' recommendations fo action, Thereafter (commencing 1/1/65) ne 
Ftp Gdnattolese Bt ges will submit a 90-day Status letter oetti 

ide class: 
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Memorandum to fir. Sullivan .. | oo ee ee 

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGINCE PROGRAM - 4 . 

i INTERNAL SECURITY 
1... DISRUPTION OF HATE 

- 7 : 

GROUPS 

* 
: > 

forth 2 Summary of current, possible, and successfully achieved 
counterintelligence activity during the prior 3-month veriod. 
Bach office will be instructed to open and maintain a pending 
investigation relating to tnis program and to assign a Special 
Agent on a part-time basis as the program coordinator responsil is 
for following and initiating counterintelligence action. 

As is the instance in our established counterinteilisence 
*progran against the Communist Party, USA,/and in our current 20-iay 

ee trial counterintelligence progran directed against Soviet-fatelliite 
lintelligence all. recommended counterintelligence action agains 
iXLa an-type and hate organizations Willi be reuuired to be appro. 
tat the Seat of Government. 

This new counterintelligence program directed at Klean 
and hate organizations will be .supvervised at the Seat of Government 

.| by the Special Agent supervisor responsible for our Similiar programs 
Ee a 

' \ directed against the Communist Party, USA, 

a ¢ oS ere 
Bupervisory personnel 

' Of the Kians and hate 
memorandum justitying 

‘Vor the particivating 
of techniques which ha 

 yequirements. 

 -—RECOLMENDATIONS: 

ak poy 
Orts will be closely coordinated with 
responsible for the intelligence investigstions 
org anizations and. théir membership, an annual 
continuance of the program will be Submitted 
field offices will be pneriodically enorised 
ve been found to be most Successful. At 

such time as fhe progran iS considered to be succesSfully under 
_ way, a status mex sorandun Will be submitted which will include any 
| additional recommendations relating to manpower or other acainistravsy 

- - 

e e 

* 

) | 1. That the Domestic Intelligence Division be authorized 
to dmmediately initia 
Girected at expoSing, 

a coordinated counterintelligence SPOgrer 
disruotinge and otherwise neutralizing tre 

LT Said Klan organizations and 9 active racial hate orgs nizations, 
ae * . a r « 
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Memorandum to ti. Sullivan _ ee om 
: NYBRINTELLIGINCE Pi = | RE: COUNTERINTELLIGONCE PROGRAM | 

INTERNAL SECURITY 
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS . ete ea 
rR ae 7 * 

- ° : y* : 

2. That the attached letter be forwarded to the 17 ~ 
$ 

field offices slated to particivate in this new counterintellicence 
program setting forth instructions for the administration and : 
immediate enactment of the program, wee 
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COURTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAH we /.0 0." aew0tl®- nn “Va 
WTEMIAL SECURITY eT I LER pin dG, 

DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS -_, on oh3fog..  * 

MEOENII/- Nesective irnediatsly, the Bureau is instituting’” 
-@ evordinated Counterintellicence gzogran (Cointelpro} - a 

directed against nian-tyoe and hate orfaniZatiors. Offices + 
* 

peceiving copies of this letter are instructed to immediately 

open an active control Tile, caoticned 2s above, and to 

gssign resnonSibility for this progren te an experienced 

and imaginative Ssecial Agent who is webd versed 12 

investigation of hate and racistetype organizations and 

$hoiz menbersSnip. 

a” 

Whe purpose of this program is to expose, disrupt = 

and otherwise ncutwalizs the activities of the various Kians - 

end hate organizations, their iteadership aud auucrenes. 

The activities of these groups must be foliovwed on & : 

continuows basis So ve may taxs advantage of aid ODDOLs 

tunities for counterintelligence ana also inSpire action 

4n instances where circumstances warrant, Tne devisus : 

maneuvers and duolicity of these groups must be exposed jj; 

fo public scrutiny through tie cooperation of reliable 

mows media sources, both locally and at the Seat o2 

Government, we must frustrate any eiiort or tne groups 

ta consolidate their forces or to recruit new or youts ak 

adherents. in every instance, consideration snould be 

riven to disrupting the organized activity of these groups 

and no oncortunity should be missed to capitalize upon 

orgenizational and personal conilicts of tnugir leadership. 
Fineness dae Aociatele ee “ 

re 

2 Balitinors Nenvh is, ‘ “ & is | - 

» Birmingham , ‘2}— Bani a ; ind 

wo» Cnarlotte ‘ole Eobile a oy 

e Chicage Q\|~ few Orleans . 

» jJacisonvilis iole Hew York 
~ JAckSoLn 22 « Richrond ; 

» Knoxville. éZ = Savannan 
2« Little Lock (2 « Tampa ; : 

Net * “Nv nae 7 
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} | Letter to Atlanta = eignteeeeere. - x 
BS3° COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM eee PEE ad 

|! INTERIAL SECURITY : “2 
Yo  DESRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS : 

— | a 
i oe : . : 

‘ 

‘ ¢ 

: The nOer ee Kian orrmanizations, currently i 
under active investigation, should be considered for : 

‘  gount 6rintelligence action: : ; 

| 2%. Association of Arkansas Klans of the 
! : Enights of the Ku Hiux ilane 

 @, Association of Georgia Klans. 
3, Association of South Carolina Klans, 

Enights of the Ru Rlux Nlan. 
4 €bristian Knichts: of the Ku Klux Klan, 

Hinton, West Yirginia, oe 
- & Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Kiux . 

Kian, inc, 

G@, {mproved Order of the U. S. Klans, 
Knights of the Ku Hiux ian, INC 

G. Xndenendent Klavern, Poaniais Inne 
8. Independent Klan Unit, St. Augustine, | : 

Florida. " 
9. KEnicshts of the Ku Eluz Klan, Aka. 

20. Mississivoi Knichts of the Ku Klux Klean, 
22, National Enights of the Eu Klux Klan, Ine, 
22, Original Enights of the Mu Klux Klan, 

i &3, Pioneer Club, Griandco, Tliorida. 
oo 14, United Florida Ku Klux Klan. 

25, United Klans of Arerica, Inc., Knights 
| ao of the Ku Klux flan, 
| iG. U. S&S. lars, Enights of the Ku Klux 

. . Elan, Inc, 
£7, White Knights of thé Eu Rlus Klan of - *: 

Hississivpi. 

The Lolioving hate ormanizations currently being _ 
erforded active investigation are included in this program, 

i, Alabama States Richts Party (Orisin: Mobile} 
ee ae citar Nazi toning ae Richmond} 

ate f mae te tee te Stas . S yet ash as wee : : 

. * me - : . 8 " oe - moe e ee? ‘ 7 = : : vs : : pe a sess, , S os we - af a we 3 se = a » zt “ at ae . ae “sie : eee ee 4 cg "ac o ny = . ee i os v e 5: ss on Pee vs s ; « . . . . .° J * : * "e°° . 1" s fe oo . .f "¥ 

| . Q 
| yl - ” 
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Zetter: to Aticnt 
Rs3 - COUITE RT ee arenes 

ENTERAL SLCuUnAS 
PROGRA 

_ DESNUSP ICN OS LATER GHOUPS 

f 

Te, 

| ern” : 

| S, Council for Statchood, aka, Freenen 
: (Origin: Litand) 
Ye 2 | &» Webting Arerican Nationalists 
| (Origin: Belth i:0F0) 
| &, National States Rishts Party 
| . €Geicin: Baers enn ) 

: ' §@, WNatsaonal Renaissance Party | 
(Grigio: new Yoris> 

G. United Freenen €Ovrivin: Hiani} 
8, Vilsing Youth of America (Origins Tanpa} 
9, White. Youth Corps (Origins Chicago} 

« 

On or beZoroe 16/15/04, narticivating offices 
ere instructed to submit 
OX potential councerinte 
OrfFANIZATLCNS and oo 

ta the Bure 24a doraiied anniysis 
ALS“ OnCCS action 2yainst pertinont 
ClLigus Aceive ws 

a? gf « 

toan theiz respoctive 

teryvitorios and eneci ie oe Shouk@d ba includscd 
for any Lomical i:u:ed Hot o countar i collaconce auction, 

Recommendations suomicted under this prograa must inciuds 
ail nocessery facts to cnable the Dureau to intellirently 
pass unon the Yoasibility of the pronosed action, In 
gustances whore a roliable and coonecrative news media’ 
Sep ies enen eve or other Source outside the Dureau is ta 
be contactod or uviliged in connection with a prorosed 
countorintcilligence cnoration,. 1% wide be incumbent ucon 
the recommending osrics to Zurnish assurances the source 

wiLL not réveal tno Bureau's iaiaraes or betray cur 
. Kontidence.. a 

. wea” . & » 
- ° . 

Offices varticinating in this nrogram who have 
Inveaticative resnan Sinility sor idan orranizations should 
Sspecitically cowncnt in the 3nitial Lettor +o the Bureau 
regarding “Action Groups." s&s these offices are aware, 
these groups nave been coscrited ag the relatively Pow 

nization Whe use stronvearn tactics Gndividuals in each Ore 
™ 

o 

sid ates inuaiiaie Page 161 

aa and violont actions to achiove thoir ends. Often theaa 
SSR graups* act: withoue the - approvad: of the: Mian organization: | 



: , Letter to Atlanta 
ipes COUNFERTIGTLL IGENCE PROGRAM 0, 

| INTERNAL SHCURTTY | ; 
3 DISEURIZO OF LATE GROUPS So 

o‘as 

4 * s 

* f 

er membershin, The Bureau considers it vital that we = 
@xpose the identities and activitics of Such groups and -° 

! where possible disrunt their efforts, These groups should 
he Subjected to continuing counverintelligence action, 

Ro counterintellicence action may be initiated 
Rina op et, Sf Sak an Sa eA 

b the fielt< 
ON oe 

= -« ° - (Me 
eS 

ae , is aye ick wee Poe atc toe 5 Sec Reece uk ‘Elz Ss eet CELOINe 

Commencing 1/1/65 and every 3 months thereafter, 
@ach participating office snould supnit to the Bureau a 
status Lettor covering the prior 3enonth POEsOSs Snciuding 
eomnents under the following capvions: 

& Potential Counterintelligence Action 

&. Pending Counterintelligence Action 

8, Tangible Results 

¥F necessary, a 4th cantion "iscellaneous" 
| mey be utilized for additional. comnents. 

Recommendat sions for counterintellisencs action 
aie aa be includod in 90-day status Letters to tha 
Bureau but gollowing the initial analysis due 10/15/64, 

. Should be ,Subnitted individually by separate Letter. 

5 ge All Special Asent nersonnel resnvonsible for 
“os ". < -486 divestigation of Hlan-tyve end hate organizations 

and their mempersnip Should be alerted vo our countere 
fntellicence plans relatins to these frouvs, Countere 
$intelliccnce action directed at these grouns is intended ta 
complement and Stimulate our accclerated intelligence 
investigations. Hach investigative Agent has a resnponsie 
bility vo call to tiie attonticn of the counterintellivence 

oat ae et -coordinatcr susgestions and possibilities for girgrrtow ia 
Se Sore Che: progran,:.-You, are.cauvioned that. the.nature. of thi 

new endeavor is’ such that under no-circunstances should’ 
the existence of the nrosran be made known outside the 

- Burenzu and anoropriate within-office security should bs 
arforded this sensitive oporation, 

. ea = 

< 

wee oa! 
e 

> . 
s aA 
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Better to Atlanta a = 
IRE; COUNTERINTELLIGEICE PROGRAM See, 
| TNTERUAL SECURITY . 
J _DISRUPTION OF NATE GROUPS en | 24 

| . os, fee. OY » 

pais 
, The Bureau is pleased with past successes 2 
eehieved by our counterintcliigencs eiforts in other : 
phases of our investigative resyvonsibilities, To 
insure our Success in this new endeavor, tne Agent te 
whom the program is assigned in each office must have 
& detailed knovledsté of tis activitics of the racist 
groups in the territory and that unowledge must be 
coupled with interest, initiative and imacination, 
fhe Agent must be alert for information Wiich has a 
disruptive potential. The intormation will not cone 
we Bim =| - he must look for it. The most effective 2 
way of being assured of ineening cn top of the situarisn ; 
$8 to maintain close contact with thesc Agents vho handle 
the investigation of the racial and hate rroups and their 
membership and also to periodically review relevant files, 

££ an enthusiastic approach is rade to this 
new endeavor, there is no reason way the results 
achieved under this program;viil not equal or surpass 
our achievements in Si 
aesinst subversives, 

» ete < a 74, 42° ow wad “ 2 -® fog ~*. %: - * = rs 4 oF ~* -~ of « Me x eM eh Cee sa” 
-s of Oe et Ne oo ooh Ne ge, wontons « erat ood 

ef *¢ 2 * ord 

a 
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! SAC, Albany. " August 25, 1967 
ee . . . ag . Se eee ae 8S Re at oo oe 2S . | pp ek ae PERSONAL ATTENTION ‘TO ALL CPFICES 
| : Director, FBI . 7° 

+ To Peay we 
pe gyre Te Ne 

“ 

PROGRAM COUNTERINTELLICENCE { 
HATE GROUPS ..- Fae. ~~... BLACK NAPIOUALIST 2 

7 ITY 
cs ae @ OE yy 309 

INTERNAL SECU 

: Offices receiving copies Be this Te ctee are instructed 
to immediately establish a control file, captioned as above, and 
tO assign responsibility for Lfollowine and coordinating this new 
cecunterintellicence program to an experienced and imaginative 
Special Agent well’ versed in investigations reiating to black 
nationalist, hate»tyne crganizations. The fieid office control 
£ile used under this prozram may be maintained in a pending 
inactive status until such time ag a specific operation or 

: technique is placed under consideration for implenentation. 

\ The purpose of this new counterintelilisence endeavor / 
“28 to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise 
neutralize the activities of biack nationalist, hateetype 
organizations and grounings. their Llandershin,;, stozesmen, 
menbership, and supporters, and to counter their propensity ror 
‘Violence and civil disorder. The activities of all such groups 
‘Of intelligence interest to this Bureau must be followed on a 
continuous basis So we will be in a voesition to promotiy take 
ndvantage-of ali opportunities for counterintelligence and to 

Seu inspire action in instances whera circumstances warrant. The 
es pernicious background of such grouos, their duvlicity, and devious 

o . wet maneuvers must be exposed to. public scrutiny where sucn nublicity 
\, will have a neutralizing ef2 rOct » BL Ores , 0% the various grouns/ 
VE oe ce e z Pree sroes Sor ee: ee PTET GAS CRVCERTES ee me = 

\ 20 Atlanta = Oo adel pn i : : Pa Z wm fa ae va 0 fa 

f = “eshoarei i | : “ orb 
© 2 =» Boston | ‘2 =~ Pittsburgh 
i 2 » Buffalo % } 2 ae 
2 = Charlotte - R00 oe 2 & St. Louis 

‘2 @ Chicago PORTE 2 « San Francisco ee. 
20 cloveland | “ss @ Washington Field Office OS 

e SRT 
i2 = Detroit a cc ee 
12 es Jackson 

:2 « Los ionaied! #mpl (6 - 
: = exphis i ALD INFORMATION ning ] 
4 « Nevark I S INQLASSIF 

; cS PEREIDN ‘ft Wy Pp HO 

BT ae Sone a 
. bi al 
t 
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Aotter to SAC, ‘Albany 
"RES Coun ERINTELLI sCNCH PROGRAN | 

eu. BLACK NATIONALIST, = BATE GROUPS) 20. sco Seeeee ra yan, teh 
2 ae bas ° . - ] 
oot 2% e? 1 ae” ofc oS ae . oo "& @ gle 

« a e, 

‘to senseriaats their forces or to recruit new or youthful 
adherents must be frustrated. No ovrortunity should be missed 
to exploit throucth counterintelligence teckniaues the 

_organizational and pnorsonal conflicts of the leadershins of ne 
“groups! and.where possibie. an effort should be made to capitaliz 
upon existing conilicts between competing black nationalist. 
organizations, . then, an opportunity is apparent to disrunt or 
neutralize black nationalist, Hate-typve organizations throush - the # °° 
cooperation. of established local news media contacts or tnrousna 
euch contact with sources available to the Seat of Government, 
in every instance careful attention must be given to the vroposal 
to insure the targeted group is disrupted, ridiculed, or 
discredited through the publicity and not nmeraly publicize d. 
Consideration should be given to techniaues to preciuda yviolence~ 
prone or rabble-rouser leaders of hate groups rrom svreading their 
pie TOnoRny pup aeeay or through various mass communication media. 

Many individuals currently active in black mationalist 
organizations have backzrounds of immorality, subversive activity, 
and criminal records. Through your investigation or key ag itaters, 
you should endeavor to establish their unsavory backgrounds, 
Be alert to datermine evidence of mnisavvropriation or funds or 
ether tynea of nersanal misconduct on the part of militant 
nationalist leaders so any practical or warranted counter= 
intelligence may be instituted.’ 

Intensified ‘attention under this program should be - 
“afforded to the activities of such rrouns as the Student 
Konviolent Coordinating Committee, the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, Revolutionary Action Hovement, the 
Deacons for Dafense and Justice, Congress of Racial Equality, 
and the Nation of Islan, Particular envhasis snould be given to - 
extremists “who direct the activitics and policies of 
revolutionary or militant groups such as = “S = - 

= ‘ s 
es a ols aS iE 

i \ 
ee? s ~~ cone stay + £ 

se 
wir. hae 

so 

3 At this time the Bureau is setting up no requirement ? 
for status letters to be periodically submitted under this qe 
progran, It will be incumbent uvon you to insure the progran . # 
je being afforded necessary and continuing attention and that é 
no opportunities will be overlooked for counterinteliigence 

) action. : 

This prorran should not bea confused with the prorran 
entitiod "Communist Partv. 2 USK _ Counterintelligence Progran, 
potent? Security » C," which is directed 

I itn od: 37989675 Page 1365 
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! fetter to SAC, Albany | 
| RE: COUNTERIUTELLIGONCE PROGRAM a = 

BLACK NATIOUALIST ~ ILATE’ GROUPS 

agninst the Communist Party and related organizations,or the-~: 

program entiticd “Counterintellicance Procram, internal SECULLTY 4 
_Disruption. of Hate. Groups , Ny. uasachentinas we Which is directed 
against Klan and ee groups primarily consisting of white 
Hiemberships »« a ¢ 

“am 

_ 4&2 Special Agent personnel responsible for the > 
investigation of black nationalist, hateetype organizations and 

. their memberships should be alerted to our counterintelligence 
‘ dnterest and each investigative Agent has a responsibility to 

eail tothe attention of the counterintelligence ccordinator 
suggestions and possibilities for implementing the programe 
You are also cautioned that the nature of this new endeavor 
is such that under no circunstances should the existencs of 
the program be made known outside tha Bureau and avpropriate 
withineoffice security should be afforded to sensitive operations 

and techniques considered under the progran, 

: No counterintellicence action under this: ‘proovam may 
be initiated vy the Yield witkout Svecixic prior bureau 
BULhHoOrAZaAtTIoON, 

You are urged to take an enthusiastic and imaginative 
approach to this new counterintelligence endieuvor and tne Durcau 
wili be pleased to entertain any suggestions or techniques you 
may recommend, & Lx 

- 

» 

~+y 
a 
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— 
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| 

e | 
o +: Mr. W. C. Sullivan FO EET 1968 a 
| | ; pp prPOEE eth a woo 
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| 

~ 

G. Cz Moore 7 : ~ : 
_ oa - | i oo . : 

"ATT, TTORMATTON CONTAINED d 5 | 
a : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE . 

* 

HERUIN YS GACLASSTNIED y 

. ranula SP) wom lee | 
& a 

1 ts 

PURPOSE: | Ee ee As 
To expand the Counterintelligence Program designed ve 

to neutralize militant black nationalist groups from 23 to 
41 fLield divisions so as to cover the great majority of black 
nationalist activity in this country. — 

Be 

BACKGROUND: o -— 
"By letter dated August 25, 1967/23 field offices 
were advised of a new Counterintelligence Program designed 
"to neucralize miiitant black nationalists’ and prevent violence 
On their part. Goals of this program are to prevent the coalition 
of militant black nationalist groups, prevent the rise of a 
leader who might unify and electrify these violence-prone 
elements, prevent these militants from gaining respectability -—j] 
and prevent the growth of these groups among America's youth. j/ * 

nh view or the tremendous increase in black nationalist 
activity, and the approach of summer, this program should be 
expanded and these goals should be reiterated to the field. <n 
Attached airtel also instructs the field to submit periodic 
progress letters to Stimulate thinking in this area--: 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS : 4 . 

ty 

° ie eset Attached airtel also reminds: the field that-counterintets— 
Ligence suggestions to expose these militants.er neutralize 
them must be approved by the Bureau. Oe eee Raspes. 

wee * __« = 
ACTION: Tei as ea 

That attached airtel expanding this, program, defining 
goais and instructing periodic progress letters be submitted 
be sent Albany and the other listed field offices. 

AS el eR AR baie Nhe Gein nO WAR eas | 

women ty 

OR raseRR 

e 

Enclosure” | 
tC tet rene : 8 .¢ 

‘ + 

t 

- t 
¢ 
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‘ransmit the following in 

AIRTEL as 
fia 

@ 
x 

» 

* 
. 

* 

e 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

. 7 a. on ee eee ee oo ann qvet ae) wane ew ee em ee ew ee en et ee ee eee ees re ee ee ee? ee ee ee ee ne are 

eect RS © SD Cree eae ERD ED YT IE cere. em SE GOS I SR I OD OY ME LTE ED CHE Salm wpmntn Apu maaD Ween GOA emt ake Start ; 

SAC, Aibany 

: From: Director, FBI 

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST 
RACTAL INTELLIGENCE 

Title is changed to substitute Racial Intelligence 
for Internal Security for Bureau routing purposes. 

-HATE GROUPS 

(100-448006) ° 

Date: 3/4/68 ~ 

(Priority) ~ 

PERSONAL ATTENTION o 

- 

FEY D E | 
G1 INPORVATION CONTE TNED 

HEREIN {8 UNCLASSIPLED 
ca ol ar SEZ Atm & 

PERSONAL ATTENTION FOR ALL THE FOLLOWING SACs 

2 - Atlanta 
~- Baltimore 

Birmingham 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Denver 
Detroit 
Houston 

Jackson — 
Jacksonville 
Kansas City 
Los Angeles 
Memphis 

NNNMNUNNNNYYNYMYNNNYNNN Milwaukee 

HW 55105 DocIa: 329689625 Page 166 
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Indianapolis’... 

Miami Ce ee ee en 

“es w al 
27h 

YT NNR MM NN NNN NNN NY NNNNNN 

Bs ct t 8 te)! ft be ke ts 

x - 

63 ae - ese "es a . © ite . ce - ie ° a) - a BN 

oft ee OL Vlora, eth thee aor ees 1 . . e . “ 
. . e a a i k : 

-Tampa 

Minneapolis 
Mobile 
Newark 
New Haven. 
Ney Orleans 
New York site: 
Omaha jee 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portiand 
Richmond 
sacramento .. 
san Diego 
San Francisco 
seattle 
Springfield 
St. Louis 

WFO 



Airtel to SAC, ‘Albany 2 | 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM , z 
BLACK NATIONALIST~HATE GROUPS 

; ‘ 7 rt 

BACKGROUND 

By letter dated 8/25/67 the following offices 
_.were advised of the beginning of a Counterintelligence 
Program against militant.Black Nationalist-Hate Groups; . 

Albany Memphis 
: Atlanta , Newark 

Baltimore " | New Orleans 
: Boston New York 

Buffalo Philadelphia 
Charlotte Phoenix 

a ‘Chicago Pittsburgh 
nae Cincinnati Richmond 

Cleveland St. Louis 
Detroit . San Francisco 

ye Jackson : Washington Field 
Los Angeies 

Each of the above offices was: to designate a 
Special Agent to coordinate this program. Replies to this 
letter indicated an interest in counterintelligence against 
mizitant black nationalist groups that foment violence and 
several offices outiined vrocedures which had been effective 
in the past. For example, Washington Field Office had 
furnished information about a new Nation of Islam (NOT) 
grade school to avprovriate authorities in the District 
of Columbia who investigated to determine if the-.school 
conformed to District regulations for private schools. In 
the process WFO obtained background puLOnnetOR on the parents 
of each pupil. 

pee Lhe. Revolutionary Action.Movement (RAM), .a- pro«.. 
¢hinese Communist group, was active in Philadelphia, Pa., 
‘in the summer of 1957.. The Philadelphia Office alerted 
local police, who then put RAM leaders under close scrutin 

. They were arrested on every possible charge until they could 
no longer make bail. As a result, RAY leaders spent wuost ofthe 

- Summer in Jee and no violence traceable to -RAM took place. - 

eee eae “The. Counterintelligence: Program is. now ‘being © 0 che te. tee 
“expanded: to: include 4l‘ofices. Each of the offices added.-°°* 
to this program should-designate an Agent familiar with black 

o 2- | 
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Airtel toSic, ae : "a é | ae 

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM _ : 

BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS 

@ e ¥ - 

bead 

nationalist activity, and interested in counterintelligence, 

to coordinate this program. This Agent will be responsibie 

for the periodic progress letters being requested, but each 

Agent working this type of case should participate in the 

formulation of counterintelligence operations. 
f 

GOALS’ , : ~ 

For maximum effectiveness of the Counterintelligence 
Progran, and to prevent wasted effort, long-range goals are 

being set. 

l. Prevent the coalition of militant black 
nationalist groups. In unity there is strength; a truism 
that is no less valid for all its triteness. An effective 
coalition of black nationalist groupsrght be the first 
step toward a real "Mau Mau™ in America, the beginning of 
a true black revolution, 

: Ze Prevent tne rise of-a “messiah”™ who could 
unify, and electrify, the militant black nationalist movement. 

might have been such a ecco he _is the martyr — 
“of the movement teday. ; , ‘8 e: 

*. a aspire to er omer “ ae | 
is less of a threat because of his age. __. could 

be a very real contender for this position should he abandon 
his supposed “obedience” to “white, liberal doctrines" 
(nonviolence) and embrace black nationalisn. 7 
has the necessary charisma to be a real,threat in this way. 

3. Prevent violence ‘on the part of black 
Nationalist groups. This is--of primary importance, and is, 

. Of course, a goal of our investigative activity: it should 
also be a goal of the Counterintelligence Progran, Through 

a counterintelligence it should be possible to pinpoint potential 
he" troublemakers and neuralize them before ‘they exercise tReet 
: potential ror violence, . 

“ 

4. Prevent militant black nationalist geroups and 
| leaders from gaining respectability, by discrediting then 
|. . . to three separate segments of the Community. The goal of 
7 discrediting black nationalists must be handled tactically 

28 three ways. You must discredit these groups-and ~~. 
wdindividuals to, first, the-responsible Negro community. 0-00 %° 7s 
“Second, they must be di scredited to the white conmunity, a 

_,e Ge 

5 
ao 
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‘Airtel to SAC, Albany. . : oo . 
RE¢ COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 2 x 
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS ‘a 

both the responsible community and to "liberals" who have —- 
vestiges of sympathy for militant black nationalist simply- 
because they are Negroes. Third, these groups must be |. 
discredited in the eyes of Negro radicals, the followers 
of the movement. This last area reduires entirely different 
tactics from the first two. Publicity about violent tendencies 

and radical statements merely enhances black nationalists ™ 
to the last group; it adds "respectability”™ in a ‘differents 
way. . . 

$ é 

5. A final goal should be to prevent the long- 
range growth of militant black nationalist organizations, 
especially among youth. Snecific tactics to prevent these- 
groups from converting young people must be developed. 

Oe, ne, 

Besides these five goals counterintellicence is 
a2 valuable part of our regular investigative program as it 
often produces positive information. 

TARGETS 

Primary targets of the Goontesiniei teenies Pprovran, 
Black Nationalist-Hate Grouss, should be the most violent 
and radical grouns and their leaders. We should emphasize 
those leaders and organizations: that are nationwide in scope 
and are most cavable of disrupting this country. These 
targets should include the radical and violence~prone 

“leaders, members, and followers of the:, 

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM). 
Nation of Islam (NOI) 
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Should be alert for counterintelligence suggestions >— “ = 

XYNSTRUCTIONS 

"within 30 days of ‘the date of aa letter each office 
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i havice. “the Bureau of “the identity of the co 
Agent assigned to coordinate this program, 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 2 ; 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRA! 

ant 

“BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS === 

2. Submit.a very succinct summary of the black 
' nationalist movenent in the field office territory. Include 
mame, number of members and degree of activity of each black 
nationalist grouv. Also state your estimate of each grouvs 
propensity for violence. This is for target evaluation only, 

—._'not for record vurposes. Second, list Rabble-Rouser Index 
Subjects who are nilitant black nationalists and any other * 
mijitant black nationalist leaders who might be future > 
targets of counterintelligence action because of their pro- 
pensity for violence. [Include a minimum of background 
into yyation . On each person listed; a few descriptive sentences 

d sutitice. 

3. List those organizations and individuals 
you consider of such potential danger as to be considered 
for current counterintelligence action. Briefly justify 
each target. : 

4. Submit any suggestion you have for overall * 
rounte rintellicence action or the administration of this 

progran, Suggestions for action against any specific 
an should be submitted by separate letter. 

>. Subnit, by separate letter, suggestions for 
counterintelligence action against the targets previously 
listed as field-wide. These should not be general, such 
as “publicize travel to communist 
countries,’ but should be specific as to target, what is 
to be done, what contacts are to be used, and all other 
information needed for the Bureau to approve a counter- 

, intelligence operation. 

4° "om e 

a 
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Thereafter, on a ninety_day basis, each office 
is to submit a progress letter summarizing counterintellicence 
Operations proposed during the period, overations effected, 
‘fand.tangible results. Any changes. in- the. overall black 
Nationalist movement should be summarized in this letter, 

- This should inciude new organizations, new leaders, and ied 
changes in data listed under number two above, Suggestion 
for counterintelligence operations should not be set out 
an heme pEee yee. ee nee cue following capbsouss 
o 

1. pers tions Uades ‘Geadidevebisn: 2. Operations 
x Being Effected, “3. Tangible.Results, and 4. - Developments oes 
. of Counterintelligence Interest. These 90-day prorress 2 ae 

jJetters are due at the Bureau the first day of March, June, 
September, and December, excepting March, 1968. 

on 5 oe 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM . 

BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS : 

we 

eT 

The effectiveness of counterintelligence depends 
on the quality and auantity of positive information 
available regarding the target and on the imagination and 
initiative of Agents working the program. The response of 
the field to the Counterintclligence Program against the ., 
Communist Party, USA, indicates that a superb job can be 
done by the field on counterintelligence. 

' 

i 
“ 

: Counterintelligence operations must be approved 
by the Bureau. Because of the nature of this program each 
operation must be designed to protect the Bureau‘s interest 
s0 that there is no possibility of embarrassment to the 
Bureau. Beyond this the Bureau will give every possible 
consideration to your proposals. 

“ 
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SUBJECT: iiieiatiaaes PROGRAM 
-SNTERNAL SECURITY ae 
“DISRUPTION OF THE NEVI LEFT. 
Sa roan mpg 

SS 

cen >” sitenao Puta, dele Pye fete et ee ere on ae piace tice Scouts Mee a, 

Sete gui KeELOE is oh meeee ene an era “of isruption and 
violence caused to a large extent by various individuais 
generally connected with the New Left. Some of these activists 
urge revolution, in America and call for the defeat of the 
Dnited States in Vietnan. hey continually and falsely allege 
police brutality and do not hesitate to utilize unlawful acts 
to further eescaa so~talied pees: The New Left 0s on many 

and to- drive us off the college campuses, With this in mind, 
£€ iS our recommendation that a -new Counterintelligence Program 
be designed to neutralize the New Left and the Key Activists. 

: . he Key Activists are those individuals who are the moving 
forces behind the New Left and on whom we have intensified our 

- oinvestigations. 

and - “the cae in an “attempt fo. hamper our iuvestigavicn of it 

~n 

4 ae 

- o4 

N\A ‘ The purpose of this program is to expose, disrupt and 
x otherwise neutralize the activities of this eroup and persons 
Yh connected with it. It is hoped that with this new program 

2 their violent and illegal, BULAN EU LES may be reduced if not 
curtailed, - 

s” . es : 

General instructions are being furnished to all offices 
"so. 4. 4 pelating to the purpose and administration of this new program. 

Briefly, these instructions reauire all offices to- submit -an- 
‘analysis of possible counterintelligence operations on the New 
Beit and on the Key Activists on or before 6/1/68, including 
any specific recommendations for action, Thereafter, all 

. offices will submit a 90-day status letter setting forth a 
Summary of their accomplishments and future plans. Each 
oifice walt maintain a pending case and.assign oS. a 
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Get, 

Fans 

Memo to Mr, Sullivan 

Res COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

‘ 
* ° we 

oe ek ee 

Seceonne? to this program. All il proposed counterintelligence 

action must_ke_ approved at the. Seat.. eat..of Government prior TO 

jinstituting it. This new program will be supervised at ‘the 

Seat of Government by a Special Agent supervisor in the 
_ ee ceed Security Section. 

4 at, ‘  , RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1) That the Domestic Intelligence Division be 
authorized to immediately initiate a coordinated Counter- 

intelligence Program directed at exposing, disrupting, and 

otherwise neutralizing the New Left and oy Activists. 

2) That the attached letter setting forth @ 

iustructions for the administration and immediate enactment 
of the program be forwarded to all ore : 

mney, 

4 
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Counterinteliicence fromrras airected arainst the hew .erh novement 

end its acy Activists, All Gifices are instructed ta rzo.udisaioiy 
OSG AN ective esatrai file, cantionad 25 dbova, aii fo Sasicad 
eo ¥ for tois nrograey (t6 GB ORTVPLSKCed Abd imagiaagtive 
Special Arent wun Ls8 well versed in tavestixativonm of the itew Lait 
and its OMBETALAD. 

The nursose of this progeras is to exnese, disrzunt, 

ations, their icacersain and aunerents ae is ierernative £45 
the gectivitics ox thes GFW OR xg joiloved GRR CSntinvouws o4% 
BO we may tae advantaze OF S11 oprortunitios. for caunterinte:l 
POARCe aud ALSO Insnire avtiagn LB LRiRnees waers CircusasStaaces 
Sarrant, The cevioua maneuvers and duplicity of these activists 
gust $8 Ghroweou to cublic serutiay threuza tae gooreratian of 

2 NOES HULA |Gurces, Sota.icscaliy ana at the Seat ii 
weat, Fe AUST LTPUstrate every eL1iert af thess gronas and 

viduals to consoiidate thetr forces or to recruit sew or 
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FROM: Mee Fo Je ees : te 

| ‘ a: A ‘Bete - 

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAIE - — 4 a aes 
: INTERNAL SECURITY a “ge | . 

(SOVIBT-SATELLITE INTELLIGENCE 
~

 

2 mee 
OF “~- 

- we 

Since initiated in 1956, the Counterintelligence _ ~™ 
Program (Cointelpro), directed against the Communist Party,. . 
USA (CPUSA), has had continuing and cumulative successes in *-- _ 
exposing, disrupting and neutralizing the communists. PP ae Waa er ie Zs 

ae ee Ree wee 

» 
« 

. wg ta 

x - 
Be 

% oe 
» 

. gas “We now believe 
Gonsideration should be given” to anplying the’ Cointelpro against 
Soviet and Satellite espionage activities in the United States, 

We desire to immediately embark upon a 90-day trial :; : 
| program which will be participated in by the Chicago, New York : 
j} and Washington Field Offices to determine if we can successfully 
i direct our counterintelligence activities toward Soviet and 
Satellite intelligence activities, At the end of this 90- ~day 
trial period, we will evaluate our success and thereafter 
Submit recommendations relating to the feasibility of permanently 
establishing this program against Soviet and Satellite intelligence 
activities, eo ot 

wn 

gt _ 

RECOMLAIENDATION : jt 

That the attached airtel be forwarded to the Chi cago, 
New York and Washington. Field Offices setting out instructions 
sor these offices to immediately devise and submit to the Bureau: 
theixs recommendations for counterintelligence activity to be 
directed against Soviet: and Satellite intelligence activities 
in the United States ior a trial 90-day period, 

f 
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44 ist Lor SACS, New York.’ ee PERSONAL ATTSMEION 
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2G Washington FIELa | (Enc = 2) : 

Bs 3 Q \ ere é —— . 

= Gd; Borns Director, FBI Bites ot ol i 
: ei 7 “.. We Settee ba eee” es 
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Of “oper pry Sue ot be whi L Sais’ 

@~j,O INPSRUAL SOCURITY NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
= Roe QC SIVIET-SAT ELETT E INTELLIGENCE) Wnauthorized Disclosure - 
OG & Ee pL FS Subject to Criminal Sanctions 
BQ : ery oe 4 : . : 

SEs. Sinea initiated in 1956, the Counterintellirence - 

=5%0 Brogran (Cointelpro), directed against the Communist Party; \ 

2 © CAMUSA (S2UBA), and related organizations, through a variety of \ 
ga es mt chniques has disrupted, exsosed and neutralized the 
Sp. mescommunists, Sone successful Cointeipro operations such as 

QO, Rononyrous letters and mailings, in spite of their simplicity, 
= 8 ORNhave caused unexpected consternation and disruption among 
eRES tho comrades. Cointelnroe-initiatsd vublicity has been a Ie 
=H2S9 tronoendous deterrent to the comrades, while at the sare time 
= tsa ~ % =4 ao ty “se Le * + 1 - ai 4 + * 69 maOngm it nas alezted the general public to their irsidious maneuve 

_..... More sovtisticated techniqu 10S and cnerations have caused oe 
i “Heections | and expulsions WACRIN, PALEY Te SS pels 

f mt Seeweera nee eS eee 
i . « — Spel EOP ES Let (gt mst Morens piatns 7 che erbathidl degualeenrresegiED ew L, : bias 

Be Seeeea Ts resulting OSs s9ehe onthe slag qigyanks +4 
\ 7 - Se ae - 
2 . thmacinative efforts of Syecial Agents participating in this 
= ‘progran warrant ane expansion of the Cointelvro zta.cover sense 

: poviet and Saccllate intellisence activitics in the United States, 
Z ee eee “4% i a ne aie eat Meare 

IL = Boston \ cl = UCT naven./ ‘ 
13» Buffalo tb } 1 - Newark 7 
iL » Cleveland } 2 - Philacelpiia 
B = Detroit / . } Lo» Pittsburgh 7 
iL = Los Ans oles ; Le St. Louis ©. 

: ‘lie Hilwaukes 2 \ . § ZL = San Francisco) 
Le ee | “{ L = Seattle f 
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Effective immediately, the Chicaso, New York 
and Washington Ficid OiZices are eee co consider 

—egnd cevise Cointelore action directed to Gisrust, ompose ' 
and neowtralice Sovicot and Satellite intcelliconce activity. ~ 
Agents assisned as Cointelore coordinators in the Ciiicago * 

t and New Vori: Offices should inmediately confer wita Key 
personnel assigned to 5 es anvesStigatvions 
for the nurnese of devising one or several Sophisticated 
counterintellisence tecuniauves atainst HOVLET-HaAtClLiLve 
intcliijdcence activities or nersonnel, AS the Kashinston 
Fleld Office has not sreviously narticisated in Cointelsro 
aetion asainst the CSLSA, an imaginative, experienced Agent 
With a Genorad knowLlodtc of Sovict-Catcllite intollicence 
activities should be inediatoly an sointed as coordinator 
for this worerram, Within so days ench of these offices o* 

no 

should SupniLe to the Buvean voeqsencations ang acvanicd 

plans 2or implementing one or several sucn operations, 
Carve siuould be taten to iansure nians devised under vhis 
progran do vot conrhiict with chistins prograus or operavions 
Girected atainst Sovict and Satellite invelligence activities. 
Ho Cointelnro action should be initiated without specific 
Bureau authority. . 

. This new application of the Cointelyro is not 
meant at this tine to be an all-out atthe acainst Sovicte 

. Satcelilize inteliis pone out is 9g trial to Gecernine tue 
-. Leaslpillity of e:tenainuge our orcanized counterintellisence 

effort. The results of ur expanded efforts will be reviewed 
at the end of a S0edcay yveriod to determine the feasibility 
of over-all Cointel»ro exforts directed avainst forsicn 
intelligence activities in the United States, 

Other offices participating in the Cointelrno 
against the CDUSA are ursed to immedintely disenss with 
Ikoy pie ee 64a personnel poessibilicics fotw Ccounterinteilicence 
nction asainst Soviet-Satellite intellicence versonnel and 
to prow otly wake available any coimcents or sunmvestions to 
the Bureau and the 3 oifices participating in this new endeavor, 
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Attached for the ‘VWashineton Field Offices are 
copies of Bullets dated 9/13/53 and 3/15/64 which ware 
directed to ovfices particinating in the Cointcloro. * 
Shese letters sunmarizge sons or the many successrul ea 

, recent Cointelpro actions end may be of value in 
connection with the Yorrmulation of Cointeluro onerations 
against Soviet~Satellite inteliigencse activity. 

poo You are urged to utiliza the services of your 
moSt experienced invesStisative personnel who have proven 
their ability throvgh consistent anopiication og imagination 
and ancenious investigative approaches to make this nev 
endeavor & success. : 
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SAC, San Francisco | 4/2/69 
: . . . - ° ‘ | ; : : . 4 0 lo Sus 

| Director, FBI | ¢ A gt wg ae 
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‘COUNTER MNTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL OPERATIONS "ag 
NATICHALITICS INTELLIGENCE) — ae ce 

ReSFairtel!: 3/26/69 under dual caption of 
*Reyolutionary Union" and "Prosressive Labor Party,” 
Ssupgesting disruptive action reiating to the two organe 

' dzations. _ 

Reairtel ceSsienated copies for the Bufile 
and the SFfile . on “Cointelpro = Hew Lezt." 

There is no objection to your action, but you are 
ene me Be Sm eB om SD _ an ’ * - 
Ess2nwcsea o2 the cmistanca of tha rentrinoned ease File Vhich 
may be used for a broad range of disruptive-activity and we 
which has a spvecific interest in techniques and operations — 
in the pro-Chicom area. ; seh 
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The Bureau would like to offer for your consideration 
a proposal for a disruptive-disinform ‘ation overation targ ‘eted 

J against the national office of the Black Panther Party (E22). 
This proposal is not intended to be all inclusive or binding 

- ,in any of its various phases, but only is a guide for the. © 
: - guggested action, You are encouraged to submit recommendations 
yf relating to revisions or innovations of the proposal, 

2%. The overation would be effected through close 
- woordination on a high level with the Oaklang or San Francisco 

Police Derartnent. 
/ 

; 2. Xerox copies of true documents, docunents suotly fi 
BNCGOrporatine Talos te2erv ool en aad Geesroly Sar iesatod acch sont 
would be periodically = nOR THOUS? mailed t6 the residence of 4a 
key Panther leader, hese documents would be on the stationery 
and in the form used bv tthe pnolice denrtrtment or by the FRI in 

> ap ALsseminating information to the police. t:bi cocunecnts, Wien. 
‘used, vould contain police routing or date received notations; 
\clearly ee ting they had‘been pilfered from police files. i 

sas 

- og An attempt would be mace to five the Panther . 
ae recipient the impression the documents were stolen fron police 
I tiles by a disgruntled nolice employee sympathetic to the 
Panthers. Aziter initial mailings, brief notes by the allecea 
disgruntled empvicyee wouid be included with the mailed documents, 
These notes would indicate the motive and sympathy of the police : 

" ‘employee, his bitterness against his denartnent, and possibly <i 
2a request for money.- ee ones han So tanh atinee nS A 

* 
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4. Depending on feu toe fonts,” ata provitious tine, 
‘considcration would be riven to estaDlianiaty dvpead office box 
or other suitable “dsen" address for tha use of the allege / 
disgruntled employee to receive ee 
yspecifications EOLVESRS to the documents from the Panthers, 
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San Francisco, _ ; .Letter fo SAC, ‘ .SPECIAL OPER ATIONS.: re cs 2 2 - . : . “s Le : ~ | BE}.-.COUNTER NTELLIGINCE: AND: s eee a2 feta Ae Vc - tek occgtc ete 
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| 5. Although the operation may not require Niclas 
~~ 

» 

pinpointing Panthers as police or FRI informants; 

‘could not nelp but disrupt and conruse FP 

of a Live source to represent the disgruntled employee, circum- 
stances might warrant the use ef such a source for face~to-face 
meetings with the Panthers. During early stages of the opcration,. 

“en effort should be-made to.locate and brief a suitable police 
Betts twr- 

enployce to play the role of the SrTeece disgruntled employee, io 

/ - 6, A wide variety.of alleged authentic police or 
FBI material could be carefully selected or prepared for ; 

oF Foe 

Reports, piind memcranda, Liftis, 
FDI documents could be prepared 

ridiculing 
or discrediting Panther leaders througn their ineptness or + 
personal escapades; espousing personal pnailosophics and promotilug - 
factionalism among BPP members: indicating electronic covera Le 
Whore nom exiate: aunkoniun- : 
Or OTHEY COUNTELALULONS; VEeVvVeEtasahy masseuse OF UA SPILT UE Ae 2 

of Panther funds; pointing out instances of political discrien= 
tation; etc, Lhe natures of tue Gaisruptive material aud disinu9 
formation "leaked" would only be limited by the collection 
ability of your sources and the need to Sroreccs 
of their security. 

Lurnishing to the Panthers, 

and other alleged oolice or 
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Effective implenentation of this proposal logically 
Fanvaner activities 

Even if they were to suspect FRI or police involvement, 
would be unable 

they 
to ignore facttal material breurht to their 

attention through this channel. The operation would afford 
us 4 continuing means to furnish the eae Leadership true 
informati®n which is to oux interest the t they know and 
Gisinformation which, in their inte rest, try may not ignore. 

Althourch this proposal is a relatively simple 
technique, it hes been applied with exceptio: results in 
another area of intciligence intcrest where th 
Baw 
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: Letter to SAC, San Francisco i. 

RE:  COUNTERINTZLLIGENCE AND SPECIAL OPERATIONS : 
- . _ 7 goes : : e . 
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San Francisco is requested to submit comments and/or 
- recommendations relating to the implementation of this proposal, 

. Copies of this. letter have been designated for 

ios Angeles for backeround and information purposes. Any °* 

268 WA ir ae percenan 

° . 

Bugrestion Los Angeles may have for strengthening or further | 

Peete the technique will be appreciated, 
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SAC, San Biego dn Q-51 

PERS ORAL APTENTIO? i : 

3 Director, FBI 
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COVERAGE POs ‘ee 

é a 

| ‘ ebulet i1-14-60, captioned: "BOCOY," which set .~ ae 
! forth isha tatzen on the recomendations made by the . 

—10/24-25/50 wOLGer Coverage Conference which was held at Z 
~« 

Sen Dieso. That letter in part advised that thore is defi-+ 
nitely a place for consideration of sone of the tactics 
currentiy employed in the Counterinteillidgence Program on 
the sorder Coverage VProtram. it was poin es out that the 
five border offices and the Legal Attache's Office should 
be alert for the application of disruptive tactics and in 
each case should clear with the Lureau in advance any : 
sugyections alonz these lines. . av 

- 

Lt 25 believed that sufficient time tas uw 
elapsed for each orifice to ave made an analytical study of 
the situation faced by it and should be in a position to 
furnish suggestions to the bureau redarding means which 
could be taken to apply oe ice tactics where 
such tactics may be feasible . ~ 

In connection with the Counterintelliis enee2erder 
: Coverage Proaran, the best method for disorganizin: the 
: . Communist Party (CP) or related’organizations is disruption 
“~ o-+ from within. This can be done throush the use of selected inforrie 

ants under proper cuidcance to’ raise controversial issues Within 
the organbvation, tO Uae POI TL AAS CYLiLcisas 01 orgend zatLonal 
oper ations RCTLVLTLES , or lack of activitic cS, Or tO LOL out 

wows bNCO the open latent, factipnali 
*e . es « * « . oa? 1 Z 2 
at ° ‘* 

i H.0 

iste in connection with, this. 
progra, it must be borne in rind that harassment is not to 
bo underta‘con merely for the sake of karassnent but in cach 

‘instance the tactics.eare to be undertaren with a snecific 
purvose in rang of disrupting CORIUNLS t and related ..;- 
ACtLiVities. es So ekE 

To inplenent this prea m, the féllowing factors 
creer 2,gshoutd _ ve. considered: ee Bie oe 1 NAMONAL, SECURITY INFORM. LATION, whe 

ee: a CE a Ea 8 ‘AUhhauthonzed™ ‘Dischisure ates 
ie eo U-P1. Paso. “yeEcx ico City. Subject. to Cri ‘ pe 

deen .ntonLo Llerhoenix ° “ais: iminal Sanctions 
re JealsugquerGcue tL ' SAGAS 

a rf, 3 by ae ‘ (hon 

; on" » EE OGM ,- " One 3/3/18 
PACH of Peon SDS 4 ateg 

a 3 . 
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Letter to SAC, San Diego a 

Re: COUNTER NTELLIGINCE «e BORDER COVERAGE 

a a te Bath 39, ay: ae aces 

1. Selection of Tnformants « An anaivsis of ee , 
i available invornants snould be made ty each office 

with counterintellisence petential in order to 
select those informants who could be used for dise 

—~__ruptive tactics. vach informant approved for use 
im connection With counterintelligence cpcration 
will, of course, have to be briefed individually on ~ 

: issues and controversial subjects which are to be 
raised. fhe informants snoulid not be told that there 
ds any overeali countcrintelligonce program or that _ 
disruptive tactics are being undertaken as a prodjran 
but each iuformant snould ve given the impression that 
he is operating on an individual basis. bureau 
approval rust be oot ee for the informants selected 
for this operation before the informant is briefed. 
in the event a ana WwW of the available informants 

« b&8hOWS that additional informants with counterintelli~ 
GENT Poosibiritioe are needed; plans should be laid 

“ve 

to develop such informants, be aring in mind that 
this is a Long-range program. he analysis should 
also include tie adequacy of informants who can keep 
the office offectivel: advised of the internal 
Operations of the organizations involved so tha 
disruptive tactics can be undertalen On a sound VASLS. 

2. Orcanizational Tactics - Consideration should be 
pe ee 

given to placing iniernants in each opposing faction 
of an oreanization to play one group against the 
other. Consideration should be given to the possi-~ 
bility of having ANONYTOUS telephone invitations issued 
to one - group to atte: d open nectings of the other GLOUp } 

| possivlo use of press contacts on a cutout basis to 
. publicize derodatory remerts made by one group about 
rien ei he Ehe other... ALL -border coverage Agents .in offices with _. 

counterintelligence potential should be alert for any 
tactics. of this type which can be -used. 

3 Psycholowical wactics = Consideration should be 
given tO activitics 0 disillusion cP leaders through 

Tavs oa 0. 8 SANONYMOUS riAaLLling of Literature regarding, the 3 Wearnesses |. 
and inlunanitarian : aspects of the COMMUNISTS eLtner ag soit meh, party or. as. individuals, | the eR CO City, Office, SO arti 11a Ly ‘s} Bh - cular ¥ ‘should © be alert Tors ¥ stich ‘Rewspaper”) 
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Letter to SAC, San Dieyo 
Kes COUNTS TELLIGENCE «° BORDER COVERAGE PROGRAH 

| or magazine articles which could be clippedmand wr 5 OF 
mailed to susceptivle connunist leaders eitacr. Lad ae 
in Hexico or in the border area. Hexico City pe et Ceiba: 
should be prompt to furnisn the bureau sufficient 
copics of such articles for forwarding to interested 
border offices so that if desirasisc, arrangenonts °s 
can be made to have those articles anonynously mailed. 
to selected communist leaders locally or from some other 

, area in ilexico, 

4. Neutratization of Individuals = Consideration 
ehouid ce given tO VaCtics widcun would bring indi~ 
vidual communist Leaders under suspicion of being 
"imperialist agents,” agents provocatcur, @tc., or 
generaliy discrediting them in the eyes of their 
fellow comaunists. 

i The Bureau will consider any well-conceived pian 
of causing disruption inside tne Cr or relaved organizations. 
In any counterint elligence operation, hor FOVER s it is inpera~ 
tive that the office suumitting the recommendations make 
sture that it Will not je sardize anformant coverage or cause 
embarrassncnt to the Bureau. 

Consideration should be given to the possibitity 
of setting up thoroughly safe cutout arrangenents for cone 
tacts with good newspaper sources through which information 
can be fed to the press redvarding senipublic procormunist 
meetings or communist oe of front groups and through 
which information can be fed. to the press to produce bad 
publicity r elative to CP activi ti oS 6 Any proposals ta set 
up Ssuci an errongenent must be submitted to the Bureau for 
omer perore implement: Lng tien. 

ey ww “ewe Phe Birbaw appreciates” ‘the fact: that: Albuquerque, -5 2 Fe 
nee absolute lac: of comiunist activity, is not in a 
position to inplenent a countorintelligence " prograns nMOoweVver 
a copy of this communication is being sent for infornation of 
that office. 

“The San Antonio -Office hee no ortianized communist 
‘group at ‘the present tine outside of Santa Avolonia. in con-« 

eefidoring 3 thether. disruntive. tactics -should -be un ertaizen. by: 
7 that 08 ifice at. his, ‘thie, ‘San Antonio should give” ‘CONS Adoration” 

*o - : : 
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Letter to SAC, San Dicgo ; 
Re: COUNTDORINISLLIGERCE = BOR SR COVERAGE PROGRAM 

to the possibility that disruptive tactics in the Santa _ 
Apotonia area at present nicht make coverage of the activities 
of that group riore difficult and any disruptive tactics 
recomended should de conceived in a manner wiietoiwil fds O ts 
destroy the ability of San Antonio to continueito follow _—. 
communist activities in Santa Apollonia. Consideration Siid0uld 
be given, h wever, to the possibility of utilizing disruptive 
tactics, through raising controvers ai issues, among the wz 

; Various cormunist symbataizers or former Cx nientbers Wi0 are 
‘still -considered to be synpatnetic to communism in order to 
make sure that those groups continue to be disorganized, 

In view of the ineffectual operations of the CP 
in Juarez and the excellent informant coverage existing in 
that group at the present tine, it would appear that dis= 
ruptive tactics ancng the CP cells in Juarez may not be 
desirable. cli iaso, novever, should give considcration to 
possible use of disruptive tactics, through raising contro-~ 
Yersial issues and sharpening antagonisns, anong the comaunist 
sympat thizers and former cornaunists wne are siiil sympatnetic 
to the communist movement in the Juarez area. G1 Paso should 
ALSO subnit its observations regarding the possibility of 

- using infornants to rais e controversial issues in the Chihuahua 
Stato Committee of the CP of HMexico. <Any recosimendations along 
this Line WLLL be ok bie the Bureau to the Legal Attache's 
Office, sicxico, for comment to insure that such tactics will 
not destroy existing informant coverage of that office in the 
Chihuahua State Conmittee. d 

Both Hl Paso and San Antonio should give con- 
sitet tion to the possibility of using discrediting techniques 
dn connection with individual cormunists WhO y although — 
active mosmcers of the v7, are a threat to the security 
the United States in order to bring cut into the open. hat 

oe. . p€OMMUnRLSt sympathies and de stroy:cneir eee usefulness 
as Sovict intellinence asents or to néutralize their oropas 
ganda value to ‘the comiunist movenent. 

rie Phoenix Gifice should give consideration to 
the possible use of disruptive tactics to further divide the proe 
communist groups in their area and to sharpen antagonisns 

“without jeopardizing established inforuant’ coveraye. In this 
ore . eonnection, consideration night also be given to possible . 

tess emeans of. focusing. public-attention,. thneugh highly discreet.; bog aah pee 
operations, on the communist affiliations 2nd syrpathies of — - 
communist synipathizers or adherents. r 
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Res COUNTERINTELLIGENCS - BORDER COVERAGE PROGRAM EO G 

: It would appear that the broadest use ‘apie: ff 
—intellicence tactics coukd be made by the San Diego and 

Mexico City Ufficses due to the highlyeorsanized COnMUunLs T : 
groups in the area covered by thei. Those offices sneuld, 
therefore, subnit to the bureau their analyses of tie counter-= 
intelligence votential in their areas and particular Y 
attention siioulac ce paid to the possinility of undertaking. 
such tactics in connection with the Popular Socialist Party 
as well as the CP and its related organizations. Any specific 
tactics decided upon, however, must oe submitted to the Bureau 
for approval before implenecntaticn. 

‘' Both as to the instructions conta ined in this 
letter and prior instructions issued regarding counter= 
intelligence paint tb in connection eth the Boraer 
Coverage rroginri, yeu are cantioned that no action snouid 
be tairen to impléerent such procedures i i thort specific * 
glonarence and annroval hy the Dureau. 

Attention is cniled to the fact that a new file 
has been opened at the Eureau, under file nunber 4 

- For corresvondonce reiaving to this project. the foilowind sub 
files will be designated at the Bureau for correspondence rron 
the individual offices relating to this project: 

. 22 = EL Paso See 
- . . *  Pheenix : Se, 

; : San Antonio = 
San bicco - ~ eS 
Mexico City 

* agar te. fete ~ 

. ‘Correspondence. directed to the Bureau by each office should 
a utilize = appropriaté“file-nunber indicated above. iach 

| office should open a sevarate file concei ening this project 
and. "appropriate Stons.siuduld Le tacen to Znsure that the file” 
is ttept under fully secure conditions aud ig. ‘fiven only. 

Ret restricted accessibility so that it will te availasle only. 
to appropriate personnel on a need=to-xnow Lasis. 

» 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 = » 210~206 : 3 

MAY 1942 EDITION 2 . 
G3a GEN. ta. nO. 27 

UNIT ED § STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO :Me. W. C. Sullivan os ” 

FROM :R, D, Cotter oe : 
r A : é* : 

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND os eros epecnm Me 
}3 SPEC {aL OT ast RATIO? iD ; : ToL TET A a, ot ; 

: (HATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE =  < - << ole 
YUGOSLAV LiATTERS) ia | 3 

e e e 

This memorandum is to recommend mailing of flyers 
from the rn-cional organization "Temporary Committee for the 
Protection of Serbian Nationalism, Newark, New Jersey," to 
serbian leaders throughout the U. S. and Canada. 

& 

Chicago believes that at the present time there _ 
‘Ls an obese ee of feeling against & ts eS 

; we @nd other co-conspirators in the bombing 
of Yugoslav establishments, 1/67. 

Text of the flyer styled for Serbian nationa 
appeal is designed to discredit those who canitalize o 
bombings to build their reputations in the Serbian ccnmunitics 
encourazce Serbs to respect and adhere to the laws of the U, S. 
anc discourage future bombings of Yugoslav establishments 
Chicezo vrovosal has definite merit. Cost of nurchase of 
material and vostage of mailing of. approximately 500 fiyers 
is estimated not to exceed $100, 
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ACTION: ° a7 

If you approve, attached letter will be sent Cuiresso. 
authorizing initiation of this oneration includins Chiesto 
expenditure of up to S160 for postage and materiais. ‘trensizcion 
is being. arranged serarately with Labora atory and revroduction:: 
of fiver is being arranged with Exhibits section of Aaninistra- 
tive Division, 

NATIONAL SECURIT = Y INFO 
Enclosure 7 - Unauthorized aaa 

a. +Y | Subject to Criminal Sanctions 
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* “ Memorandum — . ae 

i Daa 

TO” Ot W%m CO. ~Sullivan ‘DATE: 
= es f 

FROM : Se 2B. Deorichoe ; 
f- ‘i ° - - : 
a oy ¢ ° « 

S 3 
UBJECT: CURA MALTTERS = CCOUY iT LP INTELLIGENCE 

“ INGREHAL SIE0% ULL LY « CUBA ¥ 

q z . : . u, 
. _ New Yori: Office sugges tea a pregran pe, instituted to i 

disrupt and harass pro«Cuden factions tn U 8. through LOI US sy 
telepnone calls, anti-Uastro press releases and similar metnuds “Al 
Capztaliaziig on entidenocratic ang dictatoricl methods used by m3 
Castro eae and tts proponents in tats country. New York G7frice 

s advised phan nad merits but tt shoulac submit dei ails fo mr és , 
| seponate. nlens to carry cut over-all counverintclligenc GC DPOCKraR. | 

a ivew Yor —s Source, has furnished information (Ucsae 
tndicattng ‘of July bih iovenent has been found dunelic, 
eit Gees Merl taAg | i Seca J Ld o tv QUSE¢ Of DOGS TREIDLES 
shortages and charges against him bu one. auditor resulted cit 

» @GP@tGRe end -2Ccer wee apse Di oy oj ‘FICtaALS OF G8 Louver.” 
+ tn Hew York. New Yorit Offtec has sugg bork ae we Coor~alize On Tif ie 

@tetrust by making Seaman “tel leprone calls to ovement leatlershis'- 
| indicative of general doubt Gh lack of confidence by Cubans in | 
| New York in the leadersnip of the LOVEMENL. 

: -fhe July 26th Kovement was sei heduled for ite annucl 
| registration weer the Lepartment Of Justice on July 1a, Gee. Bees yy 
| Of the Lovement’s books may have peen tin preparation fer Jtrancted hoe 

Statement required in registration. <énonymous source in New vor ‘| 
has revealed slipsncd dookieening methods and while the sh ae 
mau not cotually ee tt oygers an excellent opportunity ws i 
to capitalize on tre bee ious tm order to throw leadership oF . 
Liovement tuto Gisreoute. This Cisruntive action should not he bimties | 
Just to the Lloverent tn ew York as suen information could ecegdu 
be quashec by the controlling leedersrio within the Movement. Trt | 
Should be arpvrerriately "leaited” to Cuban officials at tne Crben 
Delegation to the Unitee‘ivations and to the dtrector CF Und 2isveuiairs ! 
activities in Havatiae Such tadiviaducis meu instiiute BI IUT I Oe eee 

“Own whicn util result in repiceing current officials of CAE BORE: j 
Such action would give us opportunity to interject our oui live 2 
RnfOrmants e ita moe Ee ion AS OF CORtTCL of the Lovement,, allowitno jor 
more complecve receipt of intelligenns “Info orniation-recetved bar Ou? 
the lovement's ACL IVICA Ried hee Pye en Gy 

Yao pee - 

SeASEONAL, SECURITY INFORMATION aan a dt : a | 
Si ’ # Ha \ Gar 

AE“ VHofhorized Disclosure _ | A ae 

ww sof SS Ha SSRUERL Spaseigns 
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LEL10 Donanee EO Sulliven Co ‘ _ : 
Res Cuban iatters - Counter intelligence Program . 
PUNE oe lee preter: HS zs . ay . 

; 4 

ak. 

ACTION: . 
Cer nee ape 

Attctheg for New York is a letter approving ‘its ‘ 
proposed, plan of ‘anonymous telephone calls and instructing New york 

. to make Similar calis to Cuban Un ited factions Oj ifictals CHE “GLreEect 
anonymous Letter to Cuban director of July th ifovemente. Mew Yori 
tnstructed. to -be alert to introduction oF its informants to posit 
vacated by anyone ousted as a result of this disruptive tactic. 
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PTE ee Lt PIT POTMYD TRG lam Peo hosed SETS. o co 7 PRT TELLIGE: CE PROGRAM 
JF Pain Ad SUCH PoE TY « CUBA 7 ° gree le { * 

7 a HY 

~ r ig als F * e % © pECLASSIF ; atte a 

; “oe ye 7 : On , o ~ 

~ ° oho .* a ; 

. . Reurl cé 3/2 3/02 6" ‘ ee 
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° a e a : 2 = 

- . Peruisstan gr “ited for wour office to effects cronunous 
“, . oe we gt _ €.% ee va *% 2 2 e we wy telepnone calls s:entiancd eR co, for cnced Loséer 7 raviced Ell 

= . e —b - ra e * :. =2 om SéCuUrziey OF YoOUr sanvree of itfornetion ean be aseured. Resotas 
a ie ¢ =~ 2905 . S aid contact Ro eesernine cderwree ay nui Licata 

enema ~ t. ww a ue -__-, 2a * ac 7 » 8 ‘ey a «# ? - - ~~ we a 4 vA tr ate * - on 

Siver"ts Ease to .rujyiile's Cerelicsion in handling of Julgu ati 
covewmt Frvdse IP publicity of a ccerce indicating cannon 

4 wala _~ - (so < 7f * 7 * a% We > . a ~~ -~ ™ BNOwLEAIe C.aig? Meiers oO 22 2uchs Soyvenent, E&UPeaul thterroaes 
OQ O57C2¢i92 to course Of GOetain Oued tec o72 Peper Ene €i LesvEere 

“te a om ie 

on OF Pade stiens within July f0¢i Jovenené th 
a) Sigere2? @as.ultivate ohjectiue af au, 

fetes progreis Fo estend vour program, aqnionymous 
3 OF tre nebture cesertzed in referenced lester 
nee GO c DBT OD rece C2 ha orsficiais of size 

niger vation Yeu srould eiso presare 
MEE details os ‘dereliction 

ieee oF eieerucs af entire leaershin of July 20th - 
oe 

DQ 6 © od t Me 6 
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How Fors sito 
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LOVER Ke Tt om er OP ete eS enonmcous Letéer should Je 3en0 & 
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tas ne eeccucl POSMINSE ILS VO eta OF tie July é ECG {gvencnt 

pa. Bae Coed Slctose WO jas dress in Cuba inns been 
‘eporie? a3 going Gf/a favdalescsa J Sepadieiene *iGy Zu Be dutio, 
TYOVD 27, LoBene, GUode Suseeauent.toa craverasian of this 
beitear im 212 &eocnwan Pane Gna urior vo formrcinag i to 

" $3 Shania be Furnisnied ta tue bureau in its provosez 
ae iy Geuics form for revicy akd cppropriate csproval. 
— . a Ay 

i fo full: realize all ee of your plan, bear in 
. a sae necessisyu OF Having Cupra? sricte live infarnanis in a. 

(Npostts O02 69 Bokivitescr te @essusie dvb tes Of ony e777 é woted 
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| ! SAC, San Juen -_Septenber 43, 1963 
ae 4s -_— 
| i i: ‘ 

— og ae ~ ; 
, Airector, Pi ; ‘ 

“GRGUPS STIAING It a Spo ENCE FUR PUERTO RICG 
CCCuy PUREST: MLSs CS Poo) 1 6080 Was 

po ot, SUBVERSIVE CORTRGL DECLARE eT 
| on_9 2 7-41.72 --— 
| } . | : 
| ‘ fe San Juan letter 8.2260 ond Kew York letter 

: . 

Tne operation of a counte rinty -lligence nrovren 
against puarto. flea oranizations which sovk vucrto Rico's 
Inde@pemicnce tTarcugn other cian Luareud , peace cds ees 

. is .a very in ort ant einieavor. Such a program must be ' 
: sost discreet te sreaclude omburrassnent to tae lnwean cri 
| must be conlucted ih &@ Monner to insure tuck nome vi vie 
! + confidential scurces are jeuscrdize)., ho acticn show be 

.teken to bapienent this p-rogrzm withour specific Bureau 
annravena dl. ; 

For the purcoses of this prezram, San Juan and 
* 4, ew York snould oe eed tne SuEgested tactics to be smployed 

ay. “We set our HOTGLH Were It appears tae tactic could be 
S ". successiully enjloyed im its locade. ase 
: 7. "he*Z é : \ 
Sei. ico at certainly. aptears that we could dapitelize uzon 
f° § . statements me veo bY rULYTO ican subjects eitner in Acw York 

- ‘ neo 8 ye Se * Ie . , ’ - ‘ 

O28 v or in are Rico Wiere tne andivicucl mekes inconsistent 
Bk a = statthents in two different lecaulities. ‘where you have a 
Ss pe os Puerto Ricen nacionalist or communist lecder engeginyg in 

PE AP Se NE TING aS: OFS Manlig. Statepents ARO Location Gin 
a a subseqlbently making a report in enether Iecalityy Whicr is’ -: 

' feo. Bt wericnce witn nis. OTI Lai ACLIVATY OF Svavement, wie 
2 a Lote a S52 Aes wit fay tree {ty RNAS Ey ft rTf e erazissete oe 
w) a oO ue wr 6 a! S ~m rouse Lt pe S. trl » ii I Tid we eed W222 your PSC rir 

Bes ‘tion 4s to now it r De Used to disrugt the activities of 
to? Hie si V2. bik at. Be. 

wr] & ro : a : teow 2s , : 
Sys ? er ee Re a 5 a 

eB a Sonsiierstion should be viven to circitlation’ EY. 
EC aE me UDP OR RE Qe at since chvi zits, | yomtiender oe es 

re subversive fusrto Rice Tidenesisite’ orgunizati cage: reas OE 
= "-ehrott a local ROWS HHP Contects where sucib sata coula 
- AA. uisrupt Giese activivies oY tae individual or tie OPI AHisZeuee. 
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Letter to SAC, San Juan . 

Rei Giiubl t Sy COG Vy sya aon LOR PULTE RICU oo - 

Po QCGUNTERINTLLIG NCE FRUGRAN) an? 
: . oui adoly Vung ath r ee 

Bes , 

yeas 

4 

ee re Ba SOOT ee ee oe 
2S 

Bee ieee Both the San Juan’ and New York UPfices should prepare, 
“from public source information, a proposed timely article Waica 

wousJa net juogeraidge any informant or Bureau tecnnique shewrng 
' tie nationslist and/or COMMURIST puerto Lican independence “ 

orgenigetions to De basicaily anti-VPucrto Kico. These articles | 
will be consiuersd for sublicetion TATOUEN either Bureau contacts 

| or contacts of the San Juan amd hew York UfPices. 

Ae should particularly jirect our efforts against the 
leaders of tha ruerto ican orftenizations which aivocaute to any 
devree tne use oF force or vioicrce to obtain ruerto Lico's 
independence. CONSLuoF tag use of ahonymous letters where 
disparaizings Statements are made by one leader against another, 

The Agents conceornet with th 
Gffice should review for ideas, techaicus 

L 

the C6UNESTintellivence Sropren avainst 

CA 

fate 

lt appears that in Puerto Rico the most inmecdiate tarest 
of international communism 1s to influence the Foderacion de 
Universiterios rro inispeniencia (Furi). Sen Juan a there for 
consider tactics desizned to lesson com aunist influence in the rti'l 
end to lessen Fuil's ingluence among the student body at the 
University of Puerto Rico. ¢ 

Future communications should be captioned as above. 

an-Juan 15 DSane epnsisoeed office of origin in this 
matter a foie Ss oF CURmUn Cation prepared by San Juan should be 
furnished the Now York Gffice. Sew York should turnish San Juan 

“copies: of communications prepared by New York. 
ot, 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
MAY $982 20iTION 
GSA GEN. REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES et Ue ‘ERNMENT | 

Memorandum 
* 

TO ‘Me. W. C. Sullivay 
. +° v c 
* ; 

¥ 7 \ , 

FROM cMry FL J. Baumgardner 

we : wt ee ete, 

SUBJECT: HOODWINK 
(INTERNAL SECURITY) 

* PURPOSE: 

i 
i:disputé betveen the Cor 

u 
tne n eee =“ 

OBJECTIVES: 

a 

the other. 

BACKGROUND: 

La Cosa Nostra has no sympathy for the eo unsere: 
The Communist Party, USA, and La Cosa Nostra come in 

The purpose of this memorandum is to neccnéna 
ong=range counterintelligence program designed to provo 

mmunist Party, 
nder the code name of Hoodwink. 

A dispute between the Communist Party, 
La Cosa Nostra would cause disruption of both groups 
having each expend their energies, 

f 

; 2° Je % 

DATE: October 4, 1966 
; z ~ ’ 
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ALL INFORM ETION CONTAINED 
ERR HN TS UNCLASSIFIED 
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ior ea USA, and La Cosa Nos 
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e oobi ENR 

US: ple? ; and 
by 

time, and money attackint 
This would help neutralize the activities of both 

groups which are detrimental to this country. 

veemy 

"~ 

re mee 
- 

contact 
\ with each other in the labor field where hoodlums opcrate 
businesses under “sweatshop" conditions, 

, that the Party -is att 
By making. it appear 

acking’ hoodlum labor practices, scver 2 
period of time we could provoke a bitter dispute between the 
two organi¢gations. 

‘ The New York Gifice has recommended a Specwrie 
, technique to initiate this program. 
‘of anonymously forwarding one leaflet to a local La Cos 
‘leader attacking the labor practices of one of his ¢: 

aM Sw RPnebe 

This technique cons ape 

nos tra 

Je - ~ Beenie oe! 
The leaflet would ostensibly be published by a local Party 
unit. 
it has received wide 

Enclosure: ; 
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Memo to Mr. Sullivan  * a - 
RE: HCODWINE 

=a . cre 

RECOMMENDATION: | . i 

authorizing the anonymous mailing of 2 spurious leaflet, 
allegediy from the Communist Party, USA, attacking La Cosa 
Nostra, to a lecal hoodlum leader as the first step in a 

| ; Zong-range program to prOvane @ dispute between the two 
* groups. <3 oo | ; 

Yhat the attached letter be sent the New York Office 
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BAC, New York _ ; : om 10/5/66 

| = | | : ; 
Director, FRI | 

| , | a“ emon\e | 
HOODHIRE — * : aT ' ph aaa mT AN CONT ATNEO 

€INTERNAL SECURITY) ee SELL ibe 

: "a yei30d BS Alc 
ReNYjJet captioned “Communist Party, USA; Countere 

intelligence “rogram; IS ~- C; (la Cosa Nostra)," dated 
96/22/65. iiceodwink is the code word designated for this 

program. ee ee ee 

New York is authorized to mail the anonymous letter 
gnd leaflet set out in relet as the beginning of a lLongerange 
program to cause a dispute between La Cosa Nestra (LCN) and 
the Communist Party, USA {CPUSA}. To strengthen this alleged 
rttack, add a last sentence to the leaflet: "“Let’s show 
thse hoodlums and the bosses that the workers sre united 
‘against sweatshops." 

Take the usual precautions to insure this mailing 
cannot be associated with the Bureau and advise of tangible 
results. New York should also submit follow-up recommendations 
re continue this program. 

The Party has been the subject or recent boubings 
B typical hoodlum technique. Consider ‘2 spurious Party | 
‘statement blaming the LON for the bombings because of 
“Party efforts on behalf of.the workers." This statemend, 
could be aimed at specific LCN members if appropriate. 

: “ cn developing this program, thought should aiso be 
. given to initiating spurious LCN attacks on the CPUSA, so that 

each group would think the other WaS mounting 2: canpalign 
| against it. 

- CS , 
| : The Bureau very much appreciates New York’s careful 

anslysis of this program and the initial "lowekey" technique 
- sueece tet 
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